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Browsing Through OWL Domain Ontologies

Christian Kop 
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Abstract— There is a trend to see ontologies not as one big 
specification of a certain domain but to see it as a network of 
interrelated units. This paper will propose an approach and a 
tool, which allows the user to navigate through a network of 
ontology documents. The user will be supported by two 
different presentation techniques (graphical visualization and 
verbalization). Furthermore, s/he will be provided with 
information about relevant (key) classes and with a textual 
summary report of the ontology.  Apart from the visualization 
of specific OWL domain ontologies, s/he will also get support 
for the visualization of the ontology network in which a 
domain ontology specification is just a unit, which is related to 
other units.  Hence, a tool is introduced, which allows to 
present ontologies in different ways. 

Keywords- semantic web; OWL; verbalization; summary; 
relevant classes; key classes;  ontologies; visualization. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
With the Semantic Web Initiative [14], the Internet more 

and more becomes an Internet, which contains ontologies. 
Furthermore,, ontologies do not appear solely but are 
connected to each other. Such ontologies were mainly 
generated to be machine interpretable. But also a human 
reader must be able to browse through this network of 
ontologies. The tool, which is described here, does not 
provide mechanism for automatic reasoning but techniques 
to present the ontology to human readers. Especially within 
a network of ontologies it is necessary to give an overview 
of the ontology network and to provide a combination of 
visualization techniques for a node (ontology document) 
within this network. Therefore, one of the first changes to 
traditional tools is the visualization of an overview of the 
document network itself before visualizing the ontology 
inside a certain document. Furthermore,, it must be 
guaranteed that a user gets information, which node 
(document) s/he has successfully visited and which 
document is currently opened. To summarize, in this paper 
the following presentation strategies are proposed: 

• Graphical representation of the import relationships 
between ontology documents 

• Graphical representation of the user behavior 
(navigation visualization) within the document 
network. 

• Graphical representation of the ontology 
specification for a specific ontology document. 

• Verbalization of this specification 
• A list of relevant classes 
• Textual summary of the formal ontology 

specification. 
Whereas other tools focus especially on either 

visualizing or verbalizing an OWL ontology itself, this 
approach focuses on the combination of these techniques. 
Furthermore,, it provides the possibility to show an OWL 
ontology as a network of interrelated OWL documents if the 
ontology imports concepts from other OWL documents. 
Therefore, it is possible to navigate through the interrelated 
OWL documents.  

The ontology specification itself is presented on two 
additional levels. It is presented graphically or verbalized as 
a whole. If a user wants to see details on an OWL class then 
they are shown graphically and they are verbalized. 

In order to describe such a tool and approach, the paper 
is structured as follows. In the next section, an overview of 
related work is given. Section III continues with the 
description of the document network visualization. Section 
IV starts with the first detailed view for a specific document 
node. This view is a graphical one. In Section V, a specific 
view is introduced, which lists all OWL classes together 
with the possibility to provide the user an understanding of 
the relevant classes of the ontology. This is based on 
measures, which are directly derived from the ontology 
structure. In this section also traditional views are 
introduced. The other important presentation strategy 
(verbalization) will be presented in detail in Section VI. 
Section VII combines the verbalization strategy and 
measures for relevant classes to introduce a view of a 
textual summary for an ontology. Section VIII gives a final 
discussion of the features of the presented tool. Section IX 
summarizes this approach and gives an outlook to future 
work.  
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II. RELATED WORK 
Since the tool covers different techniques (e.g., graphical 

visualization, verbalization), the related work section is 
divided into subsections, which cover these aspects. 

A. Visualization of Ontologies and Networked Ontologies  
Concerning the research field of the visualization of an 

ontology specification, a lot of work has been done so far. 
Lanzenberger, Sampson and Rester summarized this work 
[16]. Beside traditional two-dimensional graphical views 
there is a trend to introduce 3D visualization techniques for 
large ontologies.  The tools OntoViz [17], OWLViz [18] 
and Ontobroker [21] visualize ontologies with two-
dimensional graphs.  Tools like Ontorama [19] and 
OntoSphere 3D [20] provide three-dimensional 
representation techniques. Furthermore,, visualization is not 
only used to present the ontology content but is also used to 
view specific aspects of the content. For instance the tool 
AlViz introduced by Lanzenberger et al. in [22] and [23] 
visualizes the alignment of two ontologies. The approaches 
described by Falconer et al. [24] and Gilson et al. [25] 
visualize the mapping of ontologies. Garcia et al. proposes 
how the coupling of ontologies can be visualized [26]. 

Ontologies are nowadays not seen as one big 
specification of a certain domain but they are seen as a 
network of interrelated units. The NEON Approach 
(www.neon-project.org) is a research project, which 
motivates networked ontologies. Here it is even proposed 
that ontologies should be splitted into modules [27]. 
Currently however, an ontology document itself is still the 
most used container, which can be treated as a bigger unit. 
The approach described in this paper therefore follows this 
traditional view of modularization. OWL classes and object 
properties, which belong together are specified in the same 
document. If classes and object properties are needed from 
another OWL document, then this external document is 
imported. In this sense, an ontology documents network is 
established. In order to browse such a network, browsing 
must start at the level of OWL documents. 

B. Verbalization 
Strategies to verbalize ontologies are described in Fuchs et 
al. [5] and Hewlett et al.[6]. These approaches mainly focus 
on an optimal natural language verbalization of OWL 
constructs itself like subClassOf, intersectionOf, unionOf, 
cardinality restrictions etc. Although, this helps to read the 
whole ontology it still looks artificial since the labels of 
OWL classes and OWL object properties are not 
transcribed. In their work on verbalization of OWL 1.1., 
Karljurand and Fuchs still conclude that object property and 
class labels hopefully will become more English-like over 
time. Luckily an analysis of many OWL ontologies made 
by Mellish and Sun showed that in many cases nouns for 
classes and verbs for object properties are used [11]. 
Although object property labels contain a verb many name 
variations can exist. Therefore, in [4] linguistically 

motivated guidelines and naming conventions were 
proposed, which must be used for object property labels and 
class labels. Information of individuals is verbalized in  the 
research work of Bontcheva [3].  

C. Relevant  Class  Measures 
Interesting related work for this case was done by Bezerra 
et al. [2] and Huang et al. [7]. They introduced key classes, 
which are similar to relevant classes in order to estimate the 
quality of an ontology. The weighted relationships of a 
class are counted in [7]. The weight is determined from the 
relationships that can be inherited from the super classes. 
Then these weights are forwarded to the involved classes of 
these relationships. In [2], the number of direct children is 
counted. Vrana and Mach propose to return a vector of 
terms instead of the whole ontology [30]. This vector can 
be seen as a summary, which is based on the input of a user 
who searches for keywords in ontologies. More detailed 
research on key concepts are provided by Zhang et al. [31] 
and Peroni et al.[29]. Zhang et al. summarizes RDF 
ontologies. It returns a graph of salient RDF sentences. The 
approach proposed by Peroni et al. integrates topological 
measures (density and coverage of concepts) with statistical 
measures (popularity of a concept) as well as cognitive 
criteria (natural categories). Topological measures rely on 
the structure of the ontology. The included cognitive 
criteria is based on the idea that simple single words 
represent more likely key concepts. However it turned out, 
that this criteria does not work so well. The popularity 
measure is estimated by counting the hits of several 
ontology concepts in Yahoo. Then the hits are compared. 
An ontology concept, which has more hits than another is 
seen as more popular. This measure was introduced to 
optimize the output with regard to human experts. The 
authors in [29] found out, that human experts tend to prefer 
more common knowledge terms rather than special terms. 
In cases where common knowledge terms and special terms 
are equal candidates for key concepts, they wanted to 
ensure that the common knowledge term is preferred in the 
selection process by the algorithm.  Centered concepts play 
an important role for estimating clusters in conceptual 
models (see the work of  Moody et al.) [12] [13]. Since 
conceptual models depend on relationships between entity 
types (classes), for each entity type its relationship is 
counted. 

D. Differences to Related Work 
Although there is a lot of work, which focuses on 

graphical representation of ontologies, a visualization of 
interrelated ontology documents was not found in literature.  
This approach therefore not only presents a visualization of 
the ontology itself but also focuses on the visualization of 
the import relationships between OWL documents. In fact, 
this is the starting point of the browser. In this feature, the 
user can enter the link to an ontology document. Then s/he 
is provided with the document itself and all the other OWL 
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documents, which are needed for “imports” in the chosen 
OWL document. From this first view s/he can start to 
navigate and explore the OWL document network. A more 
detailed description of how this can be done, will be 
presented in Section III. Of course s/he can let the tool 
present the content of each document. This is done 
graphically or by using verbalization. Actually, a two-
dimensional graphical representation is provided for the 
graphical representation of the ontology content. 

The verbalization strategy proposed here is a refinement 
of [4]. It allows some more labeling freedom, though some 
linguistic guidelines are still needed to achieve good 
verbalization results. Finally this approach differs from the 
approach described in [3] since this approach verbalizes 
OWL classes and not individuals. 

The determination of relevant classes in this approach 
relies on the ontology structure itself. A class is only a 
relevant (key) class if this can be automatically 
determined from the content of the ontology itself. A 
popularity measure is not used in this approach since it 
was the aim that only the structure and no external 
resource should be used. Whereas in [29] only the best N 
key concepts are returned, this approach does not select 
only N concepts but categorizes concepts into relevant (= 
key) concepts and considerable concepts. Hence, beside 
an inner circle of concepts it also has an outer circle of 
considerable concepts, which could be candidates too. 
Furthermore,, in one view of the tool it is also possible to 
order all the concepts according to its relevance. In this 
view nothing gets lost. As an alternative to the number of 
children [2], the number of all successors is calculated. This 
alternative achieves that the relevance is treated globally 
since the whole sub tree and not only the children are 
considered. The calculation of the weight for relationships 
as described in [7] is not taken as the only measure, since it 
only works if classes have object properties. However, 
OWL classes do not necessarily need such object property 
relationships. In fact, there are also ontologies, which only 
consist of a class/subclass taxonomy. If object properties are 
specified in an ontology, then it will be described that 
simpler measures are sufficient. The paper introduces 
several other statistical measures for classes (e.g., number of 
instances, number of restriction and disjoints). Instead of the 
RDF basis [31] it focuses on specific OWL features. 

All verbalization strategies today verbalize the whole 
ontology content. On one hand it is an advantage since the 
human reader does not have to understand the formal and 
artificial constructs of the ontology. On the other hand 
however, it is still necessary to read the whole ontology. To 
use a metaphor, this can be compared with presenting the 
reader a full “news paper article”, though at the beginning, it 
might be better to present him only an abstract or the 
headline (textual summary).  

Regarding textual summary generation, it can be said, 
no approach is known, which currently generates a textual 
summary out of the ontology structure. According to an 

evaluation made in [1] a combination of two measures out 
of the measures for relevant class determination were used 
as a basis for textual summary generation. 

Finally, in this paper it is proposed to combine all the 
above mentioned representation techniques together in one 
tool.  

III. MAP OF  INTERRELATED OWL DOCUMENTS 
Each OWL document is related with other OWL 

documents from which it imports necessary other 
specifications. For instance, the wine ontology imports 
PotableLiquid from the food ontology. This resource is 
needed to specify that a Wine is a subclass of PotableLiquid. 
Another example: The climaticzone ontology at the 
designpatterns web site needs the ontologies aquatic 
resource, cpannotationschema and observation. The tool 
visualizes this information.  

A. Visualization of the Document Network 
Viewing such a network is done, using the header of the 

OWL specification in which the imports are specified. 
Instead of presenting the whole ontology it firstly scans the 
document for the section with the import specifications. 

 It then paints the document itself as a node (rectangle). 
If the document imports concepts from other documents 
then these import relationships are visualized as directed 
edges pointing from the document, which needs the import 
to the document, which provides concepts for the import. 
Furthermore, the system does not show the user the whole 
network at once. Instead it starts with the chosen OWL 
document and its direct neighbors (i.e., those documents, 
which are needed for imports). If the user wants to see more 
of the network, s/he has to expand those documents, in 
which s/he is interested in. This stepwise visualization 
document network has the following reason: It cannot be 
trusted that all the nodes in the network are available since 
the nodes (OWL documents) might be spread over different 
servers on the Web. Some servers might be not available. 
Therefore the system firstly only provides the start node and 
the direct neighbors of the start node (document). This is 
possible since the start node is available and the 
specification of the imports is given inside the start 
document. Figure 1 shows the situation at the beginning for 
the “Climatic Zone” ontology, which was taken from the 
ontology pattern web side (see: [32]). 

B. Operations Provided in the Document Network 
If the user selects one document s/he can open a popup 

menu with the right mouse button. Then s/he gets menu 
options for operations, which can be applied on the selected 
document. Namely, it is possible to  

• Open a detailed graphical view containing the 
ontology (for more details see Section IV) 

• Open a list view where all the ontology elements 
are listed (see Section V) and verbalized (Section 
VI). 
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• Open a summary view where a natural language 
summary is generated (see Section VII) 

• Get all the import details for all the needed imports 
of the document. This operation is also available 
for the import edges between the OWL documents. 

• Expand a node. This operation supports the 
navigation through the network (see Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 1. Relationships between OWL documents 

 

 

Figure 2.  Expansion of observation.owl 

C. Representation of Imports 
The representation of imports has the same structure for 

both the OWL documents and the import edges. In both 
cases, the user gets a list of OWL elements and the 
resources (imported documents), from which they were 
imported.  Only the resulting list is different. If the user 
chooses this list for an OWL document, then a list of 
elements from all the surrounding neighbors of that OWL 
document is provided (these neighbors are the documents, 
from which elements are imported). If s/he selects an edge 
then s/he only gets the list of elements from the document to 
which the edge points (the imported document). Figure 3 
gives an example for the edge pointing from 
climaticzone.owl to  observation.owl. 
 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of imports 
 

The first column specifies the type of the OWL element 
(e.g., is it an OWL class or an object property), which needs 
a resource from another OWL document. The second 
column gives the name of the element. The third column 
names the kind of “relationship” to the imported element. 
The column resource gives the name of the imported 
element. The last column specifies the resource locator. 

There was also an attempt here to verbalize this kind of 
information (second tab in the screenshot of Figure 3). 

D. Visualization of  the Navigation 
Beside the visualization of the document network 

structure, also the behavior of the user is visualized. First of 
all, the document with which the user starts appears larger 
then the other documents (see also Figure 1).  

For traditional web sites it is already an established 
strategy that links, which have not been followed yet appear 
differently to links, which where already opened by the user. 
Since this strategy has proven to be very successful, it was 
adopted for the navigation visualization. A coloring system 
was introduced to show  

• Where the user currently is and executes an 
operation  (e.g., the node s/he opens to browse 
through the OWL specification), 

• Which nodes has been opened successfully in the 
past and 

• Which nodes (documents) are not available (i.e., 
the server was down and hence it was not possible 
to open this specific ontology). 
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If a node is opened in order to browse the ontology 
specification itself or if it is only expanded, then the node is 
colored “blue”. 

If the node was opened successfully in the past, then 
this node remains colored “green”, but it can change to blue 
if the user once again opens exactly this node. In this case 
also the previously opened blue node changes his color to 
green. 

If s/he is not able to open or expand a node then the 
node is colored “red”. Such a situation appears if the server, 
on which the ontology document is stored, is not available.  

IV. DETAILED GRAPHICAL VIEW 
The graphical view itself is divided into four separate 

views: A view of the subclass taxonomy, a view of the 
object properties, a view for simple restrictions based on 
allValuesFrom, someValuesFrom and hasValue as well as a 
view for disjoints. The first two views were made since 
taxonomies play an important role in OWL specifications. 
Therefore the subclass relationships are visualized in an 
extra view and are not mixed up with the object properties. 
The view for disjoints and the view for the three types of 
restrictions were also separated for the same reason. In all 
the graphical views each OWL class is drawn as a 
rectangular node in the graph.  

A. Class  Taxonomy View 
The graph taxonomy view only consists of classes and 

their specializations. In the view two types of 
specializations are distinguished and therefore are presented 
differently. For explicit generalization hierarchies OWL 
uses “subClassOf”. In the graphical view, this kind of 
relationship is drawn as an edge between the OWL class 
nodes with a solid line and a solid triangle, which points 
from the specialization to the general OWL class.  

Beside this, it is also possible in OWL ontologies that 
generalization hierarchies are stated implicitly. Implicit 
specification can be expressed in terms of an equivalent 
class and an intersection. The next OWL specification part 
is an example for such a situation. “CheeseyPizza” is 
indirectly specified to be equivalent to an intersection 
between Pizza itself and a restriction on the object property 
“hasTopping”. 
 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="CheeseyPizza"> 
   <owl:equivalentClass> 
     <owl:Class> 
       <owl:intersectionOf              
           rdf:parseType="Collection"> 
           <owl:Restriction> 
            <owl:someValuesFrom   
             rdf:resource="#CheeseTopping"/> 
            <owl:onProperty> 
              <owl:ObjectProperty  
               rdf:about="#hasTopping"/> 
            </owl:onProperty> 
          </owl:Restriction> 
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Pizza"/> 

          … 
        </owl:intersectionOf> 
     </owl:Class> 
    </owl:equivalentClass> 
</owl:Class> 

 
Such an indirect specialization is drawn as an edge with 

a dashed (red colored) line and a non solid triangle pointing 
from the specialization to the generalization. Figure 4 shows 
parts of the graphical taxonomy view for the pizza ontology. 
 

 

Figure 4. OWL class taxononomy view 

B. Object Property View 
As specified with the name, the object property view 

shows the OWL object properties. The fact that object 
properties contain a domain and a range is presented with a 
directed edge. The arrow of the edge points from the OWL 
domain to the OWL range class. Figure 5 shows such a 
situation. 
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Figure 5. Object property view 

C. Restrictions and Disjoints View 
The last two tabs contain views on restrictions (namely: 

someValuesFrom, allValuesFrom, hasValue) and disjoints. 
The restrictions as well as the disjoints are presented as 
dashed lines between the concepts. Furthermore,, 
restrictions can be distinguished by different colors and a 
different edge ending at the postion of the class for which 
the restriction was defined.  A solid circle represents an 
allValuesFrom restriction. A non solid circle represents a 
someValuesFrom restricion and no circle is used  for a 
hasValue restriction. (see Figure 6 for graphical 
visualization of allValuesFrom and someValuesFrom 
restrictions). 

 

 

Figure 6. Restrictions view for OWL class Capricciosa 

D. OWL Class Graphical Details View 
The graphical details view for one OWL class has the 

same representation features as the graphical view for all 
OWL elements. The difference is, that the representation of 
the taxonomy, object property, restrictions and disjoints is 
shown for one selected OWL class. Figure 6 shows the 
restrictions for the selected OWL class “Capricciosa” in the 
pizza ontology. 

V. RELEVANT CLASSES AND OTHER TABULAR 
REPRESENTATIONS 

Beside the graphical views, the tool provides the human 
reader also with the following tabular and verbalized views:  
the OWL classes together with their relevance, a class 
taxonomy tree view, instances, restrictions and disjoints. 

A.  Relevant Classes  
Several kinds of measures to sort OWL classes for their 

relevance are introduced in this paper. 
• Weighted number of successors (wNS),  
• Number of object properties (P),  
• Weighted number of object properties (wP), 
• Number of children (NC), 
• Number of restrictions and disjoints (R/D), 
• Instances of an OWL class (I),  
• Total value (T). 

The weighted number of successors (wNS) focuses on 
the subclass hierarchy. The sucessors (NS) of a class are 
counted and weighted. This avoids that OWL classes at the 
top of the hierarchy will always be the winners.   

For the weighting factor, the distance of a certain class 
from the root  Thing is taken (= dfr) and it is divided by the 
maximum distance to a leaf (= maxdtl). The distances are 
calculated by counting the edges from the root to the leafs 
respectively. The weighted number of successors for a class 
X hence is calculated as: 

wNS(X) = NS *  (dfr / maxdtl)               (1) 

In the pizza ontology the distance from root to pizza is 2 
(i.e., Thing  DomainConcept  Pizza). The maximum 
distance to a leave is also 2. The weighting factor therefore 
is 2 / 2 = 1. Pizza itself has 34 successors. Hence, 
wNS(pizza) is 34. 

The number of object properties for a domain class (P) 
considers the object property relationships from a domain 
class to its range class. It is assumed that the domain class is 
more likely a relevant class than the range class in the object 
property. Therefore each object property is counted only for 
domain classes.  For example in the pizza ontology the class 
Pizza gets the value 2 for P since pizza is the domain class 
in two object properties (pizza has pizza topping and pizza 
has pizza base). 

The weighted number of object properties (wP) is a 
refined version of the measure P. Instead of incrementing 
the counter by 1 for each class, which is involved as a 
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domain in an object property, the counter is incremented by 
the wNS value of the range. However, if the value is 0 then 
wP is incremented by 1 and it degrades to P. With this 
strategy the importance (weight) of the range is also 
forwarded to the domain.  

Instances of an OWL class (I) are a third strategy to 
estimate the relevance of a class. In the pizza ontology the 
class Country has 5 instances (I).  The number of children 
was taken from [2] and just counts the direct children of a 
class. 

The number of restrictions and disjoints are calculated 
by incrementing a counter for an OWL class whenever a 
restriction (someValuesFrom, allValuesFrom, hasValue) or 
disjoint is specified for that class. 

The default value of T is a combination of the wNS and 
wP measure.  It is not a simple count but it divides the 
counted result into an ordinal value system ranging from 1 
to 3. A more detailed description of the determination of 
these values will be given in Section VII.  The value for T 
can also be set to be the sum of any selection of the 
measures wNS, NC, wP, P, R/D, I. Figure 7 shows how 
relevant classes are visualized in a listing. The elements in 
the listing can be sorted according to each of the measures. 

B. Other Visualizations 
Beside the visualization of relevant classes, the user can also 
choose among the following other tabular and J-Tree-based 
visualizations (object properties, class tree, class details, 
restrictions, disjoints and instances).  

The tabular object property representation lists object 
properties. The table has three columns: object property 
column, domain and range column. The object properties 
together with their domain and range are verbalized. A J-
Tree based representation is provided for the class taxonmy 
and the details for a class. In the J-Tree for the class 
taxonomy, each class and their subclasses are visualized as 
folders and subfolders. If a class has instances, also the 
instances are presented as leaves in the J-Tree. In the J-Tree 
for the details of all classes, the classes once again appear as 
folders. If such a class folder is opened, the sub folders 
contain the restrictions, instances, object properties sub 
classes etc., for the selected class. 

    The restriction are listed also in a tabular 
representation. This listing has three columns. One column 
is for the class on which the restriction is defined. The other 
column is for the restriction category and the third column 
for the specification of the restriction. The content of this 
last column is once again verbalized. 

The instance list is another tabular representation, 
which focuses on the instances. It has two columns. The 
first column contains the instances. The second column 
contains the classes  to which the instances belong. 

In each of the tabular representations it is possible to 
sort by each column individually. For instance, object 
property specifications can be sorted either by their domain 
or range. 

 

Figure 7. Relevant classes list 

C. OWL Class Details 
For presenting details of an OWL class, most of the 

views in Section B can be reused. Only the relevant classes 
view and the taxonomy view make no sense in this context.  
The views on restrictions, disjoints, class details, instances 
and object properties can be applied for the selected class 
since only information is listed, which belongs to that class. 

VI. VERBALIZATION OF AN ONTOLOGY 
In the previous section, the listings presented also 

verbalized information. Therefore, this section explains the 
details. 

A. Problems of Verbalization 
In the verbalization step the following two problems are 

well known and discussed in literature [4],[5],[7],[9],[11]: 
1. How can the formal knowledge representation be 

transformed into a natural language representation? 
2. How can OWL class and object property labels be 

transformed into a natural language representation? 
 

The first problem addresses the different OWL elements 
and constructs to define formal expressions (e.g., 
Intersection, Union, someValuesFrom, allValuesFrom etc.). 
Previous research work already provided solutions for that 
problem.  

The second problem occurs since the human OWL 
designers cannot be influenced to use proper and 
standardized labels for classes and object properties. Many 
variations exist. In [4], the verbalization strategy 
recommends that classes and object properties are labeled 
exactly in a specific format. Namely, classes should be 
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nouns in singular. If there are compound nouns, then they 
must be separated using an upper character 
(e.g.,VegetarianPizza) object properties must start with a 
verb. If a preposition is needed, then the preposition must be 
explicitly specified in the label. Once again single words 
must be separated by an upper character (workWith). The 
language used for all the labels must be English. 

B. Verbalization of Classses and  ObjectProperties,  
This approach addresses the second problem and refines 

the work in [4] and [6]. In order to produce better results 
and give ontology designers more freedom of defining the 
labels, the following must be done: 

1. Find the separation strategy and separate 
accordingly. 

2. Remove redundant information in the object 
property labels. 

3. Add additional information to the object property. 
4. Add the article “a” or “an” respectively to the two 

involved classes of a relationship. 
Most ontology engineers prefer to separate words by 

using upper case characters (e.g., VegetarianPizza, 
worksWith etc.). Some also use separators like “_” or “-“ 
(e.g., vegetarian_pizza). If the separator strategy is detected, 
the words can be separated to their natural language form 
(e.g., “vegetarian pizza“,  “works with” etc.). 

If ontology engineers only would use verbs in object 
property labels the verbalization would be much easier. 
Unfortunately, they often add information about the domain 
and range to the object property itself. This is often 
necessary to avoid different object properties with the same 
labels (i.e., several object properties with the label “has”) 
but it produces artificial results in those verbalization 
approaches, which do not handle this. Particularly if the 
range (domain) or closing parts of the range (domain) are 
also mentioned in the object property label, then this must 
be removed (e.g., “has” instead of “hasTopping”). The 
verbalization result is much better if such changes on the 
object property labels are made (e.g., “Pizza has Pizza 
Topping” instead of  “Pizza has topping Pizza Topping”).  

Additional information is necessary if there is an object 
property, which contains the verb has together with a noun 
but the noun is not part of the range (e.g., person has father 
man). This is verbalized to person has a father, which is a 
man. However, this strategy fails, if the range class is not a 
noun. In some of the ontologies adjectives were specified as 
range concepts in object properties (e.g., Wine has color 
Green). In this case, only an additional lexicon with 
adjectives can help to avoid a wrong verbalization. For 
instance this can be solved as proposed by Sugumaran et al. 
[28]. There WordNet was taken as the lexicon. A word like 
“mild” can be searched in the lexicon. The lexicon returns 
all the meanings of “mild” together with the word category 
of this meaning and a measure how often the meaning is 
used. If the word category of the word with the most used 

meaning is an adjective, then this can be considered for 
verbalization. 

Finally, if the domain and the range of the object property 
are common nouns then, to each of the two classes involved, 
the article “a” or “an” respectively is added. If an adjective 
or a mass noun was used to label an OWL class, then no 
article must be added.  

With these strategies of verbalizing labels, the ontology 
designer has much more flexibility to name the object 
properties and OWL classes. (see Figure 8) 

 

 

Figure 8: object property verbalization 

C. Verbalization of Restrictions and Disjoints 
The verbalization of the restrictions and disjoints reuses 

the strategies for OWL class and Object Property 
verbalization. Currently it is based on patterns found in the 
OWL ontology. The pattern: 
 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Anjou"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
 <owl:Restriction> 
   <owl:onProperty  
   rdf:resource="#hasColor"/> 
   <owl:hasValue rdf:resource="#Rose"/> 
  </owl:Restriction> 
 </rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 

is verbalized to “Anjou has a Color, which is (has 
value) Rose”. Particularly, if within the class description of 
Anjou a HasValue-Restriction of on the Object Property is 
found then it is transcribed as shown above.  

If a AllValue-Restriction together with a Union operator 
is found within an OWL class specification as shown 
below, 

<owl:Class rdf:about="#AmericanHot"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
 <owl:Restriction> 
  <owl:onProperty> 
   <owl:ObjectProperty  
   rdf:about="#hasTopping"/> 
  </owl:onProperty> 
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  <owl:allValuesFrom> 
   <owl:Class> 
    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 
       <owl:Class  
       rdf:ID="HotGreenPepperTopping"/> 
       <owl:Class    
       rdf:about="#JalapenoPepperTopping"/> 
       <owl:Class     
       rdf:about="#MozzarellaTopping"/> 
       <owl:Class  
       rdf:about="#PeperoniSausageTopping"/> 
       <owl:Class  
       rdf:about="#TomatoTopping"/> 
     </owl:unionOf> 
    </owl:Class> 
   </owl:allValuesFrom> 
 </owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 

 then it is verbalized to  

“An American Hot has a Topping, which is (all values 
from) the Union of { Hot Green Pepper Topping,  Jalapeno 
Pepper Topping, Mozarella Topping, Peperoni Sausage 
Topping, Tomato Topping }” 
 

Disjoint specifications like  
 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#AmericanHot"> 
 <owl:disjointWith> 
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Napoletana"/> 
 </owl:disjointWith> 
</owl:Class> 
 

are verbalized as “An American Hot is disjoint with a 
Napoletana”. 

D. Verbalization of Imports 
In Section III it was mentioned that the list of imports is 

also verbalized. This is done by using sentence templates in 
which the specific import information (e.g., imported 
element, element that refers to an imported element etc.) is 
inserted. The template looks as follows: The (Class | 
ObjectProperty) <name> (is disjoint with | is a Subproperty 
of| is a sub class of | …) the Resource <name>, which is 
imported from <import address>. 

VII. TEXTUAL ONTOLOGY SUMMARY 
As pointed out in [1] a textual summary of an ontology is 

useful if a human reader just wants to get a first impression of 
the specification. Particularly, it can be more compared with 
a situation you will find if people read news paper articles. 
Many people look at the title, headlines or the short abstract 
before they start reading the article itself. Hence, what is 
needed is a technique that automatically summarizes the 
relevant content for the human reader. In other words, such 
a tool must be able to generate and verbalize a subset of the 
ontology structure that can be seen as an abstract, summary 

or headline of the ontology. Only if the ontology is 
verbalized and the information about the relevant OWL 
classes  is summarized, then the human reader can derive his 
first impression quickly and efficiently. A summary or 
abstract of an OWL ontology can be generated by combining 
the determination of relevant (key) classes with verbalization 
strategies. Particularly, the summary generation consists of the 
following steps: 

1. Calculation of  class relevance based on measures, 
2. Categorization if classes are relevant or not, 
3. Verbalization of classes and their object properties. 

The Step 1was already described in Section V. Step 3 
was described in more detail in Section VI. Therefore this 
section concentrates on Step 2. In [1], the combination of 
the weighted number of successors and the weighted 
number of object properties were seen as a good basis for 
textual summary generation. 

Therefore, once each class got a measured value for 
wNS and wP (step 1) they are divided into the three 
categories. 

• Relevant class (must be in the summary) 
• Considerable class (can be in the summary) 
• Not relevant class (not included in the summary) 

This is done for wNS and wP separately. In order to 
categorize it is necessary to know the maximum measured 
value for wNS (wP respectively) for a certain class. This 
maximum is taken as the basis. It represents 100 % of the 
reachable measured values for wNS (wP). The wNS (wP) 
values for all other classes are now compared with the 
maximum (= 100 %). A percentage for these values is 
calculated. If a class reaches a percentage higher than 65% 
then it is treated as a relevant class for a summary. If the 
calculated percentage is between 33 % and 65 % then it is a 
considerable class. Otherwise it is not relevant. 

The class with the maximum wNS in the pizza example 
is NamedPizza (wNS = 69). It is followed by Pizza (wNS = 
34), PizzaTopping (wNS = 25). With these values for wNS, 
NamedPizza is a relevant class. Pizza and PizzaTopping can 
be seen as considerable classes since they do not have a 
wNS value higher than 45 (65 %). The other classes are not 
relevant at all according to their wNS values. 

Applying the wP measure, the classes with the 
maximum wP value 34 are PizzaTopping and PizzaBase. 
Both classes have this value since they are involved in an 
object property as domains where the range is Pizza. Pizza 
follows with a wP value of 29. Here all three classes are 
relevant classes.  

With the two measures (wNS, wP) and the distinction 
between relevant and considerable classes, it can be 
parameterized how restrictive the generated summary is. 
The summary can be generated on the basis of one of the 
measures only (i.e., either wNS or wP) or based on the 
combination of the two measures together. The latter can be 
understood as a union of wNS and wP. Furthermore,, it can 
be decided if only relevant classes will appear in the 
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summary or relevant and considerable classes will be listed. 
The next table outlines the several possible alternatives. 

TABLE I: ALTERNATIVES FOR SUMMARY REPORT 

 relevant only relevant + considerable 

wNS (1) (2) 

wP (3) (4) 
wNS + wP (5) (6) 

In the following the combination of wNS + wP as a basis for 
listening relevant and considerable classes (6) is described 
in detail. It contains the other alternative reports (1) – (5) 
and thus is the most general report.  

Hence, if the alternative (6) is taken, then the summary 
report would not only return verbalizations of relevant 
classes but also verbalization of considerable classes. That 
means: 

• A class is a relevant class if it can be categorized as 
a relevant class on the basis of at least one of the 
measures (wNS, wP).   

• A class is a considerable class if it is not a relevant 
class and it is categorized as a considerable class 
by at least one of the measures (wNS, wP). 

If now the verbalization strategies (Section VI) are reused, 
then a summary can be generated by an introduction 
template. “The most relevant classes are <list of relevant 
classes> followed by <list of considerable classes>”. If 
only the relevant classes are needed (alternatives (1), (3), (5) 
in Table VII) then no considerable classes are mentioned in 
the generated output.  

Afterwards each of the listed classes is verbalized. 
Particularly, its relationship to its more general classes is 
named (e.g., a Pizza is a Domain Concept). Furthermore,, 
verbalization of those object properties is given where the 
relevant (considerable) class is involved explicitly as a 
domain (e.g., a Pizza has a Pizza Topping).  Figure 9 shows 
a textual summary report for the Pizza ontology. 

 

 

Figure 9. Textual summary 

VIII. DISCUSSION 
The ontology documents browser was tested with ontologies 
on the website [32] and with the ontologies mentioned in [1] 
and found in [15]. Especially in the case of the ontology 
design pattern web site, it turned out that it is very helpful if 
somebody wants to get an overview of the surrounding of a 
specific ontology (e.g., “climaticzone.owl”). The tool has 
the advantage to derive this information directly from the 
content of the chosen ontology. Then it visualizes the 
information graphically with the chosen ontology in the 
center and the ontologies needed for import as satellites of 
this ontology. Furthermore,, the tool provides him with 
navigation visualization. The starting point (starting 
document) is always presented larger than other documents. 
Successfully visited nodes (documents) are colored 
differently to nodes, which were not visited or nodes, which 
could not be visited (i.e., web server is down). Thus, the 
user gets a spatial overview of his navigation. S/he can even 
browse through the documents without looking inside one 
document. The users always have the spatial overview of 
the documents network. 

In [1] the calculation of relevant classes was tested. It 
could be shown, that the calculation of relevant classes 
reflects the content structure of the ontology. It was 
therefore also “natural” to use these classes for the textual 
summary of the ontology content. 

Regarding the verbalization, this paper focused on 
verbalization of labels. For certain patterns found in the 
OWL specification, verbalization patterns can be presented 
to the user. The verbalization process was also more 
sensible to word categories (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives).  
If an adjective is detected within an object property or 
within a restriction then the verbalization procedure 
considers this fact. This technique produces a better 
verbalization output. 

Graphical visualization was included in this paper since 
it was the intention to show that a representation of an 
ontology must be a mix of different visualization 
techniques. It must be left to the user to choose the right 
representation for a certain  situation.  

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, a visualization approach and its 

implementation was described. In order to browse a network 
of ontologies it was proposed that different visualization 
strategies must be combined together. It is also necessary to 
provide the user with a view of interrelated documents and 
to help him during his navigation through the ontology 
document network. The prototype was implemented in Java. 
The Jena API was used for OWL ontology parsing. For the 
graphical visualization JGraph (www.jgraph.com) was used. 

The intention also leaves many future research and 
implementation issues. First of all, it could be interesting to 
integrate also three-dimensional visualization views.  Since 
there are also a lot of documents in other formats (e.g., 
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RDF) it would be good to extend the functionality in such a 
way that also RDF documents are visualized. Finally an 
integration of this approach to Protégé is worth to look at. 
For users, which are more familiar with mathematical 
expressions and logic, a detailed view of the logical 
statements expressed in OWL could be interesting 
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Abstract-The paper deals with the current findings of the 

Think Tank group of experts from all over the world 

working within EU FP7 project “Evolving Future 

Internet for European Leadership – EIFFEL”. The 

Think-Tank is working on meetings where the discussion 

about major challenges and scenarios of the current 

Internet is contributing to the debate about the future of 

the Internet trying to provide some answers and identify 

evolutionary mechanisms for its development. In the on-

going work it becomes evident that different views exist 

regarding the missing parts or concepts of the current 

Internet network architecture. Some scenarios of 

Internet evolvements based on the stakeholder’s 

incentives show divers directions of development. This 

paper introduces the major findings regarding the 

identified challenges and the evolutionary mechanism 

suggested by the EIFFEL Think Tank.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The current Internet is considered as remarkable success 

of the technology advancement. The Internet platform 

enabled innovation that far exceeds the original vision of the 

system as a research instrument. The Internet and associated 

services today have transformed the lives of billions of 

people in areas as diverse as democracy, education, 

healthcare, entertainment, commerce, finance and civil 

infrastructure. It can be easily claimed that the Internet is the 

21st century's fundamental societal infrastructure, 

comparable to the railways of the 1800s and roadways of the 

1900s. The Internet and the associated services have 

contributed to the transformation of the world economy and 

society. They catalyse new forms of communication, 

collaboration, creativity and innovation. They deeply affect 

the human communication, interactions and transactions, 

and the way humans deal with information and knowledge. 

All the data and statistics related to the Internet are still 

growing at exponential rates. According to the last report of 

the Task Force of the European Commission DG INFSO the 

Internet connectivity is expanding rapidly in both terms: 

geographical distribution and size [1]. Currently there are 

about 1.6 billion Internet users worldwide (from 360 million 

in 2000) and 4 billion mobile users (from 2.7 billion in 

2006); 570 million Internet-enabled handheld devices are in 

use. The number of people who use the mobile phones for 

web surfing has doubled since 2006 [2]. It is expected in 

2012 the number of mobile and wireless users to outnumber 

the wired ones. In parallel with user growth the stored 

information is growing as well or even faster. In 1998, 

Google indexed 26 million web-pages; in 2009 it indexes 1 

trillion. There are 400 million web pages and 55 trillion 

links between these web pages. The Web is processing 100 

billion clicks per day, 2 million e-mails and 1 million instant 

messages per second. Video traffic over the Internet is 

growing by 60% every year and will be multiplied by 1000 

over the next 5 to 8 years. Web 2.0 and social networks with 

popular social sites are attracting more than 125 million 

regular users within just 5 years of existence [2]. Internet is 

today indispensable part of the businesses as most of the 

businesses processes have been significantly automated by 

the underlying Internet technologies in business systems, 

production, development and communication. The current 

Internet is the most important infrastructure of the digital 

society that is adapting itself by use of ad-hoc technical 

solutions that help to meet the demands of the users and 

devices, applications and services enabling human activities 

that were not foreseen in its original design. 

The networking community being aware of the rising 

number of seemingly ad-hoc solutions to the technical 

problems has come to agreement that these problems are of 

architectural nature and for that reason a general re-design 

may be needed. It is common understanding of the 

community that the design of the Future Internet should 

enable smooth evolvement of the current IP network and 

should not lay on the current practice of patches being 

developed and implemented to overcome the existing 

tussles. It is also a common understanding that the structural 

and architectural problems of the current Internet cannot be 

solved without understanding of how a system with the size 

of the Internet interacts with the world either being human 

or just some mechanical part of it. 

This paper presents some of the identified immediate 

problems and challenges that require fundamental rethink of 

the set of mechanisms in use in the today Internet and its 
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architectural origin. It is based on the work within the EU 

FP7 project Evolving Future Internet for European 

Leadership –EIFFEL [3]. The project is organizing semi-

annually think-tank meetings where technical and other 

experts from all parts of the world are contributing to the 

debate about the future of the Internet trying to provide 

answers to the major challenges and tussles. Most of the 

identified agreements and disagreements regarding the 

major problems of the current Internet are provided at the 

FIPEDIA site [4] maintained by the EIFFEL core team. This 

paper introduces the major findings that are presented in 

detail in the EIFFEL White Papers on the Future of Internet 

[3]. 

The paper is organised in five parts, the first part 

introduce shortly the on-going activities about the Future of 

the Internet around the world, then focuses on the EIFFEL 

evolutionary mechanism approach in developing the Future 

Internet and finally provides an insight to the socio-

economic challenges that need to be approached. The paper 

ends with conclusions and ideas for continuation of the 

research agenda debate. 

II. THE NETWORK COMMUNITY DEBATE 

The networking community is aware that the Internet 

network in use is still based on the best-effort, point-to-point 

service model, well suited to applications between two 

endpoints that can tolerate occasional performance 

degradation. Considering the current level of service where 

performance degradation is not acceptable but in the same 

time many of the used applications involve multiple 

endpoints and their identification in the Internet network the 

design of the new model becomes even more difficult. Deep 

consideration of the alternative service and network 

architecture to solve the tussles is becoming even more 

necessary. However, the views and the approaches within 

the research initiatives and efforts towards Internet 

evolvement differ.  

In U.S the NSF NetS research program FIND [6] is the 

major long-term initiative in the area of the Future Internet 

program where "clean slate process" research proposals in 

the broad area of network architecture, principles, and 

design, are trying to answer to many questions within the 

area of Future Internet. The philosophy of the programme is 

to help conceive the Future of Internet by enabling a 

network design that is free from the current collective 

mindset about the constraints of the network. The NSF is 

recently considering the NetSE (Network Science and 

Engineering Committee) report program published in mid-

2009 [7], in which further of R&D activities based on 

theoretical approaches that help to overcome the barriers in 

future network design are recommended. GENI [8] is also 

another U.S based program focusing on a flexible and 

reconfigurable network ―test-bed‖ experimental facilities 

and related experimental projects. 

The EU through the FP7 program is engaged in funding 

a very wide range of research activities that relate to the 

future Internet. Given the scale of this activity, and the rate, 

at which it is generating results, a complete, up-to-date, 

snapshot of all related European R&D activities in the area 

is difficult to be provided. Some form of cross-project, 

cross-domain body that promote information sharing and 

helps to set a balance between coherence in order to exploit 

knowledge generated by number of participants, and the 

existing diversity is happening within the Future Internet 

Assembly that was established in March 2008 in Bled, 

Slovenia. FIA with semi-annual meetings is ensuring 

appropriate coverage of this very large and challenging 

research domain that includes innovative research in the 

area of networking, experimental facilities and testing 

within the FIRE [9] program. Recently the initiative related 

to the Future Internet enterprise system – the project cluster 

FInES [10] was added to the FIA program. Recently in July 

2009 the final report of the EU DG INFSO [2] Task Group 

on Interdisciplinary Research Activities for the Future 

Internet was published where the design, implementation, 

testing and validation platforms are identified as major 

research challenges for the EU in the incoming years. Cross-

disciplinary research activities are the essential part of these 

platforms. Japan, Korea (KOREN) and India have set up 

similar initiatives and Asia with China has as well its own 

research initiative on the Future of the Internet – AsiaFI. 

Cooperation and exchange of information between this 

initiative and the EU FP7 projects have been recently set up. 

The Internet has influenced many changes in the world 

in the society, culture, commerce and technology. Activities 

about the Future of the Internet that includes discussions 

about the Internet governance and business models are on-

going in other communities e.g., in the international 

governmental and non-governmental organizations such as 

OECD [11], ITU [12], UN-IGF [13]. Internet Society as 

well together with ICANN are developing position papers 

and projects on issues such as the Internet Economy, 

Internet Governance, Network neutrality are being presented 

and discussed on ITU and IGF forums. The recently expired 

contract between ICANN and the U.S government (NTUA) 

is one step forward toward building up of real 

internationally governed corporation and inclusion of the 

civil society as its constitutional part. Important observation 

in exploring these initiatives is that the balance between the 

new network design for the expected new Internet in the 

attempt to bias the Internet towards one particular model of 

governance and business model is difficult to be achieved. 

In other words, the architecture to be designed must attempt 

not to prescribe the outcome of particular tussles in the 

(future) market place beforehand rather than allow for 

tussles to commence inside the architecture at runtime. 

Articulating the grand challenges and working towards 

solutions needs a wider debate as well as concrete work 

among a growing community of (interdisciplinary) 

researchers and major stakeholders. The need is clearly 

understood by the members of the think-tank of the EIFFEL 

project [3]. Different views exist in respect of what may be 
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missing from the current architecture or why such concepts 

are missing. Some of the agreements achieved during the 

think tank meetings are presented in the section 7 of the 

paper. Full report is available in the EIFFEL White paper [5] 

and on the recently set up FIPEDIA portal [4].  

III. EVOLUTIONARY MECHANISMS 

EIFFEL think-tank has come to agreement that a 

consideration of a large-scale system such as the Internet 

need to be carefully observed before starting the new design. 

The evolution of the Internet is becoming compromised [14] 

when the architecture does not allow legitimate concerns to 

be expressed after its original design. As a result, users, 

providers and business customers solve their problems in ad 

hoc ways, adding carbuncles in violation of the original 

architecture. Then subsequent requirements are even more 

difficult to satisfy, because of all the feature interactions 

with the number of exceptions to the original architecture. 

The root of this problem lies deep in the processes used 

to design architectures and solutions. Currently, much 

emphasis is placed on the design phase of the architecture, 

with requirements phases and use case definitions, 

accompanied by processes of standardization. This 

inevitably leads to an emphasis of the concerns that are 

important to the players who are deeply involved in this 

phase while often neglecting the concerns of the actors 

entering the scene after the solution has been fixed. This 

Newtonian-Descartian concept of system design, relying on 

such requirements and use case definition phases, assumes 

the ability to capture all relevant concerns and therefore 

resolve the most probable run-time tussles at design time. 

The widening scope of the Internet beyond mere technology 

and the observed increase of ad-hoc solutions after the 

design of the original architecture bring this design process 

into question. Some authors propose [15] a shift from these 

reductionist Newtonian-Descartian towards Darwinian 

approaches [16], where the evolutionary kernel is a 

component that has been proven to be successful for 

multiple uses, so it may act as a platform for evolution 

around it, (see [15]) and becomes the design process itself, 

i.e., a process, in which concerns of actors are incorporated 

into the system at runtime, recognizing the inability to cater 

to all possible requirements during design time. However, 

this requires an understanding of what had been good and 

should be preserved or used in the new design. 

These consideration and agreements achieved during the 

discussions of the Internet evolution can be summarized as 

follows:  

 There is a need for evolution as a gradually 

developing process, like for any large-scale system. 

This evolution of the system is particularly 

important considering the evolution of society due 

to the impact of the system itself. In order to 

understand the suitability of the system to evolve, 

we need to understand the dynamics forcing the 

changes and devise an architecture that is suited for 

these dynamics to commence in runtime. These 

dynamics will need to define the required steps and 

their size in evolution that is being necessary and 

therefore the changes in the underlying architecture 

that are being required. 

 The scope of the dynamics affecting change of the 

Internet is widening. The Internet has become more 

than a technical artefact – it has transformed from a 

network for geeks to a crucial infrastructure used in 

society and business. Its impact on these areas is 

obvious, from e-commerce to e-government, the 

change in the perception of privacy to many other 

societal changes since its introduction. The virtual 

and the real world abide to similar rules regarding 

human rights and respect for personal space as 

guiding principles. Hence, the question of evolving 

the Internet is not a mere technical one anymore. 

 Evolution speed is increasing with the advances of 

technology. For instance, memory is becoming so 

cheap, in particular compared to the formative 

years of the Internet, that solutions for caching vast 

amounts of content locally is likely to transform the 

way users and customers deal with content.  

 In that context another problem needs immediate 

attention: consumption of energy related to 

increase of used memory and processing power. 

Internet is become another area for energy saving 

and low energy consumption devices on 

infrastructure and on application level. 

Coping with the changes and the research agenda 

preparation is the issue discussed and worked within the 

think-tank meetings. It was obvious that the old models of 

the development mostly based on engineering approach are 

no more sufficient. The complexity of the system and the 

interrelation with the society needs scientific methods based 

on facts and measurement to understand and react to the 

global picture and the expected evolution in search of 

solutions. 

The root of the problem lies deep in the processes that 

are used to design architectures and solutions. Much 

emphasis is placed on the design phase of the architecture, 

with requirements phases and use case definitions, 

accompanied by processes of standardization. This 

inevitably leads to an emphasis of the concerns that are 

important to the players who are deeply involved in this 

phase while often neglecting the concerns of the actors 

entering the scene after the solution has been fixed. This 

Newtonian-Descartian concept of system design, relying on 

such requirements and use case definition phases, assumes 

the ability to capture all relevant concerns and therefore 

resolve the most probable run-time tussles at design time. 

The widening scope of the Internet beyond mere technology 

and the observed increase of ad-hoc solutions to concerns of 

actors after the design of the original architecture bring this 

design process and the applied research methods into 

question. 
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IV. POSSIBLE RESEARCH METHODS  

The basis of scientific research lies in the ability to 

formulate and test falsifiable hypotheses. The role of 

engineering is to create, evolve and maintain operational 

systems according to a particular design brief. The Internet 

provides an environment that is rich in possibilities for 

research that is experimental and analytical, which at the 

same time, must be set in the context of engineering; 

likewise, Internet engineering must respect the need to use 

the engineered system as an experimental platform and as a 

platform for innovation, both of which might cause the 

underlying design brief to change. 

The Future Internet is, consequently, more about process 

than product. Although it is likely that a Future Internet will 

result from agreement by committees representing industry 

players and governments, it is crucial for individuals 

(including researchers) to understand how to influence the 

key decision makers to eventually adopt the ‗right‘ 

solutions. The present Internet design is taking part within 

organizations that have historically focussed more on 

engineering than innovative vision and social interactions. 

Some believe the future Internet will come about through 

the same institutions that fostered the current Internet; the 

networking research community and the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF), but this is unlikely to be 

realistic, simply because the importance of the Internet has 

changed with time and the list of stakeholders with an 

interest in design outcomes has grown. As things stand, it is 

undoubtedly the case that many proposals will be 

standardised in a variety of committees belonging to several 

associations. Those proposals that are most worthy and 

manage to attract support of the key stakeholders will be 

deployed, and those that survive the rigours of the 

marketplace will become the Future Internet. 

In the same time it is obvious that even very successful 

network architectures should change over time and this fact 

should be present in the overall considerations of the future 

of the Internet. All new systems start small. Once 

successful, they grow larger. The growth brings the system 

to a new environment that the original designers may not 

have envisioned, together with new requirements that must 

be met. For example the security threats facing the Internet 

in recent years should not be blamed upon the inadequate 

design of the original architecture. Rather, it is due to poor 

understanding of its limitations and the missing adoption 

from the users. Continued success requires continued 

scientific research on networking practice, to identify new 

problems and evolve the architecture to meet the new 

demands.  

Another aspect that needs to be addressed is full 

understanding of the driving forces behind the Internet's 

success. The Internet would not have succeeded so greatly 

without Moore's Law. Computing technologies are moving 

forward with accelerated speed. The Internet architecture 

facilitated the technology advances. The rapidly advancing 

technologies in turn drive new application developments and 

user population growth on the Internet.  

Technology advances and Internet growth have created 

the new demands on the architecture. The need for security, 

manageability, and scalability showed up over time. Today 

they are more pressing than ever, as they were not promptly 

identified and fixed ahead of the crisis. This requires 

continuously identification and address of the new demands. 

One unfortunate fact to be claimed is that there has been a 

big gap between reality and how the research community 

understands it. Since the Internet commercialization in mid 

90's, the networking research community gradually lost 

touch with the frontier of the Internet, lost the opportunity to 

observe real problems. The community by and large 

retreated back to work on isolated or point problems, and 

used simulations or small, isolated test beds for design 

evaluations. The research community‘s lack of attention 

does not mean real problems do not occur, but only that the 

problems are solved by others frequently on ad-hoc basis. 

Designing a technical system creates an economic one, 

while the latter is enabled by a variety of technical systems. 

In reality however, the process of (technical) system design 

is mostly disjoint from the process of designing business 

models and strategies for sustaining them over a period of 

time. Combining these two processes is difficult, largely 

because of the communities that are required to interact. The 

challenges are in the sustainability of the systems, which 

cannot be assured without a joint design process. A solution 

to this problem will not only have an impact on the design 

of systems but also, for instance, on the way the educational 

system shape the talents in their understanding of these 

fields, as has been recognized during the debate of the 

EIFFEL think-tank [3]. For this to happen, however the 

differences of research styles that exist between research 

fields, like economics, engineering and social science should 

be accommodated and make usable in the engineering 

design. 

V. INTERNET SOCIETY -ISOC SCENARIOS  

The Internet Society (ISOC) [17] contributed to the 

EIFFEL think-tank discussions with an illustration of the 

possible evolvement based on the »Internet Futures 

Scenarios" exercise done in 2009. This exercise produced 

four visions of possible future in cases when stakeholders‘ 

interests could achieve dominance in the practices 

development. The scenarios are presented on Fig.1. The 

scenarios illustrate possible futures designed around two 

axes that point to different outcomes: whether the future 

Internet will remain true to the old open Internet model 

(generative, rather than reductive) or whether it will become 

distributed and decentralized. Other alternative is the 

Internet to become a subject to command and control of 

regimes. These axes represent two key areas of external 

world tussles (social, economic) between Internet 

stakeholders, impacting the deployed Internet reality. 
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Together, they form four quadrants, each of which can be 

described as an illustrative scenario. 

 

FIGURE 1: ISOC FUTURE INTERNET SCENARIOS 

The quadrants between the two axes reflect the effects of 

misalignments in the incentives of the Future Internet 

between stakeholders. The main incentives and what drives 

the stakeholder‘s actions are presented on Table 1. The 

columns provide categorization of the major stakeholders in 

regards to their fears of and what they are greedy about. 

TABLE 1.INTERNET STAKEHOLDERS INCENTIVES 

 

The scenarios consideration has shown that among the 

four quadrants the Common Pool quadrant is most positive 

regarding the "generative" and "distributed and 

decentralized" properties of the Future Internet. All 

resources that are part of the future Internet are made 

available in the "Common Pool" scenarios to the overall 

community. This scenario can be considered as the ideal, for 

which Internet development and deployment has always 

striven, though never achieved in perfection. This scenario 

tends to provide maximum flexibility and deployment, 

innovation and opportunities to all stakeholders. 

Technologies are planned to be built out "horizontally", 

rather than in full service verticals. This quadrant is named 

as a Common Pool in order to reflect the notion that it 

represents for the future where (information service and 

application) gardens will not be completely walled, but still 

somewhat restricted to particular channels. 

The Porous Garden scenario is designed around the 

stakeholder‘s incentive for increased control over business 

and revenue. In this quadrant the application and service 

provider stakeholders are leading the evolvement with 

architectures that feature increased command and control in 

the "vertical" services. In this vision of the Future Internet, 

the networks remain global but access to content and 

services are tied to the use of specific networks and 

associated information appliances. Financial incentives for 

content producers and software developers would result in 

continued innovation within the appliance-based model, but 

network operators will be constrained to evolve their 

services to support appliances and not the general Internet 

services. Consumers would have to purchase multiple 

appliances and associated subscriptions to avail themselves 

of the full range of innovation on the network. This scenario 

reflects the general mis-alignment between the incentives of 

the content producers and those of end users, as well as 

(ultimately) the network operators. 

The Boutique Networks quadrant present a scenario 

where applications are not expected to be the dominant 

driver of the future but contrary to that allows the networks 

to be. This quadrant reflects the possibility of network 

specialization to become dominant. In that case Internet is 

not expected to be a single, general network, but rather 

individually constrained and composed from purposed 

networks that provide "boutique" services. It envisions a 

future in which political, regional, and large enterprise 

interests fail to optimize on the social and economic 

potential of a shared, global set of richly connected 

networks (the today Internet), but instead reflects the 

outcome of parties intended to optimize control in small 

sectors (political and otherwise). While these balkanized 

networks continue to leverage the benefits of existing 

Internet standards, they do not collectively provide the basis 

for generalized application and service development and 

deployment. In that regard, this quadrant represents the 

converse of the Porous Garden quadrant, in that it is network 

development interests that are expected to dominated. 

The Moats and Drawbridge quadrant reflects a future 

where stakeholders are seeking tighter command and control 

and more reductive, constrained network environments are 

expected to prevail. The increased (perceived) need to 

provide security and consistent environments through 

"command and control" operation and closed development 

practices, this scenario is drawing an Internet that is heavily 

centralized, dominated by a small number of big players 

who create their own rules in a few ―big-boys‖ clubs. In this 

scenario it can be expected strong regulation as governments 

will seek to impose some public interest obligations on the 

industry, as the user interests and incentives will not be 

natively supported. Control could extend to limiting 

equipment that could connect to the network, content could 
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be proprietary and protected by strong intellectual property 

rights. This quadrant shows the highest barrier for entry of 

new applications, networks, services and end users.  

The description of the above scenarios allows a selection 

of the best vision based on the consideration discussed at 

EIFFEL think-tank meetings. From an economic point of 

view (the most democratic at least), the perfect scenario 

would be the one that exists in a perfect market; the one for 

which the following statements are true [18]: Perfect market 

information, No participant with market power to set prices, 

No barriers to entry or exit and Equal access to production 

technology. 

An immediate result of the perfect market information 

should also be the existence of perfect pricing mechanisms. 

Doubtlessly, the Common Pool scenario is the one that 

mostly resembles to the perfect one and is close to the 

current ―ideal‖. The significant question here is if it is 

possible to influence the design of the Future Internet so that 

it can naturally stabilize itself to this quadrant (or towards to 

a perfect market)? The answer is probably ―yes‖ and the 

way to achieve it is via a design for change. In that context a 

special attention has to be paid to the information part, 

which in a network based system translates to network 

measurements and monitoring  

VI. BUSINESS AND SOCIAL DEMANDS  

The particular (technical) approach to the Internet has 

created business structures that evolved around it, such as 

expressed in transit and peering relationships of autonomous 

systems. Any evolution of technologies but in particular any 

fundamental approach to change the current Internet will 

undoubtedly have an impact on these existing business 

structures. Too radical a change will cause problems in 

adopting the change – and the lack of understanding the 

proper impact can delay the advancement. Hence, technical 

and economic migration strategies from here to there are 

crucial when targeting a wide adoption of proposed changes. 

For this reason it is a must the grand challenges in 

economics to be addressed as well. This needs to start with 

gathering the right audience for this work and it needs to be 

driven by a clear emphasis on the concrete problems and the 

quest for some answers to these.  

Regarding social interaction it is common fact that 

Internet in its early days was a vehicle for both enabling 

email based communication (reasonably immediate, but not 

requiring real-time end-to-end connectivity) and for simply 

improving the information flow between parties, which 

would have otherwise exchanged the information, but more 

slowly or in lesser quantities. In addition, along with this 

beneficial relationship with social structures, it brought as 

well antisocial opportunities and mis-use. The demands of 

improving social communication and reflecting social 

structure are growing but in the same time increasingly 

issues of privacy and safety in a completely connected world 

are being addressed. This may follow many possible 

alternative paths of development. Birth/death records, 

medical records, banking records and so forth were kept 

long before there was an Internet, but the Internet not only 

made them aggregately, but also made it simpler for 

malefactors to get at them, even attacking the infrastructure 

itself. It was only as the infrastructure became increasingly 

integrated into, and critical to, our society transformed now 

in digital society that attacking it also became increasingly 

worthwhile. 

In that context it is important to be understood that 

Internet is a reflection of society, but this reflection is 

always a partial. As such, it will evolve to provide 

increasing aspects of social infrastructure requirements, but 

it is unlikely the prediction where the next step will be to be 

accurate. In fact, some of the innovation comes from other 

quarters. Who would have thought that carrying around 

small wireless cell phones with tiny keyboards would turn 

into instant messaging and from there make the leap to the 

Internet and soon into all the different modes of social 

networking with the user designed Web 2.0 tools? Hence, 

innovation will always have an element of surprise for some 

stakeholders in society. 

One of the interesting social challenges the user 

community is facing to is the information overload. There is 

too much information. There are too many services that 

want to claim the user trust. There are too many options and 

too many individuals who want an attention. A challenge 

will be to evolve approaches that reflect the human and 

social approaches to dealing with overload. This is already 

happening in what are probably simple ways in social 

networking contexts. Users group the friends; create 

channels for topics, create wikis, follow the friends via 

twitters and so forth. The world is being actually clustered, 

but this can be understood as the early stage of the social 

change induced by the Internet. Newspapers were a 

mechanism for filtering, organizing and limiting information 

that otherwise would overwhelm the reading audience. With 

the demise of newspapers, what elements of the almost 

infinite flow of bits will bring order that is reflective of the 

human mind and human social structure? In the longer run, 

will that also allow each of the humans to retain a somewhat 

personal view in large social structures? How will the 

individuality and privacy be retained? 

Next question to be answered is the impact of the 

governance on the Internet or vice versa: what is the impact 

of Internet on the governance. It is clear that the low-cost 

and pervasive availability of a uniform communications 

substrate has had an immeasurable impact on the global 

society that is becoming digital society. Historically 

explorers circled the world and laid claim on behalf of their 

home countries to other lands, thus beginning the political 

and economic connectedness around the globe. The 

presence of the Internet has qualitatively changed the nature 

and degree of that connectedness. In the current economic 

and political situation, no country can make decisions that 

will have only a local effect. There is no more isolation. 

Given that, the relationship between the Internet and 
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governance is becoming even more important. Perhaps even 

more importantly is the possibility Internet to change 

forever governance of, by or for a people. Blogging and cell 

phone cameras that can transmit photos are having profound 

effects on the capability of individuals to constrain their 

governments at times when the governments may not want 

that. This is likely to have an impact on, e.g., regulation 

when considering a growing role of end users in the 

participation of the Internet, i.e., end users potentially grow 

into an essential part of the Future Internet, moving away 

from their current pre-dominant role of a mere consumer. 

How this will affect ways to regulate certain parts of the 

Internet will be important to understand. 

VII. NEXT STEPS FORWARD 

The most important observation of the EIFFEL Think 

Tank is that the future architecture to should not be a 

balance at design-time towards the wanted world, instead 

minimum substrate should be designed that allows the 

Internet flexibility to behave in different ways at different 

times and in different places depending on the outcome of 

market selection and social regulation mechanisms [19], 

[20] whilst retaining levels of performance that render it fit 

for purpose. Hence the research should move from a largely 

design time to a largely runtime model for resolving 

potential tussles. Some of them as identified by the EIFFEL 

Think Tank [3] can be: 

 Resilience, failure tracking & management: The 

Internet‘s distributed design is popularly renowned 

for its robustness to failure. Indeed failures often do 

heal automatically, but not quickly. The result is an 

increasingly unreliable service. Also many failures 

are not amenable to automatic solution, being due 

to human errors in configuration and so forth. It is 

generally believed that the Internet as of today does 

not have effective solutions these problems.  

 Availability & robustness to attack: The Internet 

is continually being used as the means for malware 

to attack both services and the Internet 

infrastructure itself. Solutions to these problems 

often block innovative legitimate uses of the 

Internet as well as illegitimate ones, effectively 

slowing down the Internet‘s evolvability. Proper 

architectural support to address the root means of 

these attacks is needed, but there is no consensus 

between the contending partial solutions.  

 Information security scalability: The state of the 

art in information security techniques is sufficiently 

robust to assure any form of security, except that 

the techniques do not scale to global proportions in 

non-hierarchical groups. Another aspect of 

information security is that of information 

accountability. While the Internet can cause 

information to be shared or not, once it has been 

shared at all, any control is essentially lost of any 

further sharing and exposure and are dependent on 

some vague sense of trust in those with whom we 

have shared. 

 Resource accountability: The Internet architecture 

allows everyone to use any resource anywhere on 

the Internet to the extent that they want. However, 

at present, network operators are deploying boxes 

to limit or block communication with certain users 

or by certain applications. Even if the Internet 

networks were trying to share the capacity without 

making judgements about content, the architecture 

does not reveal the information they need to make 

other networks and their users accountable when 

they are over-using stressed resources. The 

consequent inability to properly limit free riding (or 

to deliberately allow it) leads to uncertainty over 

whether capacity investments can be recouped, 

which in turn negatively affects the whole value 

chain of the Internet. 

 Network-application coordination: Over the 

years, the application programming interfaces 

(APIs) at the top of the TCP/IP protocol suite have 

become ossified and stale, but more importantly 

they have become almost impenetrable. In the 

downward direction, middle boxes (e.g., firewalls 

and network address translators) only recognise 

those protocols that existed when they were 

deployed. So they block out all attempts by 

applications to use new APIs to new lower layer 

protocols and services. In the upward direction, 

applications cannot find out about the network or 

their paths through the network in order to create 

richer services themselves—services that could 

exploit knowledge of network topology, network 

failures or traffic characteristics.  

 Scaling for more extreme dynamics: The 

dynamic range of the Internet architecture is hitting 

its limits. For instance, increasingly the inter-

domain routing system cannot converge quickly 

enough following a change, leaving longer periods 

of disconnection. More sites are connecting to the 

Internet through multiple links to improve 

resilience, but the inter-domain routing system is 

designed so it then has to treat these sites as distinct 

networks rather than as stubs off a single-provider 

network. This makes the routing system appear 

much larger without the Internet growing at all. 

Also the Internet‘s congestion control mechanisms 

have hit the end of their dynamic range since 

higher bit-rates require higher accelerations to 

reach them. 

By trying to see into the future through debates such 

those taking place on the Fipedia site a value judgement 

with respect to the current identified and potential (possibly 

unidentified) tussles could be the best approach for choosing 

a particular evolution path for perhaps technical, moral, 

ethical, legal, or business reasons. The nature and impact of 
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this choice, however, need to be made explicit as well as 

understood. Since such choices are inherently constraining, 

the establishment of an orthodoxy that results from making a 

constricting decision must be balanced by inviting challenge 

and weighing evidence. For this, it is most important to pay 

attention in addition to the identified tussles to the 

evolutionary mechanisms of the Internet—the aspects that 

determine how evolution progresses and if it progresses at 

all. Decisions made at this point must remain relevant and 

fresh for at least as long as the current Internet has proved 

valuable, in a world, in which Moore‘s law continues to 

apply. Investment of time and effort in widespread changes 

to the whole system will not occur unless such changes both 

deliver in the timescales needed for cost recovery and 

continue to give returns over many decades in a constantly 

evolving technological, economic and societal environment. 

Along this line, the EIFFEL think-tank has still intention to 

stimulate, even provoke discussion on the major points of 

why and how the world will be going about the Future 

Internet.  
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Abstract – Internet voting is increasingly used by governments 
and corporations as a means for individuals to cast their 
votes. However, not everyone has access to and is comfortable 
with the use of technology. This digital divide is composed of 
the access divide and the skills divide.  This study explores the 
impact of the digital divide on Internet voting (I-voting).  We 
propose a model of the effects of the digital divide on I-voting, 
which suggests that age, income, education and frequency of 
Internet use have an impact on I-voting utilization.  Online 
and paper-based surveys were administered to a large sample 
of citizens of varied backgrounds to test the model. The 
results of multiple linear regressions indicate that age, 
income, and Internet use (representing the access and skills 
divide) have a significant impact on Internet voting.  
Education was not found to be significant. These findings 
indicate that, like other e-government services, I-voting is 
subject to the barriers associated with the digital divide, and 
this digital divide introduces several challenges to government 
agencies.  

Keywords: Internet voting, digital divide, technology 
adoption, e-services, access divide, skills divide 

I.       INTRODUCTION 

This paper explores the impact of the digital divide on 
Internet voting [1]. Voting is an important democratic 
right, and voter turnout is vital to the health of all 
democracies. A key element of a democracy is the 
continuing responsiveness of the government to the 
preferences of its citizens. Turnout rates in U.S. 
presidential elections (which are the most popular in that 
country) vary between 50 and 60 percent, with winners 
never receiving more than 60 percent of the turnout.  
Hence, presidents are selected by the votes of 25 to 30 
percent of the electorate [2].  In fact, the United States 
ranks at the bottom, or just above last place, in voter 
involvement when compared to other democratic nations 
[3]. Research suggests Internet voting could increase voter 
participation [4].  Internet voting, or I-voting, is defined as 
“an election system that uses encryption to allow a voter to 
transmit his or her secure and secret ballot over the Internet 
[5, p. 2].”  Researchers suggest that I-voting has the 
potential  to increase “turnout” among individuals between 

the ages of 18-25 since they have experience in surfing the 
Internet and like the idea of using the latest technology [6].  
Morris [7] agrees that the Internet has the potential to 
mobilize the otherwise disenfranchised voters under the 
age of thirty-five.   

I-voting would be an ideal option for many citizens. 
Done [4] argues that one of the most important social 
impacts of Internet voting is the effect it could have on 
voter participation.  A survey conducted at the University 
of Arizona suggests that 62 percent of the unregistered 
voting age population would register to vote on the 
Internet.  The survey results also suggest that Internet 
voting would increase voter participation by about 42 
percent while conserving costly resources.  These increases 
would be realized across all sex, age, ethnicity, and 
education groups [4].   

Many countries have conducted research on or 
experimented with Internet voting [8].  In the Netherlands, 
62% of the people with access to the Internet would prefer 
to vote online [9].  In New Zealand, a taskforce concluded 
that Internet technology might boost the number of voters, 
speed the count, and reduce costs. In Japan, the Center for 
Political Public Relations experimented with poll site 
Internet voting in the 2001 gubernatorial election in 
Hiroshima. In 2005, Estonia was the first country to offer 
Internet-voting as an option nationwide for mayors and city 
councilors [10].  

In the United States, the 2000 Arizona Democratic 
primary offered the first binding Internet election for 
public office [4, 11, 12].  In 2008, Okaloosa County in 
Florida allowed hundreds of military personnel in 
Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom to cast their 
votes in the presidential election [13].  Despite the gradual 
implementation of I-voting and its potential to increase 
participation, some citizens may not benefit from this 
innovation due to the digital divide. 

The paper explores the relationship between the digital 
divide and I-voting. Whereas one can argue that I-voting 
offers simply another electronic service, voting is a 
fundamental right in democratic societies, available to all 
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citizens, irrespective of their income, education or social 
status (within legal limits).  

The paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the 
issues of the digital divide to provide background for the 
development of the research model and the hypotheses. 
The methodology section describes the research conducted. 
The next section presents the results and their implications 
for research and practice.  

II. THE ISSUE OF THE DIGITAL DIVIDE 

As governments worldwide begin to implement more 
technology-based voting systems, in particular Internet 
voting, concerns about the potential impacts of the digital 
divide continue to grow.  The digital divide refers to the 
distinction between the information haves and have-nots; 
the gap between the computer literate and the computer 
illiterate. Researchers have been interested in the digital 
divide from a variety of perspectives, including a 
demographic view [14-16], a global view divide [17], an 
urban view [18, 19], and a psychosocial view of the digital 
divide [20].  

 The digital divide is composed of two major barriers: 
access to technology and comfort with technology [21].  
Both of these barriers may play a role in limiting the use 
and convenience of Internet voting.  Not surprisingly, 
researchers have found that demographically, citizens who 
use the Internet for political purposes differ from the rest of 
the population, particularly in terms of income and 
education [22].  It could be because education and income 
increase the likelihood of openness toward Internet voting 
[4]; it could also be due to the digital divide barriers of 
access and skills. We discuss each of these digital divide 
barriers before presenting the research model in the 
remainder of this section.   

A. The Access Divide 

The access divide refers to factors that may limit an 
individual’s access to technology that can be used, in this 
case for Internet voting.  Prior research has identified 
ethnicity, income, age and education as significant 
predictors of access to technology  [23, 24].  A more recent 
study finds that income, education and age significantly 
impact who is willing to use e-government services such as 
electronic tax filing or license renewals [21].  This is not 
surprising since other researchers have found that 
approximately 78 percent of households with income 
between $50,000 and $75,000 had Internet access 
compared to only 40 percent of those with household 
incomes between $20,000 and $25,000.  Others find that 
young citizens (18-24) and their parents (45-54) report the 
highest levels of home Internet access, reaching better than 
61 percent[25].  Research also shows that more younger 
Americans have an Internet connection than older 
Americans [6].  Thomas and Streib [24] suggest that 
among Internet users, ethnicity and education are important 
predictors of government Web sites utilization, with white 

and better educated users more likely to be uses such sites 
[24].  Interestingly, gender differences in access and use of 
computers has narrowed over the years, with recent 
research suggesting that it does not impact use of e-
government services [21].  This is consistent with findings 
from the Pew Internet Project report, which suggests that 
although men and women have different attitudes toward 
technology, the surge in the number of women online has 
eliminated some of the disparity in access between genders 
[26]. 

B. The Skills Divide 

In addition to Internet access, comfort with Internet 
technology is also a major element of the digital divide. 
The skills divide refers to a disparity in skills necessary to 
effectively interact with online systems [23]. Other 
researchers call this the second order digital divide [27]. 
Mossenburg, Tolbert, and Stansbury [23] identify two 
components of this skill divide: technical competence and 
information literacy [23].  Technical competencies are “the 
skills needed to operate hardware and software, such as 
typing, using a mouse, and giving instructions to the 
computer to sort records a certain way”.  Information 
literacy is “the ability to recognize when information can 
solve a problem or fill a need and to effectively employ 
information resources.”   Researchers have found that the 
old, less-educated, poor and minority individuals (African 
Americans and Latinos) were more likely to need computer 
assistance (such as help using the mouse and keyboard, 
using e-mail, or using word processing and spreadsheet 
programs), although recent studies show some of the 
differences disappearing after a year or two of use [28].  It 
is also possible that as new user interfaces such as multi-
touch screens and touch screens become more popular, 
skills require to use the computers will become less of an 
issue. Nevertheless, comprehension of the navigation, 
applications, and resulting information will still be required 
for completing digital tasks. 

In this study, we use frequency of Internet use in 
general as a proxy measure of technical competence and 
information literacy. The use of this proxy is consistent 
with Belanger and Carter [29].  Citizens who use the 
Internet frequently should possess a level of technical and 
information literacy.  

C. The Research Model 

In summary, differentials in age, income, education, 
and Internet usage, seem to create a digital divide that 
should affect which individuals will choose to use Internet 
voting as a means of performing their constitutional right.  
Figure 1 summarizes the access and skills divide factors 
that are expected to affect one’s intention to use I-voting.    
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Figure 1. I-Voting Digital Divide Factors 

 
As depicted in the model, there are four hypothesized 

relationships:   
 
H1: Age will have a negative impact on intention to use 

Internet Voting. 
 
As discussed before, a larger number of younger adults 

tend to have Internet access than older citizens. Since 
Internet access is a condition for I-voting, it can therefore 
be expected that there is negative relationship between age 
and I-voting intentions. Furthermore, since younger adults 
also tend to have more computer skills than older adults 
do, it further reinforces the negative relationship between 
age and I-voting intentions.  

 
H2: Education will have a positive impact on intention 

to use Internet Voting. 
 
Education is closely linked in two ways to the 

relationship between the digital divide and I-voting 
intentions. First, individuals with higher education tend to 
have more computer and Internet skills, as previously 
discussed. As a result, it is expected that education has a 
positive relationship with I-voting intentions. Of note, 
education can also impact I-voting intentions through the 
higher income that highly educated individuals tend to 
have. For the sake of parsimony and simplicity, our model 
does not test the potential mediating effect of income 
between education and I-voting intentions. Nevertheless, 
this potential relationship would also involve a positive 
link between education and I-voting intentions. 

 
H3: Income will have a positive impact on intention to 

use Internet Voting. 
 
As prior research suggests, individuals with higher 

income tend to have more access to the Internet (and other  

technologies). They also tend to have more education, and 
potentially computer skills. As a result, it is expected that 
income is positively related to I-voting intentions. 

 
H4: Experience using the Internet will have a positive 

impact on intention to use Internet Voting. 
 
Because individuals who have used the Internet for a 

longer period of time are expected to be familiar with the 
terminology, tools, and features of the Internet, it is 
expected that their skills will easily translate to the use of 
the Internet for voting. As a result, we expect that Internet 
experience is positively related to I-voting intentions. We 
discuss in the next section the methodology used to test the 
research model and hypotheses.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Overview 

To identify the salient I-voting divide factors, we 
surveyed a diverse pool of citizens.  Both online and paper-
based versions of the resulting instrument were 
administered to participants.  There were various sources 
of data collection for each version.  The paper version of 
the survey was administered to members of a church choir, 
students in a religious seminary class, attendees of a 
symphony concert, and employees in a county agency.  
The online version was posted on a local website, 
disseminated through a graduate student listserv at a 
university, and sent to the listserv of a community fitness 
group.  372 surveys were used for data analysis: 133 paper 
responses and 239 online responses.   

An independent samples t-test was used to identify any 
differences between online and paper responses.  Since the 
two groups did not exhibit differences for the dependent 
variable - intention to use an I-voting system - a combined 
sample was used in the data analyses.    

B. Instrument Items  

Each I-voting divide factor was measured using 
categorical data on the survey instrument, except for age, 
which was measured by respondent writing their actual 
age.  Five age categories were then used to classify the 
data: 18-24 years, 25-29 years, 30-44 years, 45-54 years, 
and 55 years and older. Education was measured using four 
categories (Grade school/some high school, High-school 
Diploma (or equivalence), Some college: no degree, and 
College degree/post graduate). Income was measured using 
seven categories (Less than US$20,000, US$20,000 - 
US$34,999, US$35,000 – US$49,999, US$50,000 - 
US$74,999, US$75,000 - US$99,999, US$100,000 - 
US$149,999, and US$150,000 and above). Internet usage 
was measured using four categories representing the 
number of years a citizen has been using the Internet (0-3 
years; 3-6 years; 6-9 years; 10 years or more). Finally 
intentions to use I-voting (USE) was measured using four 
items adapted from a study of e-government [29], which 
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used a seven-point Likert-type scale (from strongly 
disagree to strongly agree).  

C. Sample Demographics 

Regarding sample demographics, the age range of 
participants is 18 to 75 years with an average of 33 years 
(see Table 1).  Most participants (78%) have a college 
degree, and the reported income range is well distributed. 
Forty-four (44) percent of the sample makes US$50,000 or 
more a year.   

 
TABLE 1.  AGE DISTRIBUTION 

 
Age Category Frequency Percent Cumulative % 
18-24 years 92 24.7 24.7 
25-29 years 71 19.1 43.8 
30-44 years 104 28.0 71.8 
45-54 years 57 15.3 87.1 
55 years and older 48 12.9 100 

 
In addition to the demographics mentioned above, 

general information about the participants was collected. 
The sample was 63% female. A majority of the subjects 
were Caucasian (64%).  African-Americans accounted for 
26% of the sample and Hispanic, Asian and Native 
Americans accounted for seven percent of the sample. The 
remaining three percent of the subjects did not report 
ethnicity.  In terms of access to and experience with the 
Internet, most participants reported high levels, with the 
exception of having used e-government services, where 
only 70% of respondents indicated having done so, as can 
be seen in Table 2.    

TABLE 2.  INTERNET AND WEB EXPERIENCE.  PERCENTAGE OF 
RESPONDENTS WHO… 

…have access to the Web at home 91% 
…used the Web to make a purchase  90% 
…had used the Web to complete a government 
transaction. 

70%   

…voted in the 2004 presidential election  82% 

IV. RESULTS 

Multiple regression analysis was used for hypothesis 
testing. Prior to testing the hypotheses, assumptions of 
multivariate normal distribution, independence of errors, 
and equality of variance were tested.  The USE variable 
was slightly skewed with a mean of 4.78.  Pearson 
correlation coefficients revealed low correlations among 
variables, except for age and income with a correlation of 
0.48. Variance inflation factors (VIF) confirmed that 
multicollinearity was not a concern with this data set (VIF 
range from 1.11 to 1.29). Outlier influential observations 
were identified with leverage and studentized residuals. 
This analysis indicated that thirteen data points were 
considered outliers. They were removed for data analysis. 
There were no violations of the other assumptions. 

A. Model Testing 

The regression analysis results in a model with an F-
value of 9.344, resulting in a p-value of p< 0.0001, which 
indicates that at least one of the coefficients corresponding 
to an independent variable is not equal to zero. The r-
square value was 9.5 %, indicating that digital divide 
factors identified in this research account for nine and a 
half percent of the variance in intentions to use I-voting. 
This is important because this is the variance explained on 
top of what typical adoption factors from theories such as 
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) or the Unified 
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 
should account for.  

B. Hypothesis Testing 

Since the model is significant, the individual beta 
coefficient t-tests can be used to identify which digital 
divide factors are significant. Table 3 shows the results of 
the hypothesis testing analyses.  

TABLE 3.  HYPOTHESIS TESTING RESULTS 

Hypothesis Beta P-value Support? 
H1: Age  I-voting Intentions -0.271 < 0.0001 Yes 
H2: Education  I-voting 
Intentions 

0.056 0.301 No 

H3: Income  I-voting Intentions 0.211 <0.001 Yes 
H4: Internet Usage  I-voting 
Intentions 

0.142 0.008 Yes 

 
Results from Table 3 indicate that age, income, and 

Internet usage are significant predictors of I-voting 
intentions. Figure 2 shows the significant results, which are 
further describes and discussed in the next section. 

 

 
Figure 2. I-Voting Significant Factors 

V. DISCUSSION 

This study explored how the digital divide impacts 
citizens’ intentions to use Internet voting. The overall 
result of the study is that there is indeed an impact of the 
digital divide. More specifically, the levels of income, the 
age of citizens, and their level of Internet use impact their 
intentions to use I-voting.  
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Before we discuss the results and their implications in 
this section, we need to acknowledge some limitations to 
the study. One of the primary limitations was the sample’s 
lack of variance in education.  The participants in this 
study are highly educated.  Seventy-eight percent have a 
college degree.  Future studies should test a sample with 
more variance in education. Lyons and Alexander [30] 
found that education beyond high-school increases the 
likelihood of voting by almost 15%.  Alvarez and Hall [6] 
found that individuals who have attended college are 
approximately two times more likely to vote than 
individuals without a high school education. These 
findings illustrate the importance of obtaining responses 
from people with diverse educational backgrounds.  The 
demographic characteristics of this sample may account for 
education not having a significant impact in this study.  
Future studies should seek to collect data from individuals 
with diverse educational backgrounds; an ideal sample 
could include those who have a high school diploma and 
those who do not. 

An additional limitation of the sample is the lack of 
variance in ethnicity with only a few Asian, native 
American, or Hispanic respondents. As such, the sample is 
not truly representative of the American population in 
general. However, to avoid any potential lack of 
representativeness issues, we did not include or test 
ethnicity as a digital divide factor.    

A. Significant Results: Age, Income, and Internet Use 

The results of the regression analysis indicate that age, 
income, and Internet usage are significant elements of the 
I-voting divide. Younger citizens, individuals with higher 
income levels, and individuals with more experience using 
the Internet are more likely to use Internet voting.  These 
findings indicate that, like other e-government services, I-
voting is also subject to the barriers associated with the 
digital divide.  In other words, both the access divide 
(impacted by income and age) and the skills divide 
(impacted by age and Internet usage) affect I-voting 
intentions.   

As hypothesized, age has a negative relationship with I-
voting intentions. In general, this means that younger 
individuals are more likely to vote using the Internet.  
There are several potential reasons for this. First, they may 
have more readily access to the Internet via school, their 
parents’ computers and networks, or even friends’ 
networks. Older citizens are not only less likely to have 
access to the Internet, but also less likely to posses the 
computer skills necessary to take advantage of Internet 
voting.  In a post hoc analysis, we show the means of I-
voting intentions across age categories in Table 4. To 
eliminate potential bias, we only used observations from 
registered voters for this analysis.  As can be seen from the 
table, there is a steady decline in I-voting intentions means 
as age increases.  

TABLE 4.  I-VOTING INTENTIONS BY AGE FOR REGISTERED 
VOTERS 

Age Category n I-voting 
means 

I-voting St. 
Dev. 

18-24 years 80 5.22 1.65 
25-29 years 55 5.16 1.78 
30-44 years 98 5.11 1.68 
45-54 years 57 4.38 1.96 
55 years and older 47 4.29 2.20 
 325 4.90 1.85 
 
Since one of the arguments often heard is that I-voting 

could increase voter participation among younger adults, 
we identified registered voters who voted on the 2004 
United States Presidential election by age category in 
Table 5.  

TABLE 5. LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION VOTING BEHAVIOR 
BY AGE FOR REGISTERED VOTERS 

Age Category n Voted Did not 
vote 

% Did 
not vote 

18-24 years 80 65 15 18.8 % 
25-29 years 52 48 4 7.7 % 
30-44 years 91 88 3 3.3% 
45-54 years 56 55 3 5.4% 
55 years and older 46 45 1 0.1% 
 325 299 26 8.0% 

 
As can be seen, the results are extremely revealing in 

that the younger adults are by far less likely to have voted 
in the last election. Even taking out a portion of the 
respondents who were not old enough to vote in the last 
election, there remains a large portion of these younger 
adults who did not vote. Yet, these same younger adults 
state they would use the Internet to vote. It is possible, 
therefore, that I-voting would indeed increase voter 
participation among younger adults. 

Income is positively related to intentions to use I-
voting. Citizens with higher income levels are more likely 
to have access to the technology necessary to take 
advantage of Internet voting.  While the regression analysis 
identifies a general relationship between these constructs, a 
closer look at the distribution of I-voting use intentions per 
income category, presented in Table 6, reveals a more 
complex situation.  

TABLE 6.  I-VOTING INTENTIONS BY INCOME LEVELS 

Income Category n I-voting 
means 

I-voting St. 
Dev. 

Less than US$20,000 89 4.91 1.79 
US$20,000 - US$34,999 63 4.55 1.97 
US$35,000 – US$49,999 53 4.51 1.88 
US$50,000 - US$74,999 62 5.25 1.86 
US$75,000 - US$99,999 51 5.35 1.62 
US$100,000 - US$149,999 31 5.05 1.89 
US$150,000 and above 10 4.95 1.26 
 359 4.92 1.84 
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As can be seen from the data in the table, it is true that 
lower income individuals show fewer intentions to vote 
using the Internet than higher income levels, except that 
the relationship does not seem to be linearly constant 
across categories of income. There are several possible 
explanations. First, our income categories are probably too 
granular, with the effects of the digital divide finding its 
way into lower than US$ 50,000 versus higher than 
US$50,000. There also appears to be a lower intention to 
vote using the Internet when income levels are in the very 
high (greater than US$150,000) category. It is possible that 
there is a bell shape (curvilinear) relationship between 
income and I-voting intentions. It is also possible that these 
results are simply due to the unequal distribution of 
responses in our sample. Future research should further 
explore these possibilities.   

Finally, experience using the Internet has a positive  
impact on intentions to use I-voting.  Regular use of the 
Internet translates into an affinity towards Internet voting.  
These findings support prior suggestions that I-voting will 
be more appealing to citizens who use the Internet 
regularly [31]. In the literature review, we discussed how 
experience using the Internet is one factor that may reduce 
the skills divide. However, since voting is such an 
important civil act, we believe that prior e-government 
usage might also be an important predictor of intentions to 
use I-voting. This would be consistent with prior findings 
in e-commerce where Schaupp and Carter [32] found that 
prior use of an e-commerce or e-government service is 
positively related to intention to use an I-voting system. To 
verify this possibility, we ran a post hoc analysis on the 
effects of e-government usage, of which two measures 
were available in our dataset, on intentions to use I-voting. 
One of these variables is whether individuals have used a 
government website to collect information (EgovInfo), and 
the other is whether an individual has used a government 
website to conduct a transaction (EgovTrans). While the 
EgovInfo variable proved to be non significant, the prior 
use of a government website to conduct a transaction 
(EgovTrans) was highly significant with a p value of 
0.003. In this study, 70 percent of the sample has 
completed a government transaction online and 90% has 
purchased a product or service online. Participants in this 
study have adopted e-service initiatives in both the public 
and private sector. As suggested by the literature, citizens 
who have adopted other e-services are more likely to adopt 
I-voting. 

Even with these results, it is possible that online voting 
will introduce unique concerns, even among frequent 
Internet users.  Future studies should explore the impact of 
concepts such as Internet trust and Internet self-efficacy on 
I-voting acceptance.  Future studies should also explore the 
impact of technology adoption variables on intention to use 
Internet voting. Perhaps, constructs such as compatibility 
and social influence would have a significant impact on I-
voting intentions. 

B. Factors Not Affecting I-voting Use Intentions 

Interestingly, education did not have a significant 
impact on one’s intention to use an Internet voting system.   
This finding could be a result of our sample, which did not 
have a large variance in education. Seventy eight percent 
of our survey respondents have a college degree.  This 
percentage is far greater than the population at large.  
Future studies should continue to explore the effects of 
education on the digital divide.   

C. Implications for I-voting Diffusion   

As municipalities begin to make I-voting a viable 
option for civic participation it is imperative that whole 
sectors of the population are not “left behind.”  This digital 
divide introduces several challenges to government 
agencies: 1) the sectors in danger of exclusion are already 
disenfranchised and 2) as long as there is a divide, the 
government will need to maintain traditional voting 
methods in addition to Internet options. Older, lower 
income citizens will need an advocate to ensure that they 
are not disregarded as I-voting initiatives become more 
commonplace.  The existence of this divide means that I-
voting should be used as an accompaniment to, not a 
replacement of, existing voting procedures. 

Government agencies need to discover ways to make 
online services more appealing to older citizens.  The 
results of this study indicate that younger voters are more 
inclined to use Internet voting than older citizens. Perhaps 
government agencies could work with community and/or 
non-profit organizations designed to help senior citizens, 
such as the American Association for Retired Persons 
(AARP) (www.aarp.org), to increase adoption among older 
users. As senior citizens often become increasingly less 
mobile, having an easy way to cast their vote could 
improve the level of participation of this group of citizens 
in the democratic process.   

As I-voting becomes more popular, municipalities also 
need to make I-voting options available to low-income 
citizens that may not have Internet access at home.  For 
instance, the government may be able to make voting kiosk 
available in public places such as libraries, supermarkets 
and post offices to increase citizens’ access to this 
innovation.  

Can I-voting lead to more individuals actually voting? 
It is unclear that I-voting alone can achieve this, but a post 
hoc analysis of our data shows at least a potential for this 
to happen. We compared the individuals who voted in the 
2004 presidential elections with those who did not on their 
intentions to use I-voting if this technology was available 
to them. Surprisingly, non-voters (59 individuals) exhibited 
a higher mean for I-voting intentions (5.31) than voters 
(300 individuals; 4.85). An independent samples t-test 
reveals that this difference is significant only at the 0.10 
level (p = 0.06). While this not a highly significant test, it 
does suggest that future research should explore more in-
depth the perspectives of non-voters. A potential avenue to 
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do this would be through interviews of non-voters on the 
topic. Alternatively, researchers could conduct 
experimental studies where non-voters would be presented 
with an Internet voting option. 

D. Social Impact of Increased Voter Participation 

The impact of I-voting on political participation cannot 
be fully ascertained until Internet voting actually becomes 
a common option for voting in major elections.  Recent 
studies suggest that its diffusion is steadily approaching. 
Researchers at the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) 
predict that kiosk I-voting will be available at post offices, 
malls, and automated teller machines.  By 2012, they 
predict that some states, especially Oregon, which only 
uses mail-in ballots, will be the first to adopt Internet 
voting [33].  In light of the potential for Internet voting to 
increase voter participation, it is important to consider the 
potential impact of increased voter turnout on the nation’s 
political system. 

Given the current disparities in Internet access and 
literacy, agencies should be aware  of the potential 
emergence of a democratic digital divide [23].  A 
democratic digital divide occurs when advancements in 
technology increase political inequality.  This inequality 
results from the unequal distribution of political power 
among population groups.  Future studies should explore 
the existence and implications of a democratic digital 
divide.  Will certain groups reap the benefits of Internet 
voting at the expense of others?  As technology transforms 
the voting process, will socio-economic status persist as a 
discriminating factor, or will other factors such as political 
motivation become more salient?   

E. Personal Impact on the Act of Voting 

In this study, participants were receptive to Internet 
voting; the mean of intention to use was 4.79 on a seven 
point scale (for all 359 valid responses), where seven 
represents the highest level of acceptance for I-voting. In 
light of this notable adoption potential, it is important to 
consider the impact of Internet voting on the voting 
experience.   

Some opponents are critical of Internet voting because 
it deviates from traditional voting methods.  Critics of I-
voting argue that it will contaminate and eventually replace 
the most fundamental form of citizen participation in the 
democratic process. It may result in the loss of an 
important civic ritual: citizens going to the polls. Coleman 
[34] writes “reducing a vote to a mere key stroke of a 
personal computer may diminish, not heighten, the 
significance of the act. At a minimum, voters who bother 
to actually go to the polls tend to be people who are 
motivated enough to learn about issues. The solution to a 
lack of commitment of voters is not to reduce the necessary 
commitment needed to vote (p. 2).”   

Some critics even argue that I-voting would make 
elections less of a community event, which might create a 

gap between citizens and government, thereby decreasing 
participation.  In light of the diverse predictions regarding 
the impact of Internet voting on the democratic process it 
will be interesting to explore is actual implications as this 
innovation is diffused throughout society. 

F. Personal Impact on the Act of Voting 

In addition to societal and personal implications, there 
are also technical implications affiliated with the use of 
Internet technology to cast a vote.  In addition to increasing 
voter participation, I-voting can also potentially increase 
the accuracy with which votes are cast.  I-voting may 
increase both the number of ballots that are submitted, and 
it may also increase the accuracy of the ballots submitted. 
Tomz and Van Houwelling [35] conclude that the use of 
appropriate voting technologies can greatly decrease the 
number of invalid ballots.  Internet voting could be one 
such technology.   

G.  Additional Research 

One important digital divide factor mentioned in prior 
literature that may impact intentions to use I-voting is 
ethnicity. As explained before, we did not include ethnicity 
in our model because we could not obtain sufficient 
variance in ethnicity levels to conduct proper analyses. 
However, we provide in Tables 7 and 8 descriptive data on 
I-voting intentions and voting behaviors per ethnic 
category for registered voters.  

 

TABLE 7.  I-VOTING INTENTIONS BY ETHNICITY FOR 
REGISTERED VOTERS 

Ethnicity Category n I-voting 
means 

I-voting St. 
Dev. 

Caucasian  218 4.92 1.85 
African-Americans  98 4.72 1.88 
Hispanic 6 5.29 1.56 
Asian  4 6.63 0.75 
Native Americans 3 6.08 1.59 
Other/ Not reported 8 5.00 1.62 
 325 4.90 1.85 

TABLE 8. LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION VOTING BEHAVIOR 
BY ETHNICITY FOR REGISTERED VOTERS 

Ethnicity Category n Voted Did not 
vote 

Caucasian  210 192 18 
African-Americans  96 93 3 
Hispanic 6 5 1 
Asian  4 1 3 
Native Americans 3 2 1 
Not reported/Other 6 6 0 
 325 299 26 

 
As can be seen from the tables, there might be some 

important impact of ethnicity on I-voting intentions. As 
such, we believe that future research should seek samples 
with a wider variety of ethnicities to conduct statistical 
analyses on the impact of ethnicity on I-voting intentions. 
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Future studies should also explore the impact of concepts 
such as Internet trust and Internet self-efficacy on I-voting 
acceptance. Conversely, future studies of adoption of 
technologies should include relevant digital divide 
variables that may have an effect in technology acceptance.  

An additional avenue for future research is to expand 
the digital divide model by exploring additional factors that 
can impact the intentions to use I-voting. While we 
included the digital divide factors that are most often found 
to impact use in electronic services contexts, it is possible 
that additional factors could be of importance. 

Finally, as previously stated, future research would 
benefit from finding a sample of respondents that is more 
representative of the current population of the United 
States of America in order to have conclusions that are 
more representative [36]. 

 

VI.      CONCLUSION  

The combination of I-voting and the digital divide 
provides a solid foundation for research on the new areas 
of e-democracy, civic mindedness and civil society. This 
paper enhances the Internet adoption literature and 
emphasizes its relevance to the developing research on e-
participation. This study identifies prominent demographic 
predictors of I-voting intention.  Using only digital divide 
factors (demographics), the proposed model explains 9.5% 
of the variance in intention. Considering their significance, 
these variables should be used to enhance the explanatory 
power of future e-services models that explore technology 
adoption using established theories such as diffusion of 
innovation [37] and technology acceptance [38]. The 
factors identified here can serve as a foundation for future 
studies of the digital divide and I-voting adoption 

As local, state, and national governments begin to 
experiment with Internet voting, now is the time to identify 
the characteristics that distinguish potential I-voters from 
non-I-voters. This study identifies digital divide factors 
that affect one’s intention to use an I-voting system.  
Governments should find ways to reduce the digital divide 
issues related to income (by providing more inexpensive 
access) and Internet experience (by providing community 
training and access to technology), and find ways to 
minimize the effects of the age-based digital divide.  
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Abstract—Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) is
characterised by a specific programming and development
paradigm. The availability and freedom of use of source code
are at the core of this paradigm, and are the prerequisites for
FLOSS features. Unfortunately, the fundamental role of code is
often ignored among those who decide the software purchases
for Canadian public agencies. Source code availability and the
connected freedoms are often seen as unrelated and accidental
aspects, and the only real advantage acknowledged, which is
the absence of royalty fees, becomes paramount. In this paper
we discuss some relevant legal issues and explain why public
administrations should choose FLOSS for their technological
infrastructure. We also present the results of a survey re-
garding the penetration and awareness of FLOSS usage into
the Government of Canada. The data demonstrates that the
Government of Canada shows no enforced policy regarding the
implementation of a specific technological framework (which
has legal, economic, business, and ethical repercussions) in their
departments and agencies.

Keywords-Public policy, data analysis, derivative works, li-
cences, public sector, policy recommendations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Free-Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) is about
freedom, access, transparency, and accountability [1]. How-
ever, at many levels FLOSS is considered for use by provi-
sioning departments only on the basis of the asserted cost
reductions that it may bring. This is reflected in the fact that
the acronym is sometimes replaced by other non-standard
terminology. For example, the Canadian Government re-
cently made a ’No Charge Licensed Software’ Request for
Information, thereby avoiding the FLOSS terminology [2].
Although terminology may seem like a minor issue, many
advantages of FLOSS are found in software that fits strictly
within its definition, and not within acronyms and labels
that could look similar to a non-discerning reader. Examples
of this include ’free-ware’, ’share-ware’ and ’no charge
software’.

In this paper, we look at the attributes of FLOSS that
are linked with the specific legal requirements under which
it is distributed, as well as the specific framework under
which the software is developed. We focus on the public
sector, i.e., government, public administrations, federal or
provincial agencies. FLOSS is also successfully employed
in the private sector, however, we have not analysed the

idiosyncrasies of the corporate and business initiatives [3].
The following sections are included: basic terminology;
licence compatibility; benefits for governments and public
agencies to adopt FLOSS, and whether such beneficial
aspects are caught by the Government of Canada (GoC).
Finally, we present the data of a recent survey that suggest
that the GoC is not taking advantage of the benefits this
innovative phenomenon would include.

II. TERMINOLOGY

When dealing with FLOSS, two main concepts of the tax-
onomy should be separated: ”Free-Libre” and ”Open”. There
have been disputes between these two approaches, which lie
behind similar code development methods: ”[T]he obvious
meaning for the expression ’open source software’ is ”You
can look at the source code”, and most people seem to think
that’s what it means. That is a much weaker criterion than
free software, and much weaker than the official definition
of open source. It includes many programs that are neither
free nor open source. Since the obvious meaning for ’open
source’ is not the meaning that its advocates intend, the
result is that most people misunderstand the term” [4].

Opposing the Free Software Foundation (FSF) position is
the Open Source Initiative (OSI) position: ”it was decided
at a conference that it was time to drop the moralising
and confrontational attitude that had been associated with
free software in the past, and sell the idea strictly on the
same pragmatic, business-case grounds that had motivated
Netscape. They brainstormed about tactics and a new label
Open source, contributed by Chris Peterson was the best
they came up with” [5].

Despite advocates of different points of view towards
these positions, and the different weight that each position
gives to ethical and business concerns, the difference lies
more in a philosophical level of abstraction rather than at
a substantial level. Further, if it is true that Open Source
is appealing for the private sector, then in the public sector
(whose primary goal is not to make profit) a definition that
includes ’Freedom’ seems to fit perfectly.

However, more important than definitions, when a pro-
visioning department is deciding the type of software that
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should be used it must look at the legal requirements that
establish the terms of use of the software, i.e., the licences.

A. Licences

The first and most famous of these agreements is the GNU
General Public License, (GNU GPL or simply GPL). The
first version of the license was established in February 1989
and was quickly followed by a second version in June 1991.
The wording ”version 1 (or 2, or 3) or any later version”
is often used. The current version 3 dates back to June
2007. Between 50% and 70% of all FLOSS projects are
released compliant with one of the versions of the GPL [6].
Although the GPL covers more than a half of all major
FLOSS projects, there is a plethora of other licences that are
commonly used. The Open Source Initiative (OSI) reports 55
OSI approved licences. The Free Software Foundation (FSF)
reports 43 Free Software approved licences compatible with
the GPL and 39 licences that are deemed Free Software
compliant but not GPL compatible.

In many cases, to be GPL compatible is a matter of
version and different versions of the same licence can be
either GPL compatible or not. It is interesting to note how,
technically speaking, version 2 (v2) and version 3 (v3) of
the GPL are not compatible with each other. The issue of
compatibility is of paramount importance when a public
agency decides to develop its own software tools, either
because it must be aware of the licensing already set up
for existing code, or if they want to create new code, or
open-sourcing an existing one, they need to be aware of the
differences, opportunities and limits connected with different
licences.

B. Updating the GPL

While GPLv3 aims to maintain and further the principles
of GPLv2, technological pace and new threats to FLOSS
obliged GPLv3 drafters to insert specific provisions to
address these new issues. The drafting of v3 was a socially
distributed effort and many criticisms that emerged on early
drafts regarding new requirements have found their place
in the current version. In particular, besides a general im-
provement in terminology, especially for internationalisation
[8], and a more detailed section on definitions, v3 contains
the following new sections: Digital rights (or restrictions)
management/TiVoization (sec. 3); Licensing patents (sec.
11); Short term compliance (30 or 60 days) before automatic
termination of the licence (sec. 8); Clarification regarding
peer-to-peer distribution of object and source code (sec. 9);
And a less monolithic general framework (sec. 7).

Unfortunately, since both v2 and v3 are strong copyleft
licences (see infra), this excludes their mutual compatibility.
If a work is released under GPLv2 and somebody wants
to distribute a modified version of this work, this modified
version shall be under GPLv2. The same happens with
GPLv3. The problem arises when a modified version is

based on more than one program, where at least one is under
v2 and the other under v3; in a case like this, there is no
legal way to make them compliant.

However, it must be kept in mind that the copyleft
requirement applies only to modified versions. That is to say,
it is possible to distribute a software package (e.g., an oper-
ating system) containing programs under different licences,
even those not compatible with each other. This is what
happens with the most common GNU-Linux distributions,
where the Linux kernel distributed under GPLv2 happily
coexists with other tools or applications released under
GPLv3 (or many other non-compatible licences). Cases like
proprietary Loadable Kernel Modules (LKMs) or binary
blobs, i.e., those object files loaded into the kernel without
a publicly available source code, are considered borderline
cases, meaning that in some limited circumstances their use
is accepted because it is recognised that they do not form a
derivative work of the kernel.

GPLv3 may be combined with important licences that are
not compatible with the former version, namely the XFree86
(v. 1.1), the Apache (v. 2.0) and the GNU Affero GPL (v.3)
licences. In particular, the latter is a GPLv3 licence specially
aimed for network-interactive software, thus allowing users
of web-applications to be able to receive the source code
(technically speaking, to run a server is not an act of
distribution).

C. BSD: licence and versions

A criticism of FLOSS licence regimes is as to the naming
system. Law requires certainty in many aspects, including
terminology. If versioning in regards to the GPL licence
sounds confusing, then the Berkeley Software Distribution
(BSD) licence offers a much more challenging example.

BSD is a FLOSS licence (FSF recognises it as Free
Software) but it is a permissive licence, meaning neither
strong nor weak copyleft (see infra). The BSD licence
should, more correctly, be referred to as an entire family
of licences, rather than only one. The main reason for this
classification is the multiple modifications that the original
licence has suffered, thus when software is distributed with
a BSD licence, it is of pivotal importance to know the exact
version.

The new, or revised, or again 3-clause BSD licence is
clearly Free Software and GPL-compatible. However, this
compatibility does not exist when referring to the original,
or old, or 4-clause BSD licence. In the latter, an extra clause
imposes a requirement that makes it incompatible with GPL.
This clause, also called the ’advertising clause’, requires
authors of derivative works to include an acknowledgement
of the original source, which, could lead, and sometimes has,
to many pages of acknowledgements. Each of these sets is
basically composed of the same licence with slight variations
in the wording.
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In addition to these two main categories, the BSD
family has grown. Among the more widespread, there is
the NetBSD, the 2-clause BSD (similar to the MIT), the
FreeBSD, and the Clear BSD. All of these variations of BSD
are usually GPL compatible, though this does not mean that
their actual wording should be ignored. On the contrary, it
is important to know, for instance, if the licensor reserves
the right to sue you for patent infringement or not (see the
Clear BSD).

III. COPYLEFT’S REACH

In certain production circumstances the use of some
types of FLOSS licences are perceived to be problematic.
Some creators and distributors of ’packaged’ software have
detracted from GPL due to its so-called viral nature. The
word ’viral’ is unfortunate, as it projects a negative con-
notation upon a clause in a legal document. To see such
a characteristic with favour or not is a matter of personal
choice, but as a matter of legal definitions, it should be
referred to with a more neutral epithet: here we will refer
to this characteristic as ’persistence’.

A. Strong copyleft

One of the characteristics of the GPL is its strong copyleft
status. Strong copyleft licences are those licences that re-
quire any subsequent distribution of the work, or a modified
version of the work, to be under the same licence. A new
program based on a GPL licensed code must be distributed
under the GPL. This persistence has represented a major
issue in the field of FLOSS. Some supporters of FLOSS
models that are based on non-persistent, but permissive
licences (i.e. similar to the BSD), have accused the GPL
of cannibalising BSD software: while the permissiveness
of BSD-like licences permits protected code to fall under
the GPL, however, the converse is not possible due to the
copyleft requirement of the GPL. GPL supporters argue that
it is not the GPL cannibalising code, but rather the BSD that
permits every type of licence and even propertisation of BSD
software. Copyleft, proponents say, is necessary to protect
and foster the development of a ”contributory commons”.

B. Weak copyleft

There are some FLOSS licences that are copyleft but their
requirements are not as strong as the GPL. Consequently,
they are labelled ’weak copyleft’ licences. Examples of this
category are the LGPL (where ’L’ stands for ’Lesser’), the
Common Public Licence, and the Mozilla Public Licence.
These licences allow combining the software with other
types of licensed software without the necessity of distri-
bution under the same licence, but this does not mean that
they don’t need to be compatible: the CPL and the MPL,
unlike the LGPL, are not GPL-compatible [17][18]!

The difference between weak copyleft and permissive
regimes is the possibility to combine, for example, LGPL

and closed-source software without turning the output into
LGPL. However, such a feature applies only to linking
activities. If a piece of software released under the LGPL is
going to be modified in order to produce a new version or
a fork (or every other activity but linking) the new software
will have to be released under the same licence (or eventually
the standard GPL), thereby fulfilling the copyleft part of
the label. Since persistence only works for some types of
activities and not others (linking in LGPL case), such a
copyleft regime is not strong, but weak.

C. Derivative works

This brief overview of the compatibility issues regarding
weak copyleft licences necessarily brings us to the concept
of the derivative work. The aim of this paper is not to provide
an exhaustive analysis of what this concept could legally
mean, as, due to the ubiquitous nature of the Internet, such
a survey would have to be completed for all jurisdictions.
What we analyse is the meaning of derivative works in the
case of a program being linked by another one, usually a
library, and observing the unique consequences derived from
the wording of the GPL in cases of dynamic linking and
static linking, and ultimately whether this distinction does,
or should, matter.

A program statically linked with a library, creates a new,
modified work. If either piece of software is released under
the GPL, the derived work (the program statically linked
with the library) shall be under the GPL. Since part (a
’substantial part’) of the library is copied into the executable
of the program at compile time, the output is the program
plus the library (substantial part thereof), and thus a new
work based on the two precedents. If one of the two works
is released under the GPL, the new derivative work will have
to be under the same licence as per the GPL requirement.

A more complicated case is that of a program that is dy-
namically linked with a library. In such a case, no substantial
part of the library is present into the executable, so besides
being connected, the latter is not a derivative work. However,
while the FSF and GNU agree with this general framework,
they further affirm that when a dynamically linked library
and program share a more ’intimate’ existence, they should
be considered once again a derivative work. More precisely
”[i]f the program dynamically links plug-ins, and they make
function calls to each other and share data structures, we
believe they form a single program, which must be treated
as an extension of both the main program and the plug-ins,
while if the program uses fork and exec to invoke plug-ins,
then the plug-ins are separate programs, so the license for
the main program makes no requirements for them” [12].

A complex, borderline case, where in presence of a
dynamic linking structure the FSF and GNU support the
thesis of a derivative work (extension of the two codes),
due to the relation between the two pieces of software,
which is so strict (reciprocal function calls, sharing of data
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structures) that, even in the absence of a substantial portion
of the source code of one of the programs into the other,
the functional result is not far from it. Nonetheless, FSF
and GNU recognise the presence of undefined areas: ”If the
program dynamically links plug-ins, but the communication
between them is limited to invoking the main function of
the plug-in with some options and waiting for it to return,
that is a borderline case” [12].

The Canadian Copyright Act, for example, gives little
guidance for such situations (as is common in almost all
jurisdictions), only generally reserving the right to ”produce
or reproduce the work or any substantial part thereof in any
material form whatever... and to authorise any such acts”
to the rights holder, and adds specific cases of adaptation,
that are inapplicable to software (sec. 3, especially d. and
e.). The Act is in much company with the United States
and many European countries, as the legislation does not
deliver a granularity that is fine enough to deal with a library
dynamically linked to a program with which it shares system
calls and data structures. This is probably the better situation
as the legislation is meant to provide general and abstract
rules, leaving it for the interpreter to adapt them to a specific
case. Here, it might be relevant to recall that in Canada,
while rewriting a computer program from one language into
another could be interpreted as a translation under certain
circumstances [13], compiling the source code into object
code is an act of reproduction [14]. The main consequence
of this distinction is that to compile a program (being either
an application or library) requires the right to reproduce [15].

Determining exactly what a derivative work is within
linked computer programs is a contentious issue. It ob-
viously depends on the legal system where one claims
protection. However, there are claims that the issue of static
and dynamic linking is a red herring and what really matters
is not the name of a specific program or call (mkisofs,
ld, exec, or the like), which undoubtedly has functional
consequences, but the specific grade of dependence or
independence between the two programs. This relationship
establishes whether the output is a derivative work or a
mere aggregation [16]. The latter approach introduces some
uncertainty because it suggests a case-by-case analysis,
rather than a ”static = derivative” equation. The door is still
open to deeper analysis on this issue, as is evidenced by the
comments of one of the fathers of the Linux kernal, Linus
Torvalds, when he said that ’there was not much need for
the LGPL’ [16].

IV. NOT JUST MONEY

Usually, obtaining FLOSS requires nothing more than
an internet connection. Inherent in both the FSF and OSI
models is the ability for anyone to access the code. There
are no royalties to be paid, no required tie-in to service
contracts, and no up-front acquisition costs. In addition to
the economic aspects, there are many advantages to adopting

FLOSS: although price is not the primary advantage, it is
often viewed as such, which results in FLOSS being incor-
rectly assimilated with other non-immediate-fee software.
Such naivety should be avoided, especially when the inter-
ested entity is a public body whose main objective is to offer
public services and not to make a profit. An important aspect
of FLOSS is the availability of the source code. This means
that the ability to modify and redistribute improvements is
a contractual obligation. This specific feature is common
to all licences fitting in the category and therefore entails
legal, economic, technical and social consequences. We will
explore nine examples of these consequences, which are
particularly pertinent to governments’ use of code.

A. Accountability and transparency

Source code availability permits users to know what the
program does at a depth that would otherwise be impos-
sible. Without the source code one can only deduce what
the program does through expensive and time consuming
reverse-engineering without ever having the opportunity to
know all of the original code. Source code availability is
critically important for software applications in the core
areas of government (such as national defence and home-
land security, financial and economic administration, health
databases, and wherever privacy and reliability are deemed
substantial), as well as the fundamental infrastructure of
public administration [7]. The possibility for the general
public to understand and to rely on the activities of public
bodies is directly connected to the use of a software model
that is transparent and accountable (e-Democracy). This is
a cornerstone in providing citizens with the guarantees of
a fair, efficient and impartial administration of the public
good. A good example of this can be seen in electronic
voting systems [9].

B. Interoperability

The availability of the source code allows for better
interoperability with other applications. If an application
is not perfectly compatible, the availability of the source
code, combined with the contractual permission to use and
adapt it, permits modifying the code with interoperability
as the likely result. If there is FLOSS and closed source
software (proprietary), greater compatibility is possible in
contrast to the case of two closed source software provided
by different suppliers [11]. This is of particular interest
for public bodies since it grants the possibility to share
resources among many different departments and agencies.
Despite being autonomously organised, public bodies do
not suffer from the strict competition that affects corporate
entities. This is what allows for strong scale economies
with significant savings for the whole public administration
and, consequently, for taxpayers. In some jurisdictions (e.g.,
Italy) this is prescribed by law [10].
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C. Avoid lock-in

Vendor lock-in is the phenomenon that causes customer
dependency on a given vendor with regard to a specific good
or service. Switching vendors has high transaction costs
connected with technological and organisational changes
and, in some cases, penalty clauses due to early cancellation
of a supply contract. These ’switching’ costs are pernicious
to the market and can represent strong barriers to entry. With
closed source software the customer is generally bound to
a specific supplier, both contractually and technologically.
As an example, in the case of freeware, a typical business
model that is sought is lock-in. In this case, once the lock-in
has occurred the software distribution model can switch to a
traditionally priced one since the transaction costs connected
with the migration to another type of software are prohibitive
[35]. In the case of FLOSS, both the licence and the
technology allow for a supplier-independent business model
[19]. For public administrations, it is mandatory to choose
suppliers that are able to grant reliable services at good
prices and provide for long-term maintainability (public
administrations usually last longer than private companies).
However, it is also critically important that if a better offer
or player enters the market the public body should not be
impeded from transitioning to the more efficient solution.
This will immediately reflect in the cost and quality of
service enjoyed by citizens.

D. Long-term maintainability and technological ecumenism

A public administration cannot discriminate the public
based on the type of software used. A private company has
the option to use closed source software compatible with
85% of the software used by citizens and incompatible with
the remaining 15%: the market will decide if this decision
pays. However, a public administration cannot exclude 15%
because they chose a different operating system. FLOSS
is the solution that grants the highest compatibility, thus
minimising the phenomenon of technological exclusion by
both FLOSS users and closed source software users. FLOSS
also means Open Formats, which are those formats that are
publicly documented so as to permit anyone to implement
programs (both FLOSS and closed source software) that can
optimally use, store, and retrieve such data. This is another
manifestation of the absence of lock-in problems [20].

Many times the reason for staying with an old supplier
(which usually means also old technology) is that they
are the only ones owning the (closed) format technology
enabling data retrieval.

E. Security and error correction

Security is not a static concept that can be reached once
for all, nor easily maintained. FLOSS is known not only for
the transparency and accountability of its code, but also for
its stability and intrinsically greater security. It is a common
principle in computer science that the security of a system

depends on the quality of its structure, not on its obscurity
(a variation of Kerckhoffs’ principle in cryptography). Only
if the source code is available is there the possibility for
quick bug-correction and exploit-detection. In the case of
FLOSS, the pace at which the stability level of the code
grows is much faster than in other types of software, where
it is necessary to wait for the supplier security updates
[21]. A sound and accountable technological infrastructure
is a key point for all e-Government and Government-to-
citizens (G2C) initiatives, where the reliance of citizens is
fundamental for the success of the electronic offered service.

F. Democracy and pluralism

FLOSS in the public sector is more generally a matter
of democracy [22]. In case studies such as those involving
electronic voting machines, or ”technology enhanced trials”,
the people need to rely and trust not only in their repre-
sentatives and the courts, but also the process of electing
the candidates or of condemning the guilty [22]. FLOSS
seems to epitomise those basic principles commonly found
in many constitutional and fundamental charters, of fair
administration of the justice, of pluralism, of freedom of
expression, and of access to information and knowledge.
A long list of public administrations around the world
has already started, or is seriously considering migrating
from proprietary to open code. Among the most successful
initiatives is the German city of Munich with the LiMux
project. They report to already have 1,200 workstations
migrated to Gnu-Linux, 12,000 using Open Office, and
100% of the city administrations using Firefox and Thun-
derbird [33]. Another interesting case study can be seen in
Spain, where the different comunidades autonomas (Spanish
provinces) have different levels of FLOSS implementation,
all coordinated by a specific constituted public agency:
Centro Nacional de Referncia de Aplicacion de las TIC
basadas en fuentes abiertas (www.cenatic.es). The ”dollar
price” connected with the absence of royalties is only
one potential saving: ”Contrary to what is often assumed,
cutting costs was not the main reason for the migration. The
motivation is independence [...] now we’re able to decide on
our own how we want to spend our IT budget in the long
run [...]” [23]. This approach is also consistent with the
Open-Government instances which hold that the business
of government and state administration should be opened
at all levels to effective public scrutiny and oversight. To
translate the Open Government principles in programming
terms, involves the use of FLOSS.

G. Portability to other languages

The possibility, both technical and legal/contractual, to
translate software into any language is of paramount interest
if due importance is given to linguistic and cultural plu-
ralism. Although this sounds more like a European, Asian
or African based argument, also in America (both North
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and South) language plays a key role in the protection
of indigenous and traditional knowledge and in effectively
reducing the phenomenon of ’digital divide’. This feature of
FLOSS may be easily confirmed by checking the language
packs or language ports of some of the most widespread
projects and comparing them with similar non-FLOSS prod-
ucts. For example, Firefox v3.1 has 62 language ports and
78 different language packs, among which many minority
languages are present. On the other hand, Internet Explorer
8 has 3 language selection possibilities. Opera has 41 sup-
ported languages, Chrome 44, and Safari 18. The difference
is even greater with the office suite: OpenOffice.org has
123 supported languages, while Microsoft Office has 35.
Finally Outlook 2007 is available in 14 languages, while
Thunderbird 2, in 39.

The reason for this difference in language policy clearly
resides not only in the sensibility of the project managers
but rather in the declared legal, contractual and technological
features of FLOSS.

H. Fostering competition

Another major advantage of FLOSS is that it creates and
favours a more competitive ICT environment usually popu-
lated by many local Small and Medium Enterprises. Licence
fees, from a microeconomic point of view, represent huge
barriers to entry the markets, thus favouring monopolistic
and oligopolistic situations. As it has been reported [23][24],
a public administration investing in FLOSS solutions is
usually interested in hiring or contracting with local ICT
companies for services like updating, maintenance, training,
and customisation. In this way the immediate benefit for
local economies is apparent.

I. Total Cost of Ownership

A major saving in using FLOSS is royalties. Quite simply,
there are none. During the 2005-2006 fiscal year the Cana-
dian government spent 425,602,327CAD on software licence
fees [25]. Clearly, this represents a huge amount of money.
Unfortunately, using FLOSS does not mean that there are no
costs whatsoever. For example, due to the so-called alumni
effect, many people have learned how to use computers
through non-FLOSS applications. This means that even
though FLOSS solutions nowadays are user-friendly enough,
there are still some costs connected with migration, such
that in the short term, it is not always true that there are
significant monetary savings. Nonetheless, there are savings
that become substantial in the medium/long term and that
will endure and increase with time. Some of these savings
have already been identified (no lock-in, enhanced security,
etc), while others are more concealed (such as cross-platform
availability, maintenance, updating and long-term upgrading,
compatibility with ’older’ hardware, etc) [26].

Taking into account all of these variables provides a
better portrait of the actual benefit in terms of economic

and financial costs. As demonstrated in many studies, the
huge Total Cost of Ownership savings resulting from the
use of FLOSS is undisputed. The public sector reports
from Sweden show yearly savings of billions of dollars
[27]. Another benefit is that the agency taking the FLOSS
route will need to spend money on the development of
internal staff skills, which means that the skill base for the
organisation will be improved, giving better overall support
for the department and creating a greater pool of skilled
persons in Canada.

V. THE SURVEY

During this research, we conducted a survey on the use
of FLOSS by the different Canadian ministries and other
Canadian public departments and agencies. We contacted
a total of 53 Information Technology (IT) departments.
We decided to only target the category of IT departments
in the agencies, since this allowed us to access the real
technological situation of the department. In this survey we
are not interested in what people do, whether given Canadian
civil servants use or not FLOSS. Our survey was focused,
and our data demonstrate, the use of FLOSS in Canadian
governmental and other public agencies departments. Of the
53 IT departments contacted, 20 agreed to participate in our
survey, either by live interview, phone interview, or through
email. We preferred the live interview because it allowed
keeping track of more variables than what appeared on the
answer sheet. Interviews also allowed the operator to record
the immediate reactions to the questions, which was not
possible when using an emailed questionnaire. The partici-
pation rate was 38%, which although not very high, places
itself at the top average of similar studies. For example,
samples of reference participation data are 23.8% in the UK
and 18% in Germany, without subdividing by the sector. A
slightly higher participation rate is observed if considering
only the Public Sector (37% and 29%, respectively). It must
be noted that a third surveyed country, Sweden, has much
higher participation ranges in every sector at approximately
60% [28]. Another seminal study in this field, Flosspols,
reports an average participation of 22.8%, even though the
variations from country to country are very high [29].

We had hoped that the participation rate to be higher than
what was achieved because our respondents were public
administrations, public departments, and ministries of the
Canadian government and, as such, we stressed our identity
(a renown Canadian University) and the fact that the study
was funded and promoted by an important Canadian public
agency (Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council,
SSHRC). Unfortunately, this proved to be an incorrect
assumption, as our viewpoint was not widely shared. The
questionnaire was formed by 11 multiple-choice questions.
The 12th question was left open so that the respondents
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could add whatever they deemed important that was not
covered in our interview.

Figure 1: Do you use any Free-Libre Open Source Software
in your department?

The results show that FLOSS in the technological infras-
tructure of the Canadian government is used only partially.
In fact, its use is limited and not exclusive to what is
referred to as ’Desktop purpose machines’, but rather is
utilised only in a very limited amount of cases on servers.
Regarding Desktops, the fact that it is used only partially
may be easily explained by a simple consideration. While
it is uncommon to have non-FLOSS applications running
on FLOSS Operating Systems (OS), the contrary is quite
common. Such an inference is confirmed by the results of
our next question, regarding the type of FLOSS (identified
by name) used by the respondents.

Figure 2: What type of FLOSS is it in use in your depart-
ment?

Among the programs under consideration, Mozilla ap-
peared most frequently (our questionnaire includes all the
different varieties of projects that such a brand encompasses:
Firefox, Thunderbird, SeaMonkey, Camino, Fennec, etc.)
with 17% of the respondents reporting its use. Others widely
used FLOSS programs included administration and database
management or programming tools such as PHP (16%),
Pearl (13%) and MySQL (14%) and interoperability tools
such as Samba (8%). OpenOffice.org was used by only
5% of respondents, which might be explained by compat-

ibility issues and alumni effect (see above). Among the
less used programs were graphical desktop environments
such as Gnome (6%) and KDE (5%). Graphical desktop
environments are those programs used to provide users
with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and are much more
platform dependent than other reported applications. In fact,
while it is possible to run either Gnome or KDE on some
other Unix-like distributions, it is not possible to run them on
other platforms such as Microsoft Windows (which has its
own GUI). This portrait is consistent with the data gathered,
which suggests a strong usage of Microsoft Windows as
the main Desktop operating system (see Fig. 4), on top of
which, with varying degrees, FLOSS tools are installed. The
appearance of Mozilla as the most used software is shown
in the figure below.

The reason why there is no score amid the exclusive use
of FLOSS on desktops, while there was a total of 5% and
6% of respondents declaring that they have FLOSS GUI
distributions on their machines (as mentioned, are usually
run on FLOSS OS, though they might be run also on some
other Unix-like non-FLOSS OS) might be explained by the
so called Dual Boot configuration. In development environ-
ments and amongst experts, quite often a single desktop
machine is configured in a way that, when the power button
is pressed, a program called Boot Loader opens and asks
what operating system (and/or kernel) should be loaded. In
this case, many operating systems can reside simultaneously
on the same machine without the possibility of running
contemporaneously (virtualisation is another issue).

Figure 3: What kind of programs or applications are in use
in your department?

That being said, such a configuration is relegated by a
large extent to experimental uses (see Fig. 2), demonstrating
that one of the two OS is not meant for productivity. In the
present case, this most likely means that FLOSS might be
installed but not used.

It is more difficult to explain the reason why only a very
limited number of respondents (10%) declared to use Apache
on their servers. Apache is a web server and is very widely
distributed (official statistics of June 2010 report a total
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usage of more than 54% of the World Wide Web [32]). The
reason for this might be found on a taxonomic level. In fact,
Apache is not usually associated with FLOSS, especially
with Gnu-Linux (it is released under the Apache licence, a
FLOSS licence, but not GPL), and therefore a perception
might exist where this type of tool does not pertain to the
FLOSS family. Our questionnaire was purposely vague in
asking what kind of FLOSS tools are in use, and may have
resulted in the respondents discarded Apache if they do
not believe it to be FLOSS. If this is the explanation of
why our data do not mirror the general market situation,
it is noteworthy that specifically trained IT departments are
not aware of this misconception which is taxonomic in its
origins, but very pragmatic in its consequences. Of course,
it may simply be that the representative of the department
did not know.

Our data also suggests that the use of OS in our analysis
reflects the situation in the general market, where the dom-
inance of Microsoft Windows (client side) is clear (world
market data report 85% to 90% of MS Windows usage
on clients [30][31]). In our enquiry, 48% of respondents
declared that they use Microsoft products in one of its
variants (98, XP, NT, Vista, 7, etc,). Gnu-Linux (in any of
its variants: Debian, Red Hat/Fedora, Ubuntu, Slackware,
Mandrivia, SuSe, etc) followed at 21%, then MacOS/X at
12%. In the case of Macintosh, the data closely mirrors the
general data reported by the referenced statistics, however,
the numbers regarding Windows and Linux do not accurately
reflect the same data. In our data Windows achieves a
48% (contrasting with 85% to 90%) and Linux, a 21%
(contrasting with 3%). Our data might suggest that there
is wider use of the Gnu-Linux OS in the Canadian public
sector; however, we must temper such an inference as our
survey asked what types of OS are run on the (theoretically
thousands of) clients managed by the respondents.

Figure 4: What kind of operating systems are installed in
the department?

It is well known that FLOSS solutions, are not commonly
used, as main operating systems on desktops. Nevertheless,
an overwhelming majority of those interviewed agreed that
a higher deployment of FLOSS would be beneficial to their
department (65%). Less than one fifth of the respondents did
not agree with this sentiment, it must be noted that a higher
deployment does not equate to integral substitution. Out of
the 65% of respondents in favour of a wider usage, only 11%
would welcome a total substitution of their current software
with FLOSS. Conversely, 78% would prefer a coexistence
of proprietary and FLOSS.

It is interesting to note that that access to the source
code is not the most important parameter to users that
answered that they would welcome the use of FLOSS in
their desktop systems (only 27% believe this). A far more
important consideration was the price: 75% of respondents
agreed that pure access to the source code (which includes
the possibility to modify and redistribute it), not combined
with the elimination of costs associated with licensing would
render FLOSS unattractive to their departments.

Figure 5: Is access to the source code an important factor
for the department?

Regarding the more technical aspects, it was observed that
a vast majority (85%) of interviewees acknowledged that
FLOSS has higher customisation capabilities. Again, cus-
tomisation is a characteristic that streams directly from the
source code availability; however, the respondents (which
were carefully identified in the IT departments) did not see
such a connection. On the contrary, a majority of respondents
believed that the main advantage of FLOSS is the fact
that there are no licence fees. Another counter-intuitive
result is connected with software reliability: 64% of the
respondents believed that FLOSS is less reliable than non-
FLOSS software. As discussed above, reliability may be
considered an open issue, with strong advocates on both
sides, supported by studies and data. Interestingly, among
the surveyed category, there is a significant concentration
of supporters of one specific view of the matter. More in
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keeping with the general perception were the respondents’
views in terms of the ease for normal (i.e., non-technical)
users in using FLOSS: 74% agreed that FLOSS is more
difficult or complicated at first use. However, 80% did not
see migration and training as an impediment towards a wider
usage of FLOSS. As such if an adequate migration and
training process is scheduled, the initial unease connected
with FLOSS should be overcome.

The data reported so far give us a contradictory portrait of
the perception of FLOSS in the Canadian public sector. We
have seen how some of the positions held by the majority
of the respondents are significantly diverging from general
market trends. For example, in terms of reliability, FLOSS
is believed to be much more reliable and accountable by
large numbers. The same divergence is observable in more
technical aspects, such as the availability of the source code.
In the technical arena, this aspect (not only in FLOSS cases
– think, for example, of beta-tester, premium user/developer
of specific applications, specific important institutional cus-
tomers such as homeland security departments, etc.) is
considered essential for a great majority of the benefits we
have identified above in this study. In our survey, however,
respondents did not put much importance on the availability
of the source code. Conversely, respondents believed the
monetary aspect to be much more important. This is notable,
considering that the respondents were IT departments of
public administrations whose main objective is not to make
profit but to offer a public service.

This does not mean that a public administration should not
conform its activity simply to principles such as economi-
sation, efficiency and rational usage of resources. On the
contrary, it is exactly for these reasons that they should
implement solutions that grant longer-term savings both
monetary and in the possibility to re-utilise and scale-
economise the (software) resources they use/produce. A
fair and balanced administration of the public good is a
science based on principles such as rationality, efficiency,
accountability, and transparency. The tools analysed here,
for the reasons explained in the relevant sections, are the
most suited to meet both economic and social requirements
of the management of public bodies.

A possible explanation for the contradictory feedbacks
in our survey – impressions supported by the oral com-
ments and further notes expressed during the interviews
– is that even in the IT manager area the situation is
strongly polarised or even ideological. On one side there
are the majority who are supporters of one model, i.e.,
closed source software, who are prejudicially against any
alternative model seen as a threat to ”their model and to
their jobs.” Affirmations such as ”we do not use any Open
Source Software, we pay our licences!” or ”we have internal
guidelines not to use any Open Source software, so I had to
remove also some amusement machines I had in my office”
help to clarify why we have used such evocative wording.

In the middle there is a small category (approximately as
large as the category supporting FLOSS) of IT departments
who are undecided in which model is better; they perceive
the pros and cons of both models, and who – most of
the time – simply do their jobs ”with the tools at their
disposal”. One ’Chief Technology Officer’ said that the GoC
is interested in FLOSS and encourages its use even though
there is some uncertainty regarding the Intellectual Property
issues and connected responsibilities.

There are also overt supporters of the FLOSS model;
a minority who are strongly motivated and use FLOSS in
their departments. These people are either working on the
technical side (server, database management, programming,
etc.) or in productivity workstations. These subjects are more
sensitive to issues such as the availability of the source
code, though do not delve deeply into the reasons why
a public administration, more than a private corporation,
should implement FLOSS solutions.

However, IT departments should be concerned mainly
with technical decisions, while the more substantive ones
should come from representatives of the decision-making
bodies whose subjects are specifically appointed and trained
to evaluate a great many differences in variables in choosing
a fundamental instrument like the technological infrastruc-
ture of a public body. Such a simplified tri-partition of
the respondents is particularly important because they (the
respondent IT departments) have identified themselves as the
decision-making subjects when purchasing new software in
a good deal of cases (43%), while the financial department
decides in only 17% of the cases.

Figure 6: Whose opinion is decisive at the moment of
purchasing new software?

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The GoC is not taking advantage of the many different
features that an innovative model of software production and
distribution, such as FLOSS, offers.

The landscape that emerges from the data reported here is
not encouraging. FLOSS has proven to possess a long list of
advantages in comparison to other software development and
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distribution models, especially in the public sector. The TCO
is not the major concern, but together with the other FLOSS
advantages exposed in this study, is an important one. Also
in the TCO, FLOSS proved to be a strongly competitive
and innovative model. However, easily discernible from our
data is that the Canadian public sector completely lacks any
coordination or guidelines in deciding which type of soft-
ware tools to adopt in their departments. Even if guidelines
existed, they are largely unattended, which paradoxically
means that the Canadian governmental bodies distend their
own rules.

Information Technology and, less frequently, financial
departments decide which model to adopt, however, nei-
ther department are equipped or trained in making these
decisions and therefore cannot take on the responsibility
alone. As mentioned above, those departments are mainly
concerned by financial or technical (customisation, stability,
interoperability) issues – and it could not be otherwise. The
problem is not so much what the Information Technology
and financial departments believe but that in the majority of
cases, they have the last word in deciding what to buy. In-
formation Technology departments carry on a fundamentally
important task and they have great experience. However,
Information Technology departments cannot be left alone
when making decisions regarding software use. Software
is not a mere product but is a choice involving specific
policy and political decisions that represent a specific set of
values, public morality and ethics. Such political decisions
need to be made by those whom have been elected who
are ultimately responsible for the financial repercussions of
software use in the public sector.

In short, there are many advantages that have strong eco-
nomic value, in both the short and long term, that can only
be eventualised by adopting FLOSS, with the technical and
legal availability of the source code, and the possibility of its
modification and redistribution. In addition to the monetary
savings connected with the absence of licence fees, there
are huge advantages that relate to the independence from
software providers, the creation of a competitive market
usually on a provincial, or regional level, transparency and
accountability, the ease of customisation, digital inclusion
and pluralism, and the further savings connected with scale
economies amongst different public administrations [34].
The GoC should take full advantage of FLOSS in its
technological infrastructure, because, as demonstrated, in
many situations and at manly levels it would be beneficial
to Canada. Currently it is not making full consideration of
FLOSS.
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Abstract— In 1995, DARPA initiated a work on a 

programmable concept of computer networking that would 

overcome shortcomings of the Internet Protocol. In this 

concept, each packet is associated with a program code that 

defines packet’s behavior. The code defines available network 

services and protocols. The concept has been called Active 

Networks. The research of Active Networks nearly stopped as 

DARPA ceased funding of research projects. Because we are 

interested in research of possible successors to the Internet 

Protocol, we continued the research. In this paper, we present 

an active network node called Smart Active Node. Particularly, 

this paper focuses on its ability to translate data flow 

transparently between IP network and active network to 

further improve performance of IP applications. We describe 

the translation mechanism, its possible use and discuss 

particular implementation aspects. 

Keywords- Active Networks, Smart Active Node, IP 

tunneling, routing 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

This paper extends the original paper [1] (Sections 1 – 6, 
sub-sections A and B of Section 10 and a portion of Section 
11), as it captures recent advances on the project since 
Section 5, sub-section D. 

Today, IP networks suffer from low scalability and 
deployment of new networking services is a subject to a long 
standardization process. A particular problem that lies within 
the scope of this paper is content delivery over IP, with 
respect to time-sensitive traffic – e.g video. Simply said, an 
effective solution is possible with a programmable network 
and for that task we need Active Networks [2, 3]. 

For example, a number of multi-cast schemes and 
protocols were developed. They try to do their best in 
optimizing a multi-cast tree to satisfy and guarantee a proper 
quality of service. These protocols cover multi-cast tree 
creation, optimization and client group membership 
management. This requires special hardware and software 
support from both network and clients. In fact, there is a 
complex overlay network built on a top of the IP network. 
While it addresses needs of today, there is still a room for an 
improvement [4]. We desire to be ready even for needs of 
tomorrow. 

We do not aim at solving a particular problem. We try to 
build a general solution, which could be used to solve a 
variety of tasks and issues in a simple manner. To solve this 

general problem, we did not decide to use a traditional 
network. Instead, we decided to use the concept that is 
known as Active Networks. 

Active Networks is such concept, where every network 
node is active, when compared to passive elements used 
today. The activity is meant as the ability of a network node 
to process data in a context of application that created them. 
To make this possible, a packet has been superseded with a 
capsule. Along data, each capsule is associated with a 
reference to a program code. The code is downloaded 
through the network as needed and executed, as a capsule is 
run at a node. As the code executes, the node is able to 
handle the capsule’s data in an application specific context. 
Thus, it is possible to teach the network new things on the 
fly. Note that capsule can route itself. 

Active application is such networking application that 
injects capsules, which replace packets, into the network. In 
turn, a capsule may inject another capsule or an active 
application into the network. Both, application and capsule 
have an access to a server-offered API to use its 
functionality. Any custom code runs in a sand-box that is 
called Execution Environment. 

As it is not realistic to assume that Active Networks 
would suddenly replace IP networks, these two networks 
would have to co-exist for a certain period. Thus, instead of 
awaiting a revolution in networking, we focus on adding 
more functionality to existing IP solutions via tunneling them 
into the world of Active Networks. 

A preceding work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 
explains our motivation. Fourth section describes proposed 
solution, while the next section is focused on 
implementation. Sections 6 and 7 focus on policy-based 
routing and worth-path routing. We discuss results in Section 
8. The following section gives additional details on the most 
needed improvement – code execution. Related work is 
given in Section 10. Section 11 finishes with conclusion. 

II. PRECEDING WORK 

The PANDA [5] project was the proof of the concept of 
tunneling the IP protocol over an existing active network. 
The PANDA software ran on a top of ANTS [6] active-
network server. It was a demonstration of active network's 
capability to transfer UDP datagrams transparently and to 
possibly recode contained video stream in order to satisfy 
bandwidth limits. The project, namely its PIC component, 
was implemented as a kernel module that communicated 
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through a BSD socket with the active network node. The 
node performed recoding and distribution of the stream. The 
demonstration showed that there is no need to modify neither 
source stream server nor the client software. By using active 
network as the underlying network, there was a significant 
spare of bandwidth and better QoS, was presented; QoS 
stands for Quality of Service. 

III. MOTIVATION 

In our research, we focused on problems, which showed 
up in the preceding work. They include IP tunneling, 
security, resource allocation and performance. We develop 
our own, general-purpose active network server. Its design 
addresses many shortcomings of the previous active network 
implementations. Preceding projects were generally aimed at 
particular problems, but without researching consequences 
among those. Capsule and application programming 
interfaces, performance and security have to be addressed 
altogether, not as standalone issues. 

An important issue of active networking is performance. 
This is given by a number of possibly flowing capsules, and 
the need to execute their code in a sand-boxed environment 
to guarantee a required security.  This is very challenging 
goal and no satisfying solution was present. Perhaps, this 
was the main reason, why DARPA ceased research funding 
on Active Networks. 

However, thanks to our research ideas and comparison 
with other projects, we consider this issue as solvable. 
Therefore, we did not decide to favor performance over 
security and server’s design. 

Thus, not taking the performance as a limiting factor, we 
have a general-purpose active server that anyone can deploy, 
write an application and investigate its behavior without 
studying server’s source code. 

The research project is called Smart Active Node, SAN 
in short [7]. 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Our efforts on building an active network started with an 
idea of a general-purpose server and IP-tunneling.  

A. Generality, Usability and Security 

The server does not make any assumption about 
applications, which will run in the network. However, 
programmer of an active application should aim for low 
resources consumption. Otherwise, security monitor may 
consider increased demands for resources as a possible 
attempt of a denial of service attack, or a malfunctioning 
application. The resource is anything that can be allocated to 
the application, or a capsule – i.e. memory, processor time, 
network bandwidth, etc. 

Developing an active application should be as 
comfortable as developing a traditional application. Usage of 
a common IDE to develop active application is desired. 

Any active code runs in a sand-boxed environment to 
meet security measures. No instance of any program code 
can affect another instance by mistake. For an inter-process 
communication, it is necessary to use server-offered API. 

In the present implementation, programmer supplies Java 
byte-code that is executed in an execution environment, the 
sand box, and controlled by the security monitor. 

B. IP Tunneling 

The goal is to let the Smart Active Node to provide a 
seamless IP tunneling through the active network. Fig. 1 
depicts an illustrative network scenario. Consider two IP 
networks interconnected with an active network, where a 
source node sends IP packets to a destination node. The 
active nodes, which are connected to the IP networks, act as 
hybrid devices with both, IP stack and active networking 
functionality. As the IP packet gets to the hybrid node, it is 
intercepted at the third ISO/OSI layer. A component named 
Interceptor is responsible for this. 

Then, the packet is encapsulated into a capsule and 
routed through the active network to the hybrid border node 
that is connected to the destination IP network. It is the 
capsule’s program code, what makes the difference in 
performance. Note that as SAN runs on a standard operating 
system, both networks can overlay each other as well. 

The destination-border hybrid node unpacks capsule’s 
payload and injects the extracted packet into the IP network. 
The responsible component is called Injector. 

Finally, IP network routes the packet to its IP destination. 
The principle is the same for both directions so that 

Interceptor-Injector pair is present on each border node to 
satisfy two-way communication. 

Fig. 2 depicts a view on assignment of responsibilities. 
Active network server and IP stack of underlying operating 
system cooperate. Oriented lines show the data flow. Starting 
with data coming through the IP stack, the interceptor 
component, called saninterceptor, receives the data as a 

Figure 2.  Linux IP Tunneling Components. 

Figure 1.  IP Tunneling Network Scenario. 
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packet. Subsequently, it is passed to the ii component; ii 
stands for interceptor-injector. This component is responsible 
for encapsulating it into a capsule. 

When receiving data as a capsule from an active network, 
the ii component delivers the data to the injector component. 
Then, the data are injected at the ISO/OSI network layer into 
the IP stack. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Having the design, we continued with implementation. 
Initially, we assumed that Java and JVM will be fast enough, 
to get acceptable values of throughput and latency. 
Therefore, only OS-dependent parts of the tunneling were 
written in C++. 

A. Generality, Usability and Security 

As our solution is a general-purpose server, there is no 
special software needed to create custom active applications. 
Recently, some basic applications already work and 
development of others is in progress. The working ones 
include ping, trace route and IP tunneling. The work in 
progress comprises of dynamic routing, telnet, SSH and 
possibly a port of AVNMP [8] – a tool to predict network’s 
load. 

SAN active application is written in the standard Java 
language, compiled and packaged into a Java archive with a 
manifest file. The applications can be developed in IDE such 
as Eclipse or Netbeans with no expenses.  

The application’s, or capsule’s, code is interpreted as a 
Java byte-code in the present state. We developed our own 
byte-code interpreter. As it has been written from scratch to 
allow strict control over the execution process, it interprets 
everything, down to Java native methods. As the result, 
nearly every valid Java construct can be used to create an 
active application. Moreover, we have a full control over the 
code. Thus, passing a special file system identifier to obtain 
undesired access on particular operating system can be 
forbidden, as well as a simple constructs like calling 
System.exit(0) to shut down the server maliciously. 
Preceding works, such as ANTS, used directly the Java 
machine they run within, thus virtually providing no security. 

B. Optimization 

SAN started as a Java project for various reasons. As 
already mentioned, we need to address the performance. To 
improve it, a C++ clone of the server is being written. From 
this step, we expect a performance increase and the 
possibility to deploy the server on such nodes, where Java is 
not available, e.g. switches and routers. 

In an active network server, the most likely bottleneck is 
byte-code interpreter and scheduler. To run the byte-code, it 
is necessary to prepare execution environment, i.e. the sand 
box, and to schedule it for execution. Preparing the execution 
environment is a time-significant part of total run-time, in a 
case of shortly running capsule codes such as ping. Thus, the 
overhead does not matter, if the application run-time is long 
and frequency of runs is low. However, it matters with 
applications such as the IP tunneling. The IP tunneling run-

time per capsule is very short and the frequency of runs can 
be very high. It depends on the data stream being transferred.  

To speed up the code execution, we would like to have a 
mechanism that would optimize parts of code being executed 
frequently, and to cache them subsequently. The 
optimization would be a byte-code transformation into 
processor’s native instruction set. 

 Last optimization task is to examine the internal 
scheduler. It is currently implemented as a fair-share. 

C. IP Tunneling on Linux 

We have implemented the IP tunneling over active 
network on Linux first. 

The idea behind the tunneling is following. If we want to 
pass IP packets transparently through the active network, we 
have to intercept IP packets either on physical layer, link 
layer or network layer to prevent the operating system from 
managing these packets. Otherwise, the operating system 
could possibly send ICMP error packets back, because it is 
not aware of being a part of active network. 

We chose to use unmodified Linux kernel along with the 
Netfilter/Iptables [9] project to preserve simplicity, 
generality and ease of use. We used the Iptables' NFQUEUE 
target along with the ipq library for queuing packets into user 
space. There is a benefit coming from the usage of this 
approach – we can easily decide, which packets from and to 
the IP networks are transferred through the active network. 

After en-queuing a packet, entire datagram containing all 
headers is fetched into user space with libipq API calls. And, 
it is sent unmodified through a network socket to the SAN 
along with information about active code that handles its 
data. 

Packet data and meta information exchange between 
saninterceptor and SAN ii component is accomplished 
through a standard socket, while using a special type of PDU 
to transfer the data. The PDU format and primitive data types 
are shown in Fig. 3; PDU stands for Protocol Data Unit. The 
first position of the PDU is the name of the active application 
being executed upon receiving the data. Then, an array of 

Figure 3.  SAN Interceptor-Injector PDU. 
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application parameters apply. For example, they can 
represent routing, QoS or ToS information; ToS stands for 
Type of Service. Finally, entire datagram is attached. The 
PDU is flexible enough to handle a datagram up to 65kB. 
This is enough even for super jumbo frames. 

Upon receiving PDU, the active node passes the 
datagram to the active application that is responsible for the 
IP tunneling. The application creates a capsule and injects it 
into the network. When the capsule arrives at the destination 
active node, datagram is unpacked and sent through the 
socket to the injecting application. Injector injects the 
datagram into the IP network. As the packet is not modified 
on its route, the process is fully transparent to IP 
applications. 

We did tests with HTTP, SSH and FTP protocols. They 
worked flawlessly, like if no active network was presented. 

D. IP Tunneling on Windows 

We continued with implementation of the WDM driver 
model that applies to Windows 2003, Vista and 7. ReactOS 
uses the WDM model as well, but we made no tests on 
ReactOS yet. Fig. 4 depicts the implementation. 

Legacy IP applications communicate via the TCP/IP 
NDIS protocol as usually. SAN filter intercepts the 
communication. Intercepted IP packet is accompanied with 
additional information and sent to SAN server via an inter-
process communication. In SAN address space, an active 
application converts it into a capsule. Then, SAN server 
handles the capsule in a standard way. 

When the capsule is to be converted back into the IP 
packet, NDIS driver does this as instructed by SAN. A 
legacy IP application gets the packet from the TCP/IP NDIS 
protocol as usually. 

With the further development, we aim to support two 
kinds of applications – legacy IP applications and SAN-
aware applications. SAN-aware applications would be free to 
use SAN capabilities directly. Thus, they would be able to 
exercise a finer control over the transmission. 

VI. WORSE-PATH ROUTING 

References [4, 5] give existing enhancements on multi-
cast and tunneling of existing IP applications. We would like 
to go a step further by proposing such routing scheme that 
will rearrange network flows to benefit time-sensitive 
networking applications. 

A. Policy-Based Routing 

Let us classify network traffic into two categories. First 
one is time-sensitive traffic, for instance IPTV and VoIP. 
Second category is such traffic, where it is possible to 
tolerate some increase of delivery delay. For instance, SMTP 
and file-sharing services fall into this category. 

We do not use terms real-time and non-real time traffic, 
because we discuss additional scenarios such as MPI in 
subsection D. While we assume a possible benefit for MPI, 
we do not assume a real-time application using MPI. 

Multiple routes to target nodes may exist in a computer 
network, or an interconnection of computer networks – 
especially the Internet. Some routes are better in terms of 

bandwidth, load, reliability, number of hops, etc. Routing 
algorithms try to find an optimum route. Regarding Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs), a price of link plays a role as well. 

Let us consider an ISP with two different links to other 
ISP. One link is cheaper, but there is a lower bandwidth. To 
reduce costs, ISP would prefer such policy that would route 
most of the traffic through the cheaper link. Nevertheless, 
ISP should route the time-sensitive traffic through the faster 
link to maintain a quality of services to customers. In IP, this 
concept is implemented as policy-based routing. 

However, the other ISP may not be interested in 
maintaining such quality of services to the customers of the 
traffic-originating ISP. By addressing this issue, the 
proposed concept differs from policy-based routing, as it is 
implemented in IP. 

We give such IP tunneling scheme that routes the delay-
tolerant traffic through slower links. As a result, it reduces 
the need to throttle the transmission speed of time-sensitive 
traffic on faster links. The proposed approach does not 
impose a need for agreement on common routing policies 
between two ISPs. 

B. Principle 

First task is to intercept such IP packets, which do not 
belong to the time-sensitive traffic. Then, we wrap these 
packets into capsules. Finally, associated program code 
routes the capsules through slower links – the worse-path. 

Let us consider SMTP and IPTV for demonstration. 
Once SMTP server retrieves MX record for target domain, it 
opens a TCP connection to the destination server. Routers 
will direct the flow of connection’s packets according to 
routing tables, as it would happen with the IPTV packets. 
SMTP and IPTV packets may share the same link. QoS can 
throttle transmission speed to favor time-sensitive traffic 
such as IPTV. However, QoS cannot route a particular TCP 
connection over a different link to gain yet more bandwidth 
for the IPTV. With IP and policy-based routing, we would 
need ISPs, which agreed on compatible routing policies. 
With a programmable network, we can apply the following 
concept. 

Figure 4.  Windows IP Tunneling Components. 
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First, we need an additional routing table at the router. To 
fill the table, it is necessary to modify routing metric so that 
it favors slower links. For example, OSPF uses inverse value 
of bandwidth. Then, we would take the bandwidth as the 
metric.  

Second, we need a data unit that would be routed by the 
alternative routing table. In active networks, the router would 
execute the capsule’s code. So, the capsule would look-up 
the alternative routing table and set its destination 
accordingly. If the router would not execute the code, e.g. for 
security reasons, the capsule would be forwarded according 
to the standard routing table. So, it would reach the 
destination as well, just sooner. 

Capsules route themselves through slower links. Thus, 
they leave more bandwidth for the time-sensitive traffic on 
the faster links. Considering a possibility of different routing 
policies in transit networks, capsule’s behavior increases the 
probability that time-sensitive traffic will use the faster links.  

As capsule’s program code does not change, the capsule 
acts the same way in all transit networks. Therefore, no two 
ISPs have to make a prior agreement on common routing 
policies. 

C. IP-Programmable Hybrid Network 

Let us consider a scenario, where a programmable node 
would aid a traditional IP network. As we do not tunnel the 
time-sensitive traffic, we can route it the standard way. On 
the other hand, the tunneled traffic is wrapped into capsules. 
We can distinguish such traffic easily, e.g. by port number, 
or a header bit. Therefore, it is possible to establish an 
efficient routing policy. Such policy would route capsules to 
the programmable node, while leaving rest of the traffic 
untouched. 

Fig. 5 depicts a case scenario. Various clients from the 
source network #1 want to connect to particular hosts in the 
destination network #4. There is a policy-based routing 
enabled at the router that acts as their default gateway. It 
identifies particular protocols by port numbers. Selected 
traffic goes to the SAN server. Otherwise, the router 
forwards rest of the traffic to the IP-based border router. 
SAN server intercepts incoming IP packets and transforms 
them into capsules. According to programmable rules, it 
forwards them to the next SAN server. Note that the 
associated code can do much more than just policy-based 
routing. SAN servers in the transient networks act the same 
way. In the destination network #4, SAN server transforms 
capsules back into IP packets and forwards them with the 
standard IP routing mechanism. 

The IP-programmable hybrid is not a fully programmable 
network. However, Fig. 5 depicts such scenario, where it is 
possible to route a defined amount of traffic to the 
programmable servers. As a result, we can test 
responsiveness and stability of the programmable servers to 
given load, while having backup routes. 

Note that it is not necessary to deploy the hybrid network 
at the Internet scale. It can serve as well for networks of a 
single organization, or its department. 

D. Additional Case Scenarios 

Let us consider a grid computing, for an illustrative 
example. A large grid may consist of several sub-grids, 
which are connected with slower links than the links inside 
the sub-grids. For distributed computing, there are tools such 
as GridMPI and PVM available. These libraries provide 
means for asynchronous and blocking communication.  

For example, MPI_Send function is blocking. The caller 
does not continue its execution, until it receives a 
confirmation message. The communication overhead affects 
caller’s performance, i.e. the completion time. For this 
reason, we can consider such communication as time-
sensitive. Therefore, we should route it through faster links. 

On the other hand, MPI_Ibsend function is non-blocking. 
The caller continues its execution, while MPI delivers the 
message. For such programs, we could route such messages 
through slower links to reduce the waiting time of blocking 
operations such as MPI_Send. 

Another possible scenario is secure, anonymous 
communication. The TOR project provides a network of 
nodes, which route communication in such manner that it is 
too hard to find its origin. TOR uses so-called onion routing 
and it supports applications, which use TCP. With tunneling, 
SAN could implement the same behavior for any packets, 
i.e. to build a secure network by default. With policy-based 
routing and client’s IP, it would be possible to enable such 
service per individual user. 

Figure 5.  Hybrid Scenario of Worse-Path Routing. 
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E. Comparison with Source Routing 

IP offers loose and strict source routing. With such 
routing, packet’s route is set in advance by the source node. 
While the strict routing sets entire path, routers may forward 
the packet through other routers as well with the loose 
routing. In both cases, sender must have such knowledge of 
topology so that the packet reaches the destination. There are 
two problems. 

First, internal topology of other ISP is supposed to be 
opaque. At the best, there is no guarantee on knowledge of 
the topology, including bandwidths, utilization and other 
factors. In a worse case, ISP can choose to block the source 
routing. 

Second, we do not discuss a use of source routing for an 
administrative task. We discuss use of the source routing for 
a regular traffic. In such case, the source node would have to 
maintain a complete routing table for entire Internet. This 
would impose overwhelming requirements on the node, thus 
rendering such solution as impossible. 

In contrast to the source routing, SAN-based solution 
uses the well-established concept of routing tables along the 
route to the destination node. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION  

OF WORSE-PATH ROUTING 

To implement the worse-path routing, we use the 
following technologies – AntNet for routing and Rendez-
Vous to expose an additional programming interface to 
active code of capsules. 

A. AntNet 

First, we needed a routing algorithm. To benefit from the 
programmability, we implemented the AntNet algorithm 
[10]. This algorithm was originally designed for mobile 
agents. It is inspired by a behavior of ant colony. Using 
indirect information, a simulated pheromone trail, simulated 
ants find shortest path thanks to their cooperative behavior. 

Making a reference comparison to OSPF, AntNet has 
better distribution of packet delays and negligible impact on 
the use of network bandwidth [10]. There are recent 
improvements to AntNet. They further improve throughput, 
stability and shorten time delay [11, 12]. Improved AntNet 
deals with topology changes better than OSPF does [11]. 
Reference [10] gives a comparison with other routing 
protocols as well. 

For our experiments, we simulate Internet with a set of 
interconnected nodes. We simulate networks of individual 
ISPs with these nodes. In this fashion, we use AntNet as an 
exterior gateway routing protocol.  

B. Rendez-Vous 

Having the routing algorithm implemented, we needed to 
implement an alternative routing table in a general fashion. 
We wanted to avoid any ad-hoc solution. We implemented 
Ada rendez-vous synchronization mechanism into our Java 
byte-code interpreter. 

In our implementation, an active application can register 
a rendez-vous server. Incoming capsule can lookup a 
particular server and call its entries. This way, we have 

achieved a possibility of having so-called installable APIs. 
As a result, SAN exposes just the minimum set of functions 
through a pre-defined interface. Then, it is upon networking 
services and applications to expose desired application 
programming interfaces – APIs. It is possible to register and 
unregister particular API dynamically, without a need to 
restart SAN server. 

The choice of rendez-vous has a security background. 
Synchronizing with a monitor, the calling thread executes 
monitor’s code, thus using its internal data structures. A 
malicious code could possibly exploit such design. With 
rendez-vous, the calling thread is suspended, until the called 
thread, the server, finished the execution. Thus, the caller has 
no access to server’s internal data structures by the very 
principle of rendez-vous. This is important to us as we 
consider a possibility of execution environment reuse to 
speed-up code execution. 

There are stability benefits as well. Having a rendez-vous 
executing in a standalone thread, we avoid priority problems. 
As the rendez-vous thread keeps its priority, a critical section 
will not be blocked for too long by a thread with low 
priority. Moreover, the rendez-vous thread can exercise a 
better control over resources being allocated in a critical 
section, than calling threads could do. An unknown calling 
thread is more likely to be terminated by security monitor 
than a rendez-vous server thread is. 

Java has no native program construct to implement 
rendez-vous as Ada has. There are two ways to implement 
the mechanism into present Java language standard. 

One way is to develop a pre-processor that would allow 
Ada syntax in .java file. The preprocessor would generate a 
.java file that a Java compiler would accept. Therefore, any 
debug info would be valid for the generated .java file. 

It is always necessary to develop a package, which would 
synchronize threads in the rendez-vous manner. Therefore, 
the second way is to use this package directly, without the 
pre-processor. This way, we have a .java file that 
programmer understands, compiler can process it and 
generates a debug info for it. We chose this way. 

The following code shows a fragment of the rendez-vous 
server, which implements the worse-path routing table. 

 
public void worsePathRoutingServer() { 

 

//1. Register Rendez-Vous server 

if (!applicationAPI.registerServer(this,   

                               WPRTable_GUID)) { 

  //Error registering the server, however      

  //traffic is still routable. Capsules will  

  //just use the default routing table. 
  return; 

} 

  

//2. Register supported entry-calls 
applicationAPI.registerEntryCall(WPRTable_GUID,   

                               GetGateway_NAME); 

 

//3. Handle the entry-calls 
try { 

  applicationAPI.makeAccept(WPRTable_GUID); 
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { 

  handleException(ex); 
} 
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//4. Clean-up 
applicationAPI.unregisterServer(WPRTable_GUID); 

} //end of worsePathRoutingServer() 

 
The following code fragment shows as capsule routes 

itself, using the worse-path routing table: 
 

 

public void routeCapsule() { 

 

//1. Get capsule’s destination; it is not stored 

//   in capsule’s header as the header may  

//   change on the route. Therefore, we store  
//   the real destination in the payload. 

 

NetIdentifier realDst = readCapsuleDestination( 

                       capsuleAPI.getPayload());  
 

//2. Try to get worse-path routing record  

//   for the real destination. 

try { 

  RoutingRecord rr =  

       capsuleAPI.callEntryCallByName( 

       WPRTable_GUID, GetGateway_NAME, realDst); 
 

   //3. If the previous call succeeded, extract 

   //   the gateway and set it as capsule’s 

   //   destination.   
 
  if (rr != null)  

    capsuleAPI.setDestination(rr.getGateway) 

  
   //4. In a case of failure, set the real  

   //   destination. Then, the capsule will 

   //   reach its destination through a normal 

   //   route. However, this code will attempt  
   //   to resume the worse-path routing 

   //   at the very next node. 

 
   else capsuleAPI.setDestination(realDst); 

 

  
} catch (InterruptedException ex) { 

  capsuleAPI.setDestination(realDst); 
} 

 

} //end of routeCapsule() 

 
 

While we have the key components done, the worse-path 
routing is not finished yet. As given in the following section, 
we need to switch to the SAN C++ port, first. Then, we can 
finish the implementation with such execution speed that is 
fast enough for a productive use. As SAN servers make a 
distributed environment, where each node is a parallel 
application, the execution speed is an important factor for 
debugging. 

VIII. RESULTS 

Initially, we expected better performance results than we 
achieved. Eventually, it turned out that speed and security 
with Java-in-Java in JVM will not run fast enough, despite 
source code optimization, runtime profiling and performance 
tuning done by JVM. For this reason, the paper ends with a 
focus on speed of code execution. 

A. Background 

The PANDA project [5] was built on a top of ANTS 
project [6]. ANTS project ran in Sun JVM. The JVM 
executed capsule code as well as ANTS’ code. While this 
allowed a greater throughput than a Java-in-Java approach, 
the solution was not secure enough. Later on, secured 
solutions appeared. They included PLAN [13], RCANE [14], 
SANE [15] and SNAP [16]. They were able to verify 
integrity of server’s code and configuration, and authenticity 
of capsule’s code. Also, some of them limited programming 
constructs to avoid creating of a possibly dangerous program 
code. 

We decided to strengthen the security measures by being 
able to monitor code execution on-the-fly. For this reason, 
we replaced the use of Sun JVM with our own Java-in-Java 
interpreter. This became the performance bottleneck of our 
server. Eventually, it became obvious that we need to 
abandon Sun JVM to run the server. We chose to port the 
server to C++, while leaving the Java development branch as 
a sand box. Presently, we use it to test new ideas and to 
develop active protocols in advance, prior to finishing the 
C++ port of the SAN server.  

B. Linux IP Tunneling 

We performed a couple of tests with the IP tunneling 
implementation. In all tests, there was a saturating traffic 
flow from one computer to another. We generated a 
continuous stream of IP packets to saturate link’s bandwidth. 

The first test was the performance test of the 
saninterceptor itself. It was aimed to prove correct memory 
management, effective CPU and bandwidth usage. Table 1 
shows results for two directly connected PCs with 100 Mbps 
network cards and the same PCs connected through two 
instances of saninterceptor. Looking at the Table 1, we can 
say that use of saninterceptor nearly does not affect data 
transmission, even if it is implemented by simple means. 
N/A means that values were not observable or affected at all. 

The second test was the performance test of a complete 
system, i.e. including SAN, active applications, etc. This test 
revealed some drawbacks in SAN’s implementation. They 
are related to running many instances of short-run-time 
applications and capsules. 

Although the tunneling results were not satisfying, they 
showed that the IP tunneling works and that it can be used 
for tunneling of applications like HTTP and SSH. 
Nevertheless, it became clear that we need to improve byte-
code execution prior making any other substantial changes. 

TABLE I.  INITIAL SANINTERCEPTOR PERFORMANCE RESULTS  
ON LINUX TO LINUX 

 CPU Memory Latency Throughput 

direct connection N/A N/A <2ms 94 Mbps 

Saninterceptor only N/A 18kB 2ms 90 Mbps 

SAN + saninterceptor 100% N/A >200ms 120 kbps 
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C. Execution Environment Benchmark 

To compare performance of particular environments, and 
to estimate a minimum needed performance, we created a 
benchmark test. Since the C++ port is not finished yet, we 
cannot evaluate network-specific operations. Therefore, the 
benchmark computes a matrix determinant in such manner, 
that is uses memory, ALU and floating point instructions. 

Table II gives results for Windows 7. To eliminate side 
effects of operating system, such as caching and program 
loading at random addresses, we ran the test for 10 times. 
Then, we ran the test for another 30 times and computed 
average execution time. The First Time column gives time 
just for the very first run. As the server has to execute a 
program code for a first time, as well as it may execute a 
particular code frequently, we give both – average and the 
first time. We collected the presented results on Intel64, 
family 6, model 23, stepping 10, frequency 2.40 GHz. 

Table III gives results for Debian 4.3.2-1.1.  The machine 
is part of Czech National Grid Project – MetaCentrum. This 
affects the software equipment. It runs on Intel Xeon, family 
15, model 4, stepping 3, frequency 2.80 GHz. The 
benchmarking procedure was the same. 

Using Sun JVM, we performed tests with non-standard 
switches. After the regular test, we run the test again, but 
with the non-standard –Xcomp switch. According to the 
documentation, everything should be optimized. Program 
loading took ~1 second on Windows, ~3 seconds on Linux. 
On Windows, the execution time did not change. On Linux, 
the execution time was longer. Then, we run the JVM again, 
but without the switch. On Linux, the execution time 
returned back to normal. On Windows, it was reduced by 
~50%. Perhaps, there is some caching effect that causes such 
behavior. 

Beside –Xcomp, we tested the –Xint switch as well. 
Accordingly to the documentation, the code should be 
interpreted only. 

For comparison, we ran a C++ port of the benchmark 
with VisualC++ 2008 64-bit compiler, and with GCC 4.3.2 
32-bit compiler.  

SAN C++ JVM does not compile on Linux yet, so it is 
not included in Table III. 

D. Discussion 

SAN’s Java-in-Java interpreter is so slow that it has no 
point to measure the networking performance. With Java-in-
Java, we test flow and logic correctness of program code. 

Present JVM of SAN C++ performs much better. 
However, it is still significantly slower than Sun JVM. The 
performance results indicate that Sun JVM transforms byte-
code into the native instruction set, based on some threshold 
given by code profiling. However, the optimization does not 
seem to be as good as it could be, on Windows and Linux 
x86 platforms. 

If we would consider that the optimization does not make 
an intensive use of available processor registers to favor 
simpler-to-code utilization of stack, then it is a reasonable 
appeal to us to pursue the byte-code transformation, instead 
of developing the Java-in-Java byte-code interpreter further. 

So, we already started to implement the byte-code 
transformation to the C++ port. SAN C++ will transform the 
byte-code, which is being executed frequently, into the 
native instruction set. Otherwise, it will execute the byte-
code inside its JVM. We chose this rule to avoid program-
code cache-trashing, and to reflect the very fact that the 
transformation takes some time as well. The threshold values 
of “executed frequently” and program-cache size are a 
subject to future research. 

IX. CODE EXECUTION 

To execute the active-networking code, we decided to 
support two code notations – the byte-code and processor-
native code. The byte-code will be either interpreted, or 
transformed into the native instruction set. Any application 
can be executed in byte-code. For selected operating 
systems, the code can be supplied in a processor-native 
instruction set to support critical operations. Such code has to 
be signed digitally, and the server has to trust explicitly the 
particular code and the signer.  

A well-written program in C has lower memory 
requirements than a byte-code equivalent. In addition, 
compilers such as GCC produce much more efficient native-
instruction code than JVM does from byte-code. This is our 
motivation for allowing the possibility to supply the code in 

TABLE III.  CODE EXECUTION TIMES ON WINDOWS 

Environment Average Time [sec] First Time [sec] 

SAN Java-in-Java >> 1 >>1 

SAN C++ JVM   1.37200   1.38000 

1st Sun JVM 1.6.0_17 64-bit   0.02350   0.02594 

1.6.0_17 64-bit -Xcomp   0.02535   0.02605 

2nd Sun JVM 1.6.0_17 64-bit   0.01255   0.01295 

1.6.0_17 64-bit -Xint   0.22561   0.22412 

1.6.0_17 64-bit –g:none   0.01301   0.01363 

VC2008 x64 Debug   0.07000   0.07000 

VC2008 x64 Release <0.00001 

0.01000 occassionally 

<0.00001 

 

 

TABLE II.  CODE EXECUTION TIMES ON LINUX 

Environment Average Time [sec] First Time [sec] 

SAN Java-in-Java >> 1  >>1 

SAN C++ JVM  N/A  N/A 

1st Sun JVM 1.5.0_10 32-bit   0.06137   0.06185 

1.5.0_10 32-bit -Xcomp   0.09401   0.09388 

2nd Sun JVM 1.5.0_10 32-bit   0.06127   0.06138 

1.5.0_10 32-bit -Xint   0.46654   0.46329 

1.5.0_10 32-bit –g:none   0.06257   0.05964 

GCC x86 –O0   0.02000   0.02000 

GCC x86 –O3 <0.00001 <0.00001 
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native instruction set. We would like to have popular 
protocols to be handled as most efficiently as possible, with 
respect to their share in traffic composition. 

A. Byte-Code Transformation 

Instead of transforming byte-code instructions directly 
into processor-native instructions, we decided to generate C 
code. The generated code will use pointer arithmetic to 
manipulate operands of the byte-code instructions, which are 
stored in the stack. Then, we will rely on a C compiler for 
optimization. 

For a complex byte-code instruction, such as a newarray 
or monitorenter, we will call a respective C-coded function. 
This way, we can handle methods such as System.arraycopy, 
as JVM already does [24]. 

B. Security 

To enforce security measures at the program-code level, 
we need to forbid particular program constructs and to limit 
memory and processor-time utilization. 

When we encounter an instruction such as anewarray, the 
byte-code interpreter asks security monitor. A C-transformed 
code will call a function that will do the same. The security 
monitor checks current memory allocation status and acts 
accordingly. If the amount of allocated memory is over a 
given threshold, the request is denied. 

As byte-code interpreter runs, it counts number of 
executed instructions per interval. Scheduler will not plan the 
process, if it would overcome an imposed limit. Into the C 
code, we can insert such code blocks, which will check 
processor-time utilization and yield the processor eventually. 

Alternatively, there are SetThreadContext and 
GetThreadContext functions on Windows. On Linux, there is 
the ptrace function. With these functions, we can suspend 
thread execution and get/set its context. Then, there will be 
no need to include those code blocks into the generated C-
code. 

A programmer may desire to call a certain, possibly 
dangerous method like System.exit. In SAN, calls are 
checked and possibly denied with black-lists. The 
configuration may look like this fragment: 

 
<roles> 

 <role name="anonymous"  
        resourceProfile="anonymousProfile"> 

  <permissions> 

  <access name="java.lang.System.exit"  

             type="method" allow="forbidden"/> 
     </permissions> 

 </role> 

</roles> 

   
<resourceProfiles maxRunningCapsules="20"  

                  maxActiveCodes="50">   

 <profile name="anonymousProfile"  

          priority="onIdle"> 
  <cpu type="percent" maxValue="5" /> 

  <memory type="percent" maxValue="5" /> 

  <bandwidth type="percent" maxValue="5" /> 

  <activeCodes maxValue="100" /> 
  <createdCapsules maxValue="5" /> 

 </profile> 

</resourceProfiles> 

 

The concept of roles serves as an additional protection. 
For example, a time protocol cannot modify routing table, 
and routing protocol cannot set system time. Uncategorized 
protocols are most restricted with the anonymous role. 

X. RELATED WORK 

A number of papers were published on Active Networks 
in earlier years. Also, some recent works are relevant, 
although they do not address Active Networks exactly.  

A. Google Chrome 

Taking a closer look on the concept of the Google 
Chrome [17] operating system, we see a resemblance with 
the active networks concept. There is a simple, underlying 
operating system that provides hard application isolation – 
sandboxing [18]. API and the definition of web services 
define the Execution Environment. Also, it features a 
security manager that prevents running a malware. 

B. Google Native Client 

Although the Native Client [19] is not primarily designed 
for a use in active networks, there are ideas valuable to a 
high performance execution environment. 

C. AntNet QoS 

Another implementation of QoS that is based on a 
programmable approach is an adaptation of the AntNet 
routing algorithm for QoS [20]. The implementation was 
tested in a heterogeneous network as a part of a multimedia 
transcoding system. As a server receives a request, it 
generates ants, which search for a best transcoding path and 
service, based on desired QoS. 

By having the AntNet algorithm implemented, we can 
continue to implement the QoS capability. 

D. Security 

Reference [21] gives an overview on CSANE active 
network concept, which aims for security and scalability. 
CSANE goes for cluster processing. It builds on ANTS, 
JanOS and Linux. 

With rendez-vous, we take a preemptive counter-measure 
to deal with a possibility of attack, which is based on sharing 
a memory with another process. There was a similar attack, 
on the HyperThreading platform. One process obtained data 
of another process, particularly RSA key. We consider 
principle of this attack to possibly apply to monitor calls. 
Reference [22] provides attack details and gives suggestions 
to designers of operating systems. 

E. Performance Testing 

Reference [23] gives a recent, comparative study of JVM 
benchmarking – Sun JVM and Oracle JRockit. It concludes 
that JRockit runs usually 19% to 27% faster. Such numbers 
support the decision to perform byte-code transformation 
with SAN C++ internal means, instead of switching to 
another JVM. 
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F. Native Code 

Reference [25] presents a load-redistribution method for 
distributed applications. As a proof of concept, it uses a 
special active-network server with no security, but utilizing 
active programs coded in processor-native instruction set. 
Execution overhead of this approach is insignificant. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

Adding program logic to passive IP packets may lead to a 
significant increase of network’s efficiency [4, 5]. A network 
flow can adapt to current conditions automatically, as its 
units of transmission traverse the network. This is paid with 
increased overhead, as there is an executing code.  

SAN is a universal active node server that is capable of 
IP tunneling to enhance performance of IP applications, as 
well as supporting newly created, active networking 
applications. Both can be accomplished in standard operating 
systems, so that no “overnight” revolution is needed to start 
benefiting from the active-networking concepts. 

The related work shows that the concept of active 
networks is usable for the future – although, not in a way it 
was supposed to happen originally. With respect to the 
advances on the original work [1], we can try to evaluate 
history of active networks’ development. Looking back at 
the history of active networks from the point of view of SAN 
development, it seems that the magnitude of initial support 
was driven more by expectations and possibilities, than it 
was corrected by development costs and requirements. 

Active networks appeared with a proof-of-concept that 
was implemented with Java. While specialized languages 
appeared for active programs, a vast majority of well-
accepted papers on active networking used Java. This gave 
the impression that Java is a good choice for development of 
active-networking server. And, we do not agree. 

Speed and security were the major disadvantages, which 
prevented adoption of active networks. Our results suggest 
that the use of JVM is the cause. JVM cannot compete with 
an optimized code from a C compiler like GCC. Comparing 
Java and JVM with a well-written C program, Java loose, 
when it comes to memory requirements and code execution 
speed of both, active program and associated security checks. 
JVM overhead seems to be too great for software like active-
networking server. 

We still consider Java as a good choice for using the 
byte-code as active program notation, across different 
operating systems and processors. Also, Java benefits from a 
number of programmers and some language characteristics. 
For example, we consider it to be easier to implement 
security measures with references rather than pointers. Next, 
the garbage collector reduces the risk of memory leaks and 
segmentation faults.  

On the other hand, references and garbage collector lead 
to increased memory demands and processor time spent in 
finalizing and freeing unreferenced objects. In addition, 
memory fragmentation boosts incurred speed penalty. 
Therefore, the server must be written in a C-like language, as 
well as frequently executed active program code. GCC-like 

optimized code in processor-native instruction set is 
essential. 

Java was an adequate choice for creating the proof of the 
concept for particular aspects of active networking. 
However, the situation has changed. To prove the concept of 
active networks as feasible for a productive use, we have to 
come close to performance of today IP stack 
implementations. 

We succeeded with implementation of key components, 
while addressing shortcomings of preceding active-network 
implementations. Now, we need to finish the C++ port and to 
subsequently improve the code-execution speed with byte-
code transformation. 
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Abstract— As usage of the Blogosphere increases, more 
and more Internet users have begun to share their 
experiences and opinions about products or services on 
the World Wide Web. Web logs (also known as blogs) 
have thus become an important source of information. 
In turn, great interest in blog mining has arisen, 
specifically due to its potential applications, such as 
collecting opinions regarding products, or reviewing 
search engine applications for their ability to collect and 
analyze data. In this study, we introduce an architecture, 
implementation, and evaluation of a  Web log mining 
application, called the BlogMiner, which extracts and 
classifies opinions and emotions (or sentiment) from the 
contents of weblogs. 

Keywords - blog mining, opinion mining, blog crawler, 
web blog mining 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The world’s biggest library, the World Wide Web, is 
increasingly populated with data contributed by every 
Internet user around the world. People share their ideas, 
interests, emotions, experiences, and knowledge with others, 
in the form of opinions and reviews, via the Internet every 
day. Thus, mining opinions on the Web is a rich and 
important area for research [2].  

Sociologists have used many different ways to recognize 
natural interests, aims, and preferences. In order to collect 
ideas from people’s sharing over the Web, the most efficient 
way is to mine their Internet diaries, their blogs, which are 
their own direct, personal accounts of their ideas and 
opinions. This study introduces a system that is designed to 
mine ideas to understand the views of a web community. 

In the last few years, blogs have emerged as widely 
known personal Web pages. Blogs began as online diaries. 
They are designed for regular updating. Each blog consists of 
a sequence of blog entries. A blog entry consists of a title, a 
textual content, and the time it was posted. Some blog entries 
may have comments by the blog readers. Some blogs are 
dedicated to a particular area of interest such as 
entertainment or business.  Easy-to-use blogging tools have 
led to an explosion in the number of blogs. Especially with 
increasing usage of internet, blogging and number of blog 
pages are growing rapidly. Blog pages have become the most 
popular means to express one’s opinions. By the end of 
2008, there were 133 million blogs on the global Internet, as 
indexed by Technorati [3].  

Mining opinions from Web pages involves several 
challenges. For example, these opinions, or review data, have 
to be crawled from Web sites and then separated from non-
review data [9].  

As an experiment, system extracts movie review data 
from blogs. As a result, we introduce an architecture and we 
describe the implementation of the system in detail. We also 
explain a classification of review data.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 
discusses the literature. Sections 3-4 outline the proposed 
approach and the system architecture. Section 5 addresses 
the evaluation study. Section 6 concludes the paper with a 
summary and analysis of results. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In recent years, there has been a huge burst of research 
activity in the areas of sentiment analysis and opinion 
mining. Earlier studies focused mostly on interpretation of 
narrative points of view in text [6-11]. The widespread 
awareness of the research problems in sentiment analysis and 
opinion mining has increased with the rise of machine 
learning methods in natural language processing and 
information retrieval; of the availability of datasets for 
machine learning algorithms to be trained on (due to the 
blossoming of the World Wide Web); and, specifically, of 
the development of review-aggregation Web sites.  

Zhongchao Fei et al. [4] describe a sentiment 
classification application that uses phrase patterns to classify 
opinions. In this study, at the document classification phase, 
the authors add tags to certain words in the text, and then 
match the tags within a sentence with predefined phrase 
patterns to find the sentiment orientation of the sentence 
under consideration. Next, they take into account the 
sentiment orientation of each sentence and classify the text 
according to the most repeated sentiment.   

Jeonghee Yi et al. [5] describe a sentiment miner that 
extracts sentiment (or opinions) that people express about a 
subject, such as a company, brand, or product name. In this 
study, the authors design the sentiment miner with the 
following challenge in mind: Not only does it try to capture 
the overall opinion about a topic, but it is also the sentiment 
regarding individual aspects of the topic, thus capturing 
essential information of interest. The reason for this is that 
document-level sentiment classification fails to detect 
sentiment about individual aspects of the topic. Thus in the 
author’s study, the sentiment miner analyzes grammatical 
sentence structures and phrases based on natural language 
processing (NLP) techniques, and detects, for each 
occurrence of a known topic spot, the sentiment about a 
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specific topic. With these characteristics, the proposed NLP-
based sentiment system [5] achieved high quality results 
(∼90% of accuracy) on various datasets, including online 
review articles and the general Web pages and news articles. 
The feature extraction algorithm, proposed by Jeonghee Yi et 
al. [5], successfully identified topic related feature terms 
from online review articles, enabling sentiment analysis at 
finer granularity.  

Jian Liu et al. [6] describe an application that completes 
sentiment classification with review extraction. This 
approach extracts the review expressions on specific subjects 
and attaches a sentiment tag and weight to each expression. 
Then, it calculates the sentiment indicator of each tag by 
accumulating the weights of all the expressions 
corresponding to a tag. Next, it uses a classifier to predict the 
sentiment label of the text. In this study, the authors used on-
line documents to test the performance of the proposed 
application. The experimental documents cover two 
domains: politics and religion. The experiments within those 
domains achieve accuracy between 85% and 95%.  

Yun-Qing Xia et al. [7] describe a method of opinion 
mining to help e-learning systems note the users’ opinions of 
the course-wares and e-learning teachers, and thus help 
improve the services. In this study, the authors develop an 
opinion mining system for e-learning reviews. The goal of 
this system is to extract and summarize the opinions and 
reviews, and determine whether these reviews and opinions 
are positive or negative. This study divides the whole task 
into four subtasks: expression identification, opinion 
determination, content-value pair identification, and 
sentiment analysis. The authors achieved the following 
precisions for these subtasks, respectively: 94%, 84.2%, 
80.9% and 92.6%.  

Qingliang Miao et al. [8] describe a sentiment mining 
and retrieval system called Amazing. The authors introduce a 
ranking mechanism, which is different from a general web 
search engine, since it utilizes the quality of each review 
rather than the link structures for generating review 
authorities. In this system, the most important aspect is that 
the authors incorporate the temporal dimension information 
into the ranking mechanism, and make use of temporal 
opinion quality and relevance in ranking review sentences. 
This study monitors the changing trends of customer reviews 
in time and visualizes the changing trends of positive and 
negative opinion respectively. It then generates a visual 
comparison between positive and negative evaluations of a 
particular feature in which potential customers are interested. 
The authors conducted experiments on the sentiment mining 
and retrieval system using the customer reviews of four 
kinds of electronic products, including digital cameras, cell 
phones, laptops, and MP3 players. The evaluation results 
indicate that the proposed approach achieves a precision of 
approximately 85%.  

Li Zhuang et al. [10] describe a multi-knowledge-based 
approach that utilizes WordNet for statistical analysis and 
movie knowledge. WordNet is a large lexical database of 
English, developed under the direction of George A. Miller 
[11]. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into 
sets of cognitive synonyms, each expressing a distinct 

concept. The proposed approach, described in [10], breaks 
down the problem of review mining and summarization into 
the following subtasks: identifying feature words and 
opinion words in a sentence; determining the class of feature 
word and the polarity of the opinion word; identifying the 
relevant opinion word(s) and then obtaining some valid 
feature-opinion pairs; and producing a summary using the 
discovered information. The authors use WordNet to 
generate a keyword list for finding features and opinions. 
Grammatical rules between feature words and opinion words 
are then applied to identify the valid feature-opinion pairs. 
Finally, the authors re-organize the sentences according to 
the extracted feature-opinion pairs to generate the summary. 
The objective of this study is to automatically generate a 
feature class-based summary for arbitrary online movie 
reviews. Experimental results show that this method has an 
average precision of approximately 65%. In addition, with 
this approach, it is easy to generate a summary with movie-
related names as the sub-headlines.  

In this study, we extend our previous work described in 
[1] and propose a project that is most similar to that 
described by Zhuang et al [10]. Our approach differs from 
this approach in the way we calculate sentiment orientation 
of the movie reviews from the blogs. The previous work 
focused on a constant dataset, while the proposed approach 
crawls the dataset from the blogs. In turn, this is used to 
calculate movie scores. We discuss our approach in detail in 
the next section. 

III. APPROACH 

A. Overview 

In this section, we briefly describe problem definition, 
the techniques used in this study and what we aim to achieve 
as a result. This study is categorized into three phases. The 
first phase is the crawling phase, in which data is gathered 
from  Web logs. The second phase is the analyzing phase, in 
which the data is parsed, processed and analyzed to extract 
useful information. The third phase is the visualization 
phase, in which the information is visualized to better 
understand the results. More details of the system 
architecture are explained in the system architecture section 
(IV). 

B. Problem Definition  

Web logs are full of un-indexed and unprocessed text that 
reflects opinions. Many people make choices by taking the 
suggestions of others into account. For example, one likes to 
buy a product that is most recommended by people who use 
that product. Thus, there is a need to crawl and process 
opinions, so that it can be used in decision-making processes 
of potential Web review applications.  

C. Solution  

In this study, we propose a blog mining system that will 
extract movie comments from Web logs and that will show 
Web log users what other people think about a particular 
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Sample Review: “I thought it wouldn't be as good as it 
was, because thousands of people and reviews said it would 
suck! It was great, but what it missed was that it needed to be 
at-least an hour longer, because it missed a-little bit, but it 
still rocked! I loved it! I thought it was funny, and as did the 
person next to me, when John says: "I'll be back!””. 

 
First we split the text into sentences: In this step, the 

BlogMiner simply breaks down the text into sentences and 
makes the sentiment analysis at sentence level. Below, we 
illustrate this process as applied to the sample review after 
step 1.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Second, we tag the words in each sentence by their type. 

In this step, appropriate tags are added to the words to be 
able to understand their meanings more accurately. Figure 8 
shows the tags that have been used and the meanings of these 
tags. The text below is the sample review after step 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Third, we score the text using the keyword algorithm and 

calculate the scores. In this step, the system calculates the 
sentiment score for keywords and finds the accumulated 
scores for each sentence. Below, we illustrate the output of 
the sample review after step 3. The results of the experiments 
are illustrated in Figure 9 .  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen in this figure, the producer and 

screenwriter columns include rows with a score of 5.25. 
These scores are default values because no keywords were 
found for these movies.  

The results of the experiment have been compared with 
each movie’s IMDB score. On the IMDB page of each 
movie, the movie’s general scores are listed. Thus, we can 
compare the IMDB score against the keyword algorithm’s 
score.  

For the producer and screenwriter categories, not enough 
comments were found to calculate a realistic score. As a 
result, most of the producer and screenwriter score columns 
are given the default value. When the results are compared 
against the IMDB scores, we observe a similar behavior. A 
movie with a low IMDB score also gets a low score in the 
proposed application. Similarly, a movie with high IMDB 
score gets a high score in the proposed application. We also 
observe two exceptions to this behavior. For example, the 
movies “Fast and Furious” and “State of Play” received high 
scores in our application; however, their IMDB scores are in 
a lower position than the proposed application calculated. 
We conclude that in the IMDB database, the comments and 
the score of the movie may not always be matched correctly.  
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 
Opinion mining is an important area of investigation. As 

Web 2.0 applications produce an enormous collection of 
meaningful information, mining such information has 
become an important task. In this study, we introduced an 
opinion mining application that is created for calculating 
movie scores from blog pages.  

~1~ I thought it wouldn’t be as good as it was, because thousands of 
people and reviews said it would suck! ~1~ 
 ~2~ It was great, but what it missed was that it needed to be at-least 
an hour longer, because it missed a-little bit, but it still rocked! ~2~ 
~3~ I loved it! ~3~ 
~4~ I thought it was funny, and as did the person next to me, when 
John says: "I'll be back!””. ~4~ 

I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP would/MD not/RB be/VB as/RB 
good/JJ as/IN it/PRP was/VBD ,/, because/IN thousands/NNS of/IN 
people/NNS and/CC reviews/NNS said/VBD it/PRP would/MD 
suck/VB !/.  

 
It/PRP was/VBD great/JJ ,/, but/CC what/WP it/PRP missed/VBD 
was/VBD that/IN it/PRP needed/VBD to/TO be/VB at-least/JJ 
an/DT hour/NN longer/RB ,/, because/IN it/PRP missed/VBD a-
little/JJ bit/NN ,/, but/CC it/PRP still/RB rocked/VBD !/.  

 
I/PRP loved/VBD it/PRP !/.  

 
I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP was/VBD funny/JJ, /, and/CC as/RB 
di/VBD the/DT person/NN next/JJ to/TO me/PRP, /, when/WRB 
John/NNP says/VBZ :/: "/`` I/PRP will/MD be/VB back/RB !/. 
”/NN. /. 

“I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP would/MD not/RB<-1> be/VB as/RB 
good/JJ<0.844> as/IN it/PRP was/VBD ,/, because/IN 
thousands/NNS of/IN people/NNS and/CC reviews/NNS said/VBD 
it/PRP would/MD suck/VB !/.  
(sentence score = -0.844) 
 
It/PRP was/VBD great/JJ<0.344>  ,/, but/CC what/WP it/PRP 
missed/VBD was/VBD that/IN it/PRP needed/VBD<-0.140625> 
to/TO be/VB at-least/JJ an/DT hour/NN longer/RB ,/, because/IN 
it/PRP missed/VBD a-little/JJ bit/NN ,/, but/CC it/PRP still/RB<-
0.171> rocked/VBD !/.  
(sentence score = 0.0104) 

 
I/PRP loved/VBD<0.375> it/PRP !/. 
 (sentence score = 0.375) 

 
I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP was/VBD funny/JJ<-0.515> ,/, and/CC 
as/RB did/VBD the/DT person/NN next/JJ to/TO me/PRP ,/, 
when/WRB John/NNP says/VBZ :/: "/`` I/PRP will/MD be/VB 
back/RB !/. ””/NN ./.  
(sentence score = -0.515) 
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Abstract — Within the service-oriented computing domain, 
Web service composition is an effective realization to satisfy 
the rapidly changing requirements of business. Although the 
research into Web service composition has unfolded broadly, 
little work has been published towards composition effort 
estimation. Since examining all of the related work in this area 
becomes a mission next to impossible, the classification of 
composition approaches can be used to facilitate multiple 
research tasks. However, the current attempts to classify Web 
service composition are not suitable for the research into effort 
estimation. For example, the contexts and technologies of 
composition approaches are confused in the existing 
classifications. This paper firstly proposes an effort-oriented 
classification matrix for Web service composition, which 
distinguishes between the context and technology dimension. 
The context dimension is aimed at analyzing the environmental 
influence on the effort of Web service composition, while the 
technology dimension focuses on the technical influence on the 
effort. Therefore, different context types and technology 
categories can be treated as different effort factors. Based on 
the classification matrix, this paper also builds an effort-
estimation-checklist table by applying a set of qualitative effort 
estimation hypotheses to those effort factors. The table can 
then be used to facilitate comparing the qualitatively estimated 
effort between different composition approaches. 

Keywords - service-oriented architecture (SOA); 
classification matrix; Web service composition; effort hypotheses; 
effort estimation 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Web services have been widely accepted as the preferred 
standards-based way to implement Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) in practice. Since “only when we reach 
the level of service composition can we realize all the 
benefits of SOA” [16], the research into composing Web 
services has grown significantly along with the increasing 
necessity of reusing existing resources. Over the past decade, 
numerous works for composing Web services have been 
developed and reported in the literature. However, little work 
can be found towards the cost and effort estimation for Web 
service compositions. Meanwhile, it is difficult to investigate 
different composition effort by exhausting all the published 
composition approaches. However, we can inductively 
classify the existing Web service composition works, and 

thereby to facilitate the comprehension of related knowledge 
and the effort estimation work.  

Existing classification work of Web service composition 
can be found in several survey papers [17, 19]. These 
classifications are either incomplete or ambiguous, which 
brings many issues when using them to categorize and 
analyze new composition approaches. Firstly, none of the 
existing classifications distinguishes between the 
composition technologies and the composition contexts. For 
example, Dustdar and Schreiner [17] list model-driven 
approaches as a separate composition category, while 
combining AI planning approaches with the automatic 
design process and ontology environment. Secondly, the 
terminology is vague in some composition classifications. 
For example, Rao and Su [19] use “static composition” to 
cover those approaches having manual workflow generation, 
even though the component Web service selection and 
binding are accomplished automatically. Finally, the lack of 
clear classification targets is the most significant weakness of 
existing classification work of Web service composition. 
Current classification work generally surveys composition 
types through subjective identification without objective 
constraints. The resulting classification is then hardly 
associated with other specific research topics such as 
software cost and effort estimation. For example, the 
declarative service composition class [17] focuses on its 
irregular composition architecture that is almost irrelevant to 
the composition effort and cost. 

In this paper, we first present a novel classification 
matrix aimed at the influence on the effort of Web service 
composition. This matrix uses clarified terminology, and 
differentiates the classifications between the Context and 
Technology dimensions. The Context dimension includes 
major effort related contexts that are Pattern, Semiotics, 
Mechanism, Design Time and Runtime. When considering 
different composition Patterns for the same target, 
orchestration deals with a central mediator while 
choreography is a collaboration of all the participant Web 
services. Within the Semiotics context, semantic Web 
services have more descriptions than syntactic Web services, 
which can facilitate service discovery and matchmaking. 
Mechanism context comprises SOAP-based and RESTful 
composition. RESTful Web service compositions are 
relatively lightweight compared with SOAP-based 
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compositions. According to the manipulation procedure 
before generating a real composite Web service, there can be 
manual, semi-automatic, or automatic compositions at 
Design Time. During Runtime, the dynamic and static 
compositions are differentiated by the adaptability of Web 
service composition. On the other hand, the Technology 
dimension is divided into well defined Workflow-based, 
Model-driven, and AI Planning technology categories. In fact, 
one composition approach can be classified into one 
technology category and some context categories at the same 
time. For example, the approach in [5] uses model-driven 
technology and is under the contexts: Orchestration, 
Semantics, SOAP, Manual, and Static. Therefore, a matrix is 
suitable to represent this kind of cross-classification. 

Considering the different influences on the composition 
effort, different context types and technology categories can 
be viewed as different effort factors of Web service 
compositions. After applying a set of effort estimation 
hypotheses to these factors, we can get a checklist that 
qualitatively defines their effort influences. By using several 
assistant symbols and rules, an effort score is further 
assigned to each factor to reflect its influence on composition 
effort. By associating the effort scores with the applied 
hypotheses, we can then build an effort-estimation-checklist 
table based on our previously proposed effort-oriented 
classification matrix of Web service composition [1]. 
Supposing the effort scores of different factors across two 
dimensions can be multiplied to reflect their combined 
influence on composition effort, the multiplied result are also 
specified in the corresponding cross area in this table. 
Eventually, the effort-estimation-checklist table facilitates 
comparing the qualitatively estimated effort of different 
composition approaches listed in the classification matrix. 

The contributions of this research are manifold. Firstly, 
the complete classification matrix can help researchers 
explore the knowledge space in service composition domain, 
and help developers choose suitable techniques when 
composing Web services. Secondly, since different 
technology categories and context types can be regarded as 
different effort factors when composing Web services, a set 
of effort estimation hypotheses are proposed and a checklist 
is generated to qualitatively define these factors’ influences 
on composition effort. Thirdly, an effort-estimation-checklist 
table is built, which can further help researcher and 
developers compare the qualitative effort between different 
composition approaches. Last but not least, new research 
opportunities could be revealed when comparing and 
analyzing those different composition approaches. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II justifies the 
necessity of the research into effort estimation for Web 
service composition. The two following sections try to 
identify effort factors of Web service composition by 
building up a classification matrix. Section III introduces the 
context-based classification through specifying every type of 
context. Section IV presents the technology-based 
classification, and explicitly defines different technology 
categories. In addition, a part of our work is demonstrated in 
Appendix I as an example of classification matrix of Web 
service composition. Section V introduces a set of effort 

estimation hypotheses, and applies these hypotheses to 
different composition effort factors. The result then 
constitutes an effort-estimation-checklist table, as illustrated 
in Appendix II. The conclusion is drawn, and some potential 
research opportunities are identified in Section VI.  

II. NECESSITY OF EFFORT ESTIMATION FOR WEB 

SERVICE COMPOSITION 

As previously mentioned, service composition has 
increasingly become a significant type of SOA project. In 
SOA, composition of services is the concept with which we 
provide support for business processes in a flexible and 
feasible way. Through this way of business support, business 
processes in SOA are essentially a composition of service 
invocations in a certain order with rules that influence the 
execution and other constructs, such as parallel invocations, 
transformations of data, dependencies, and correlations. As 
organizations move to having more and more services, and 
business application software will increasingly rely on 
subscribing services [49], then the major problem in SOA 
implementation will be service composition and may be less 
on development of new services.  

Consequently, we can concentrate on the service 
composition as a breakthrough in effort estimation for SOA 
implementations that is crucial for properly balancing the 
benefit and cost in SOA system investment or project 
bidding. In practice, contemporary SOA is intrinsically 
reliant on Web services, and meanwhile Web service concept 
and technology used to actualize service-orientation have 
influenced and contributed to a number of the common SOA 
characteristics [50]. Therefore, Web service can be viewed as 
the de facto implementation of service concept, and we can 
then focus on the effort estimation for Web service 
compositions.  

To the best of our knowledge, unfortunately, there is little 
work published about estimating effort of composing Web 
services. Through literature review, we believe the 
challenges of effort estimation for Web service composition 
are mainly twofold: 

 The complexity of Web service composition. 
Following general principles of SOA, composing 
Web services may comprise distributed processes 
because component Web services are loosely 
coupled and could scatter in different locations. 
Josuttis [46] has pointed out that distributed 
processing would be inevitably more complicated 
than non-distributed processing, and any form of 
loose coupling would increase complexity. 

 The diversity of Web service composition. Existing 
works [1, 17, 19] have revealed that numerous 
solutions to Web service composition have been 
proposed during the past decade. Different 
techniques and contexts may result in different 
influence on the final effort of an instance of Web 
service composition. 

Limited to these two challenges, it is nearly impossible to 
collect enough development data to estimate effort of various 
complex compositions quantitatively. For a particular Web 
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service composition project, nevertheless, qualitative effort 
comparison between different composition approaches can 
still facilitate developer’s decision making. Therefore, this 
paper is to investigate such a method to realize the 
qualitative comparison between composition effort estimates. 

III. CONTEX-BASED CLASSIFICATION OF WEB SERVICE 

COMPOSITION 

The context discussed here refers to the environment and 
different stages involved in composing Web services. 
Through analyzing the lifecycle of Web service composition, 
we have identified several contexts: Pattern, Semiotics, 
Mechanism, Design Time, and Runtime that have the most 
influence on composition effort. 

A. Pattern: Orchestration and Choreography 

According to the methods of cooperation among 
component Web services, the Web service composition 
patterns can be distinguished between orchestration and 
choreography. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Orchestration  (b) Choreography 

Figure 1.  Web Service Orchestration and Choreography. 

Orchestration, as shown in Figure 1(a), describes and 
executes a centralized process flow that normally acts as a 
coordinator to the involved Web services. The central 
coordinator explicitly specifies the business logic and 
controls the order of invocation of Web services. As a result, 
the coordination defines a long-term, cross-organization, 
transactional process. The involved Web services, on the 
other hand, need not be aware of their involvement in an 
orchestrated process. Orchestration represents coordination 
from the perspective of a single participant that can be 
another Web service. 

Choreography, as shown in Figure 1(b), describes 
collaboration between web services that focuses on the peer-
to-peer message exchange. The collaboration is decentralized 
where all participating Web services work equally and do not 
rely on a central controller. Each Web service involved in 
choreography understands its contribution to a business 
process: operation, timing of operation, and the interaction 
with other participants. Choreography represents 
collaboration from a global perspective. 

In brief, orchestration and choreography describe two 
aspects of Web service composition for creating business 
processes [38]. Orchestration concentrates on the interactions 
of a single Web service with its environment, while 
choreography concentrates on the exchange of messages 

among all the involved Web services. Consequently, an 
orchestration can be broken down into a series of primitive 
workflow logic activities, which invokes Web services 
following the determined execution sequence based on the 
central controller’s enactment; whereas a choreography can 
be broken down into a series of message exchanges, which is 
not to control but to make autonomous participants cooperate 
based on their agreement. 

In most cases, the pattern to which Web service 
composition belongs can be identified easily through the 
adopted standards or flow languages. For example, the 
current de facto standard for Web service orchestration is the 
Business Process Execution Language also known as BPEL. 
BPEL is an executable business process modeling language 
that can be used to describe the execution logic by defining 
the control flow and prescribing the rules for managing the 
non-observable data. The BPEL engine can then execute the 
description and orchestrate the pre-specified activities. 
Whereas one of the most widespread W3C recommended 
protocols for choreography is Web Services Choreography 
Description Language (WS-CDL). WS-CDL is designed to 
describe the common and collaborative observable behavior 
of multiple Web services that interact with each other to 
achieve their common goal. In other words, WS-CDL 
description offers the specification of collaborations between 
the participants involved in choreography. 

Therefore, we can conveniently identify that the BPEL 
description related Web service compositions normally have 
orchestration context, e.g. [22], while WS-CDL description 
involved Web service compositions generally have 
choreography context, e.g. [23]. Nevertheless, the Web 
service composition pattern should not be judged merely 
through these keywords, because the technique can be 
adapted to satisfy different scenarios. For example, some 
people advocate the use of abstract BPEL as a choreography 
language. Consequently, the most reliable judgment should 
be still based on the understanding of the Web service 
composition process. 

B. Semiotics: Syntactic and Semantic Compositions 

The semiotic environment is becoming a more significant 
context for Web service composition as the Web evolves. 
Semiotics is the general science of signs, which studies both 
human language and formal languages. Syntax and 
Semantics are two of fundamental components of semiotics. 
Syntax relates to the formal or structural relations between 
signs and the production of new ones, while semantics deals 
with the relations between the sign combinations and their 
inherent meaning. 

Currently, the World Wide Web can be mainly 
considered as syntactic Web that uses Hyper Text Markup 
Language (HTML) to compose documents and publish 
information. When it comes to Web services, the syntactic 
level XML standards, for example Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP), Web Service Description Language 
(WSDL) and Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration (UDDI) have been used extensively to address 
corresponding e-business activities and research issues in 
industry and academia. By using human-oriented metadata, 
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SOAP is designed to provide descriptions of message 
transport mechanisms; WSDL is for describing the interfaces 
of Web services; while UDDI registers Web services by their 
physical attributes such as name, address and functional 
categorization. However, the syntactic Web was designed 
primarily for human interpretation and conveying 
information, a syntactic web page does not contain special 
tagging and the meaning of information is not readable by a 
computer program. The lack of machine-readable semantics 
then requires human intervention for Web service discovery 
and composition, and therefore hampers the usage of Web 
services in complex business environment. 

To overcome the obstacles of interpretability and 
interoperability between traditional systems and applications, 
the semantic Web was proposed through incremental and 
information-added adjustments. These adjustments make the 
Web ontological. Ontology was originally developed to 
facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse [37]. Benefiting from 
ontology, greater ability of expression is provided for 
knowledge modeling and communicating knowledge 
between heterogeneous and distributed application systems. 
Therefore, the semantic Web can be viewed as a version of a 
Web of ontological contents and services, which includes 
machine-readable and human-transparent descriptions to the 
existing data and documents on the syntactic Web. In 
addition, the semantic Web supplies the necessary 
infrastructure and techniques for publishing, resolving and 
reasoning ontological descriptions of the contents and 
services. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Syntactic Web Service and Semantic Web Service. 

As for semantic Web services, besides the syntactic 
description, the information needed to select, compose, and 
respond to services are also encoded with semantic markup 
at the service Web sites. These efforts of service 
augmentation can then facilitate automated service discovery, 
composition, dynamic invocation and binding without 
human assistance or highly constrained agreements on 
protocols. Figure 2 illustrates the differences between 
syntactic and semantic Web services. Informally, a Web 
service can be characterized by its required inputs, the 
produced outputs, and the operations it will take [36]. The 
inputs and outputs may be further subject to pre-conditions 
and post-conditions respectively. With only descriptions in 
the syntactic level, as shown in the unfilled nodes of 
syntactic Web service in Figure 2, it is difficult for service 
providers and consumers to represent or interpret the 

meaning of inputs, outputs and other applicable constraints. 
A semantic Web service relaxes such limitation by 
augmenting the service description with a rich set of 
formally semantic annotations of the service’s capabilities, as 
shown in the grey nodes of semantic Web service in Figure 2. 
Accordingly, new standards and languages of semantic 
markup, like Web Ontology Language for Web Services 
(OWL-S) and Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO), 
should be investigated and used to give meaning to Web 
services.  

Overall, the XML-based standards are for syntax, whilst 
the ontology-based standards are for semantics. Both share 
unified Web infrastructure and together provide capability 
for developing Web applications that deal with data and 
semantics. Nevertheless, one of the most important 
characteristics of ontology-based techniques is that they 
allow a richer integrability and interoperability of data in 
communications between domains. As previously mentioned, 
driven by the semantic markup and agent technologies, 
semantic Web service discovery, selection, composition, and 
execution are all supposed to be automatic tasks. Although 
fully automating these processes is still a challenge, 
accomplishing parts of this goal can still be achieved. For 
example, the semantic description is useful for the translation 
between Web service composition problems and AI-planning 
systems [13], while the semantic matchmaking can be used 
to facilitate the automatic Web service discovery [2]. 
Considering these outstanding characteristics, Web service 
compositions can be categorized according to syntactic and 
semantic context, while the context can be also identified 
through employed standards and techniques. 

C. Mechanism: RESTful and SOAP-based Compositions 

Concentrating on the technologies and architectures, 
nowadays there are two main mechanism paradigms of 
building composite Web services, namely RESTful 
composition and SOAP-based composition. 

Basically, REpresentational State Transfer (REST) and 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) are not directly 
comparable with each other and not necessarily opposite. 
REST is an architectural style originally designed for 
building large-scale distributed hypermedia systems, 
whereas SOAP is a general protocol used as one foundation 
of numerous WS-* technologies. Within the REST 
environment, the Web is considered as a universal storage 
medium for publishing globally accessible information. In 
contrast, SOAP treats the Web as the universal transport 
mechanism for message exchange. When building Web 
services, traditional SOAP/WS-* environment requires 
relatively heavyweight open standards than that are being 
used in RESTful context. Although the SOAP vs. REST 
debate has been an ongoing discussion for some time, there 
is an implicit consensus that REST is more suitable for basic, 
ad-hoc, client-driven scenarios, while SOAP/WS-* are more 
suitable to address the quality of services requirements in 
highly interactive Web applications. 
However, RESTful and SOAP-based Web services are 
indeed comparable. We can identify the differences between 
RESTful and SOAP-based Web services mainly through 
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their interfaces, the operations and Message Exchange 
Patterns (MEPs) behind interfaces, and their QoS support 
techniques. 

1) Interface differences. The interface of a RESTful 
Web service comprises a variable set of Uniform Resource 
Identifiers (URIs). Each URI uses a globally unique address 
to identify a specific resource. Unfortunately, to the best of 
our knowledge, there is no standard and machine-
processable way of describing RESTful interfaces. Using 
WSDL 2.0 description to wrap the RESTful Web services 
has been revealed as a burden for service consumers [32]. 
The Web Application Description Language (WADL) and 
other dedicated interface definition languages for RESTful 
services like RESTful Interface Definition and Declaration 
Language (RIDDL) [33] are not yet widely employed. 
Consequently, most of the time the interfaces of RESTful 
Web services are described through natural, informal, and 
more human-oriented documentations. When it comes to 
SOAP-based Web services, as mentioned previously, 
WSDL has gained widespread adoption to syntactically 
define the service interfaces. In a WSDL document, SOAP-
based Web services are described as collections of network 
endpoints, or ports. A port associates a network address 
with a reusable binding. The reusable WSDL binding 
contains the concrete transport protocol and data format 
specifications for a particular port type. A port type is a set 
of abstract operations that are related to some abstract 
messages representing the data for exchange. Benefiting 
from the abstract interfaces described by WSDL, technical 
details of SOAP-based Web services can be concealed, for 
example, the implementation language, deployment 
platform and underlying communication protocol. 

2) Operation differences. Since “REST is in many ways 
a retrospective abstracting of the principles that make the 
World Wide Web scaleable” [34], RESTful Web services 
requires little technology support apart from well accepted 
HTTP and XML infrastructures. As a result, the 
manipulations of resources are completely constrained in the 
RESTful environment through a fixed set of four operations 
associated with HTTP: GET, PUT, DELETE, and POST. 
GET is used to retrieve a representation of the current state 
of a resource. PUT can either update the state of existing 
resource or create a new resource with the request URI if it 
does not previously exist. DELETE is used to delete a URI-
identified resource and also invalidate the URI itself. POST 
creates subordinate resources to which new URIs are 
assigned by service provider. In contrast to the standard 
operations among RESTful Web services, the operations 
provided by SOAP-based Web services are ad hoc. Various 
APIs defined in different WSDL documentations represent 
different sets of operations for communication and 
interaction between service providers and consumers. The 
operations of SOAP-based Web services essentially are 

functional components that are located on remote machines 
and can be invoked through APIs over the network.  

3) MEPs differences. MEPs are patterns or templates 
that abstract the sequences of message transmission in the 
Web service context. Since REST is associated closely with 
HTTP, and HTTP is stateless request-response application 
protocol, RESTful Web services only have the synchronous 
request-response pattern under the HTTP mechanism. 
SOAP-based Web services allow rich patterns ranging from 
traditional request-response to broadcasting and 
sophisticated message exchanges. The latest WSDL 2.0 has 
been published with supporting eight MEPs [35]. Each MEP 
describes a bilateral message exchange between two 
involved services from a service point’s perspective. 

 In-Only – The service receives a message. 
 Robust In-Only – The service receives a message 

and will return a fault message only when meeting a 
fault. 

 In-Out – The service receives a message and returns 
a response message. 

 In-Optional-Out – The service receives a message 
and optionally returns a response message. 

 Out-Only – The service sends a message. 
 Robust-Out-Only – The service sends a message and 

will receive a fault message only when its partner 
service meets a fault. 

 Out-In – The service sends a message and receives a 
response message. 

 Out-Optional-In – The service sends a message and 
optionally receives a response message.  

4) QoS support technique differences. Quality of 
Service (QoS) indicates a certain performance level of 
services that will be delivered to consumers, and can be 
evaluated through corresponding parameters like response 
time, throughput, cost, etc. As REST is usually used in 
conjunction with HTTP, the QoS of RESTful services are 
supported generally through basic protocols and techniques. 
For example, services’ interactions can be secured at the 
transport layer using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
protocol, while the security of messages can be guaranteed 
by encryption and digital signatures. On the contrary, 
SOAP-based Web services adopt more complicated 
mechanisms to cover QoS features. On the one hand, the 
header of an SOAP document contains message-layer 
infrastructure information that can be used for QoS 
configurations. On the other hand, the WS-* technology 
stack is employed to satisfy the large scope of QoS 
requirements such as transactions, security, and reliability. 
Benefiting from SOAP and WS-* technologies, QoS aspects 
of SOAP-based Web services are protocol transparent and 
independent. In other words, the QoS of Web service can be 
provided end to end without taking into account the variety 
of middleware systems transported.  

All these differences between RESTful and SOAP-based 
Web services make the problem of RESTful Web service 
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composition fundamentally different from the composition 
problem of SOAP-based Web service. SOAP-based Web 
service composition is a collection of related, structured 
activities or tasks that produce a specific service or product 
for a particular customer. Within the relatively complex 
SOAP-based environment, a large number of standards and 
tools have been developed to facilitate the service 
composition activities. Dissimilarly, RESTful Web service 
composition integrates normally disparate Web resources to 
create a new application. These resources can be the 
exposure of pure data or traditional application functionality. 
With the constraint of lightweight technologies adopted in 
RESTful environment, service compositions mainly focus on 
the Web 2.0 Mashups that usually imply simple and fast 
integration of data/content from different sources on the 
Internet. 

D. Design Time: Manual, Semi-Automatic and Automatic 
Compositions 

Generally, there are four fundamental activities when 
composing a Web service, namely Planning, Discovery, 
Selection, and Execution [18]. Planning is to determine a 
composition plan including the execution sequence of tasks. 
Each task corresponds to either the functionality or activity 
of a service. Discovery is to find all the candidate services 
that can satisfy the tasks in the plan. The aim of Selection is 
to choose optimal subset from all the discovered services by 
using non-functional attributes. Execution builds a real 
composite Web service. In practice, the sequence of 
Planning, Discovery, and Selection can be diverse. For 
example, the theorem proving approach in [13] is based on 
the pre-determined Web services to generate the composition 
plan. Moreover, during the service composition procedure, 
the network configurations and non-functional factors may 
change, and existing Web services may be updated or 
terminated. As a result, some pre-identified services may not 
be available, and the new ones need to be re-selected or re-
discovered. In other words, Discovery and Selection can also 
take place during or even after Execution. Therefore, we can 
define a potential Adaptation activity at the end of the 
procedure of Web service composition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Stages of a Web Service Composition Scenario. 

Based on the previous analysis, the process of Web 
service composition can be separated into design time and 

runtime stages. Figure 3 shows one of the possible 
composition scenarios. Depending on the real practices, the 
design time stage comprises various activities from only 
Planning to the combination of Planning, Discovery, and 
Selection. According to the extent to which human 
intervention is involved, the design time procedure can be 
manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. Considering that 
there is still a long way to realize the complete automation of 
Web service composition even at design time, we mainly 
concentrate on the Planning activity when unfolding 
classification. Therefore, we can draw the outline of these 
three types of composition approaches during design time as:  

1) Manual approach. In general, the manual Planning 
activity implies manual Web service composition. Two 
different scenarios of manual approaches can be further 
identified respectively as primitive level and abstract level 
respectively. In primitive manual composition approaches, 
developers have to specify every detailed activity in the 
composition processes. The resulting specifications are 
executable composition programs. For example, we can use 
BPEL to describe the procedure of Web service composition 
following the logic of corresponding business process, and 
the finalized description is executable with the support of 
BPEL engine. As for the manual composition approaches at 
an abstract level, the Web service composition plans are 
usually drawn into abstract workflows or models instead of 
specific programs. In such approaches the manual planning 
results cannot be executed directly, but can be transformed 
into executable specifications and finally executed by some 
tools or engines. Examples can be found in most of the 
UML related model-driven approaches. 

2) Automatic approach. In general, the automatic 
Planning activity implies automatic Web service 
composition. In manual approaches discussed above, 
although we can decrease the effort of Web service 
composition through abstraction rather than programming, 
the planning phase still has to be realized manually. How to 
automatically generate the composition model or workflow 
then becomes a subsequent research topic. The current trend 
is to use Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning to satisfy the 
automation of the generation of a Web service composition 
plan. Benefiting from existing AI planning systems, the 
prerequisite effort of Web service composition is only to 
encode the requirements into dedicated, formal, and 
mathematical expressions. 

3) Semi-automatic approach. We treat an instance of 
Web service composition as semi-automatic approach, if 
one of the following cases is met: (1) there are specifically 
automatic Discovery/Selection activities to facilitate manual 
Planning; or (2) there are specifically manual 
Discovery/Selection activities that constrain automatic 
Planning. Taking [2] as an example of the former case, 
semantic matchmaking technique is used to realize the semi-
automatic approach by automatically filtering and 
presenting matching services to the user at each step of a 
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composition. An example of the latter case can be found in 
[13], the theorem proving technique requires manually pre-
determining Web services before automatically generating 
the composition plan. 

E. Runtime: Static and Dynamic Compositions 

The Execution and potential Adaptation activities remain 
at the runtime stage of Web service composition. By 
focusing on the Adaptation activity, we can define that the 
Web service composition is dynamic at runtime if it is 
adaptive with minimal user intervention, otherwise it is static. 
In detail, static Web service composition re-discovers and re-
selects new services manually when adapting the 
environment. In the worst case, static composition does not 
have adaptability at all. On the contrary, dynamic 
composition can re-discover and re-select new services at 
runtime without requiring any human assistance. Moreover, 
we also define a dynamic Web service composition if 
services can be discovered and selected during Execution 
activity, for instance eFlow [3]. 

Benefiting from the division between the design time and 
runtime of Web service compositions, we can clearly 
distinguish the two concepts: automatic and dynamic 
compositions that are confusing in the existing literature. 
Furthermore, it can be found that there is no relationship 
between automatic composition at design time and dynamic 
composition at runtime. On the one hand, automatic 
composition does not imply dynamic composition, for 
example, most of the AI planning approaches only 
concentrate on the automatic Planning process while leaving 
the planning result executed statically. On the other hand, 
static composition does not require automatic composition, 
for example, the visual language UML Profile for Web 
Service Composition (UML-WSC) [7] supports dynamically 
composing Web services although the composition model is 
still built manually.  

IV. TECHNOLOGY-BASED CLASSIFICATION OF WEB 

SERVICE COMPOSITION 

Technology refers to the techniques used in the 
approaches to implement Web service composition. It is 
difficult to enumerate all kinds of composition techniques, 
although different technique can contribute different 
composition effort. However, we can identify three groups of 
techniques: Workflow-based, Model-driven, and AI planning 
techniques. 

A. Workflow-based Techniques 

Workflow is a virtual representation of actual work 
including a sequence of operations. Workflow-based Web 
service composition uses the workflow perspective to 
describe the normally complex collaboration among Web 
services and implement the composition procedure. There 
are two ways to describe the Web service composition 
workflow: 

 To program the executable workflow directly: 
Obviously, the composition process can be 
programmed from scratch by using traditional 

languages and standards. However, the current 
universal technique is to use the dedicated, process-
oriented language, for example the current de facto 
executable business process modeling language 
BPEL, to specify the transition interactions among 
Web services at a macro-level state. 

 To draw the abstract workflow without 
programming: Supported by some tools and engines, 
the workload of Web service composition can be 
relieved by drawing the abstract workflow without 
programming. For example, the semantic 
matchmaking based approach [2] uses the GUI panel 
of composer to construct an abstract flow, while 
eFlow [3] adopts a graph-oriented method to define 
the interaction and order of execution among the 
nodes in an abstract composition process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  One-Stop Process of Web Service Composition. 

If we only focus on the two main activities (Planning and 
Execution) in the Web service composition approaches, 
workflow-based techniques generally follow the One-Stop 
process, as shown in Figure 4. In the One-Stop process, the 
Planning activity happens just after receiving the 
composition requirement, and delivers the executable 
composition specification directly. In most cases of One-
Stop based approaches, during the planning stage the user 
must provide inputs at choice points, decide the 
interoperation among component Web services, and specify 
the composition procedure. 

B. Model-driven Techniques 

In model-driven approaches of Web service composition, 
models are used to describe user requirements, information 
structures, abstract business processes, component services 
and component service interactions. The models are 
independent of, but can be tranformed into, executable 
composition specifications. Generally, there is also modeling 
work in several workflow-based techniques. Whereas the 
model-driven techniques discussed here merely follow the 
standards provided by the Object Management Group 
(OMG). The standards mainly refer to the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) and Model-Driven Architecture (MDA).  

Numerous discussions related to UML-based modeling 
of Web service composition can be found in the literature. 
Through analysis and abstraction, we can further identify 
two basic scenarios of model-driven approaches for 
composing Web services.  

 To build executable composition model. A typical 
example of this particular scenario is the UML-WSC 
profile [7]. The UML-WSC profile is a well-defined 
UML extension, which uses a static model and 
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extended variant of activity diagrams to define the 
process-oriented Web service composition. The 
static model describes the available Web services 
and components, while the extended variant of 
activity diagrams describes the composition 
processes. The composition model specified through 
UML-WSC profile can be executed automatically by 
a process engine. Therefore, the UML-WSC profile 
is also considered as an alternative to non-visualized 
languages like BPEL. 

 To build transformable composition model. This 
generic scenario is to use UML class diagrams to 
represent the state parts of compositions, while the 
behaviour parts are represented through UML 
activity diagrams. The state parts can be Web service 
interface [4], the structure of composite Web service 
[5] and QoS characteristics [6]. On the other hand, 
the behaviour parts describe the composition 
operations, interactions of component Web services, 
and control and data flow. Furthermore, since BPEL 
is widely accepted for composing Web services, 
UML has been designedly to extend BPEL to 
include common aspects of Web service 
composition. Therefore, the modeling results can be 
conveniently transformed into executable BPEL 
specifications to eventually realize Web service 
compositions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.  Bridge Process of Web Service Composition. 

Although the former, particular scenario of model-driven 
approach still employs the One-Stop process for Web service 
composition, most of the existing modeling techniques adopt 
the Bridge process when composing Web services, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. The Bridge process can be viewed as 
an evolution from the One-Stop process, which describes 
such approaches that plan Web service compositions at an 
abstract level, while the planning results cannot be directly 
executed and have to be transformed into executable 
specifications. Therefore, unlike the first scenario of model-
driven approaches employing the One-Stop process, any 
Web service composition approach adopting the Bridge 
process uses a transformation procedure for the mapping 
between the planning result and executable specification. 
The notion of the Bridge process is that the planning phase 
of Web service composition does not need to be tied to any 
particular composition language and execution engine, and 
thereby the same planning result can be transformed into 
more than one executable description. 

C. AI Planning Techniques 

AI planning seeks to use intelligent systems to generate a 
plan that can be one possible solution to a specified problem, 
while a plan is an organized collection of operators within 
the given application domain. AI planning is essentially a 
search problem. The underlying basis of planning relies on 
state transition system with states, actions and observations. 
Benefiting from the state transition system, the planner 
explores a potentially large search space and produces a plan 
that is applicable to bridge the gap between the initial state 
and goal when run. AI planning in Web service composition 
normally comprises of five attributes, they are (1) all the 
available services, (2) the initial state, (3) the state change 
functions, (4) all the possible states, and (5) the final goal. 
The initial state and final goal are specified in the 
requirements for composing Web service. The state change 
functions define the preconditions and effects when invoking 
Web services. 

A large amount of research has been reported about the 
AI planning related Web service composition. These works 
apply techniques ranging from Situation Calculus [8], 
Automata Theory [9], Rule-based Planning [10], Query 
Planning [12], Theorem Proving [13], Petri Nets [14], to 
Model Checking [15]. Generally, these techniques convert 
the problems of composition into generating execution 
workflows using the dedicated expression. The workflows 
can then be transformed into executable specifications like 
BPEL documents or other XML-based descriptions, and 
executed through the corresponding engines. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Double-Bridge Process of Web Service Composition. 

Therefore, we can find that the Web service composition 
approaches using AI planning techniques normally contain 
the Double-Bridge process, as shown in Figure 6. The 
Double-Bridge process can be treated as further evolution 
from the Bridge process. The Planning activity is settled 
between two transformation procedures in a Double-Bridge 
process. In detail, since AI planning systems generally adopt 
dedicated, formal, and mathematical techniques, the initial 
information and composition requirement must be 
transformed for input into a planning system, and the 
planning result should be transformed again into an 
executable specification to build a composite Web service. 

V. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION ABOUT EFFORT 

ESTIMATION FOR WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION 

Through categorizing Web service composition 
approaches along Context and Technology dimensions, a 
classification matrix can be established, as demonstrated in 
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Appendix I. Considering the different influences of different 
contexts and techniques on the composition effort, those 
technology categories and context types in the classification 
matrix can be viewed as effort factors when composing Web 
services. Therefore, we can use the classification matrix to 
facilitate the cost and effort estimation for different Web 
service composition approaches. Since the data we collected 
here are all based on qualitative descriptions, it is not 
suitable to do quantitative work for composition effort 
estimation. Through analyzing these qualitative descriptions, 
however, we can further build a checklist for experts to judge 
qualitatively the effort when implementing Web service 
compositions. Before building the qualitative effort 
estimation checklist, some effort related hypotheses should 
be investigated. 

A. Qualitative Effort Estimation Hypotheses 

In the context of software engineering, effort of a task is 
generally accounted by calculating how long and how many 
workers are needed to finish the task, and the unit can be 
person-day, person-month, or person-year. In brief, the 
amount of human activities in a project is proportional to the 
amount of effort required to finish the project. Therefore, for 
a certain software project, we can hypothesize: 

H1. The increase of human activities in a project will 
have a proportional impact on the final effort.

Human activities include both physical and mental 
activities. Since software engineering is a knowledge-
intensive domain, the effort of a software project is mainly 
composed of mental activities. Unfortunately, within a given 
time span people have limited mental capability to deal with 
information [39]. For every single person, the increased 
amount of information beyond a certain point may even 
defeat his/her mental ability, and hence result in errors [41]. 
As a result, the more information that exists in a project, the 
more people and human activities will be required to perform 
accurate manipulations. Together with H1, therefore, we can 
hypothesize: 

H2. The increase of information in a project will have a 
proportional impact on the required human 
activities. 

H2’. The increase of information in a project will have a 
proportional impact on the final effort. 

Moreover, complexity has been proved to be a significant 
and non-negligible factor that influences software 
development and maintenance [42]. Meanwhile, the more 
complexity involved in a system, the more difficulty the 
designers or engineers have to understand the 
implementation process and thus the system itself [40], and 
hence the greater mental effort people have to exert to solve 
the complexity [39]. To summarize, we can further 
hypothesize: 

H3. The increase of complexity in a project will have a 
proportional impact on the final effort. 

When it comes to project complexity, one of the main 
contributors is the complexity of the methods that regard 
achieving the project goals [43]. The methods mentioned 
herein generally consist of processes, tools, and techniques 
that are used to complete the corresponding project [44]. In 
particular, processes and techniques have been viewed as 
internal environment of a system (organization), while the 
system’s complexity is considered a response to the 
environmental complexity [45]. Consequently, the 
complexity of processes and techniques involved in a 
software project will positively influence the complexity of 
the project. As for the tools, although the adoption of 
sophisticated tools usually implies a complex project, tools 
are essentially developed and used to save human activities. 
For a certain project, the more work the tools can fulfill, the 
less human activities the project will require. Overall, we can 
also hypothesize: 

H4. The increase of process complexity in a project will 
have a proportional impact on the project 
complexity. 

H4’. The increase of process complexity in a project will 
have a proportional impact on the final effort. 

H5. The increase of difficulty of techniques in a project 
will have a proportional impact on the project 
complexity. 

H5’. The increase of difficulty of techniques in a project 
will have a proportional impact on the final effort. 

H6. The increase of work that tools can fulfill in a 
project will have an inversely proportional impact 
on the human activities. 

H6’. The increase of work that tools can fulfill in a 
project will have an inversely proportional impact 
on the final effort. 

B. Qualitative Effort Estimation Checklist for Web service 
composition approaches 

As mentioned earlier, we treat technology categories and 
context types in the classification matrix as effort factors of 
Web service composition approaches. After applying 
different effort estimation hypotheses to different but 
comparable factors, a set of qualitative effort estimation 
statements will be generated. These statements can then 
constitute a checklist for developers and engineers to 
qualitatively judge and compare the effort and cost of 
different composition strategies. In fact, using a checklist has 
been considered a simple way of utilizing experience and 
advocated as an efficient method of improving expert 
judgment processes when doing estimation [48]. To facilitate 
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building this qualitative effort estimation checklist, some 
symbols and rules are also proposed:  

For one certain task of Web service composition, we use 
EF-H to represent the effort E determined by factor F when 
applying hypothesis H. Moreover, a score S will be set for 
EF-H to flag different effort determined by different but 
comparable factors when applying some hypothesis. For 
convenience of calculation, the rules of score setting can be: 














H-F2H-F1H-F2H-F1

H-F2H-F1H-F2H-F1

H-F2H-F1H-F2H-F1

EE if    2)  S(E1,)S(E

EE if    1)  S(E1,)S(E

EE if    1)  S(E2,)S(E

 

Note that if we use EF to represent the effort E 
determined by factor F under all the different but applicable 
hypotheses, then all the scores for EF under corresponding 
hypotheses can be summed up and represented as S(EF). 

We can hereby build the effort estimation checklist 
following the sequence of building the classification matrix. 

1) For Orchestraton and Choreography: As analyzed 
previously, orchestration stands for a central coordination, 
while choreography represents multiparty collaborations. 
Since distributed processing would be inevitably more 
complicated than non-distributed processing [46], for a 
same Web service composition project choreography 
requires more effort than orchestration if applying H3. 
Meanwhile, as the current de facto standard of orchestrating 
Web services, BPEL stemmed from existing languages and 
tools and has been widely accepted, whereas the 
choreography language WS-CDL was developed without 
any prior implementation and is still far from maturity [47]. 
Considering this technical influence, the implementation of 
choreography will be more difficult than that of 
orchestration. By using For for representing the effort factor 
Orchestration and Fch for Choreography, the effort compare 
and scores can be listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN ORCHESTRATION AND 
CHOREOGRAPHY 

Applied 
Hypotheses 

Compare Scores 

H3 EFor-H3 < EFch-H3 S(EFor-H3)=1, S(EFch-H3)=2 

H5’ EFor-H5’ < EFch-H5’ S(EFor-H5’)=1, S(EFch-H5’)=2 

Total EFor < EFch S(EFor)=2, S(EFch)=4 

 
2) For Syntactic and Semantic Compositions: Since 

semantic Web and semantic Web services are proposed to 
automate service discovery, selection, composition and 
execution by adding the inherent meanings, human activities 
within semantic compositions will be decreased while the 
involved information will be increased. Considering the 
increased information is for machine interpretation rather 
than human intervention, however, hypothesis H2 is not 
applicable here. Meanwhile, syntactic and semantic Web 

services share the unified Web infrastructure and both use 
markup language based techniques to describe information. 
It can then be stated that the difficulty levels of techniques 
adopted in both syntactic and semantic service compositions 
are similar. Therefore, by using Fsy for representing the 
effort factor Syntax and Fse for Semantics, the effort 
compare and scores can be listed in Table II.  

TABLE II.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC 
COMPOSITION APPROACHES 

Applied 
Hypotheses 

Compare Scores 

H1 EFsy-H1 < EFse-H1 S(EFsy-H1)=1, S(EFse-H1)=2 

H5’ EFsy-H5’ ≈ EFse-H5’ S(EFsy-H5’)=1, S(EFse-H5’)=1 

Total EFsy < EFse S(EFsy)=2, S(EFse)=3 

 
3) For SOAP-based and RESTful Compositions: 

Compared with RESTful Web service compositions, SOAP-
based compositions employ more sophisticated techniques 
including heavyweight protocols, a set of WS-* stack, and 
more MEPs, which can satisfy more QoS requirements 
while also deal with more information. Therefore, the 
hypotheses H2’ and H5’ are both applicable. Incidentally, 
although the SOAP/WS-* related techniques indeed are 
complex, they should still be adopted when addressing 
advanced requirements especially in the enterprise 
computing scenarios. However, here we only focus on the 
implementation effort without considering other tradeoffs. 
By using Fso for representing the effort factor SOAP and 
Fre for REST, the effort compare and scores can be listed in 
Table III. 

TABLE III.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN SOAP-BASED AND RESTFUL 
COMPOSITION APPROACHES 

Applied 
Hypotheses 

Compare Scores 

H2’ EFso-H2’ > EFre-H2’ S(EFso-H2’)=2, S(EFre-H2’)=1 

H5’ EFso-H5’ > EFre-H5’ S(EFso-H5’)=2, S(EFre-H5’)=1 

Total EFso > EFre S(EFso)=4, S(EFre)=2 

 
4) For Manual, Semi-Automatic, and Automatic 

Compositions: During the design time of Web service 
compositions, the more automated the design processes are, 
the less human activities the compositions will require, and 
the less detailed information developers need be concerned 
with. Considering the realization of automation usually 
requires assistant tools and more techniques, for example 
the Semantic Matching approach [2], the hypotheses H5’ 
and H6’ are both applicable together with H1 and H2’. By 
using Fma for representing the effort factor Manual, Fsa for 
Semi-Auto and Fau for Auto, the effort compare and scores 
can be listed in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN MANUAL, SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
AND AUTOMATIC COMPOSITION APPROACHES 

Applied 
Hypotheses 

Compare Scores 

H1 
EFma-H1 > EFsa-H1 

EFma-H1 > EFau-H1 

EFsa-H1 > EFau-H1 

S(EFma-H1)=2+2=4 
S(EFsa-H1)=1+2=3 
S(EFau-H1)=1+1=2 

H2’ 
EFma-H2’ > EFsa-H2’ 

EFma-H2’ > EFau-H2’ 

EFsa-H2’ > EFau-H2’ 

S(EFma-H2’)=2+2=4 
S(EFsa-H2’)=1+2=3 
S(EFau-H2’)=1+1=2 

H5’ 
EFma-H5’ < EFsa-H5’ 

EFma-H5’ < EFau-H5’ 

EFsa-H5’ < EFau-H5’ 

S(EFma-H5’)=1+1=2 
S(EFsa-H5’)=2+1=3 
S(EFau-H5’)=2+2=4 

H6’ 
EFma-H6’ > EFsa-H6’ 

EFma-H6’ > EFau-H6’ 

EFsa-H6’ > EFau-H6’ 

S(EFma-H6’)=2+2=4 
S(EFsa-H6’)=1+2=3 
S(EFau-H6’)=1+1=2 

Total EFma > EFsa > EFau 
S(EFma)=14, S(EFsa)=12, 

S(EFau)=10 

 
5) For Static and Dynamic Compositions: If we 

emphasize the adaptation in both static and dynamic 
compositions during runtime, we can draw the same 
conclusions through the similar analysis as above. Therefore, 
by using Fst for representing the effort factor Static and Fdy 
for Dynamic, the effort compare and scores can be listed in 
Table V. 

TABLE V.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN STATIC AND DYNAMIC 
COMPOSITION APPROACHES 

Applied 
Hypotheses 

Compare Scores 

H1 EFst-H1 > EFdy-H1 S(EFst-H1)=2, S(EFdy-H1)=1 

H2’ EFst-H2’ > EFdy-H2’ S(EFst-H2’)=2, S(EFdy-H2’)=1 

H5’ EFst-H5’ < EFdy-H5’ S(EFst-H5’)=1, S(EFdy-H5’)=2 

H6’ EFst-H6’ > EFdy-H6’ S(EFst-H6’)=2, S(EFdy-H6’)=1 

Total EFst > EFdy S(EFst)=7, S(EFdy)=5 

 
6) For Workflow-based, Model-driven and AI Planning 

Compositions: To simplify the effort analysis in the 
Technology dimension, we constrain that workflow-based 
approaches strictly follow the One-Stop process, model-
driven approaches strictly follow the Bridge process, and AI 
planning approaches strictly follow the Double-Bridge 
process. Considering that the One-Stop process delivers 
executable specifications,  the Bridge process focuses on the 
abstract modeling, and the Double-Bridge process focuses 
on the composition requirement, workflow-based 
approaches have to deal with the most information while AI 
planning approaches deal with the least information for one 
certain task of Web service composition. Meanwhile, AI 
planning approaches have the longest processes while 
workflow-based approaches have the shortest. However, we 
can imagine that both One-Stop and Bridge processes also 
contain two transformation procedures as well as the 
Double-Bridge process does. The intangible transformation 

procedures essentially take place as mental activities, while 
the tangible ones can be supported by tools. Therefore, it 
can be found that AI planning approaches require less 
human activities and use more tools, workflow-based 
approaches require more human activities and use fewer 
tools, while model-driven approaches are in the middle. 
When it comes to techniques, it is nearly impossible to 
compare the difficulty levels of workflow, modeling and AI 
planning with each other. Consequently, here we simply 
treat their difficulties similarly. After applying all the 
suitable hypotheses and using Fwf for representing the effort 
factor Workflow-based, Fmd for Model-Driven and Fai for 
AI Planning, the effort compare and scores can be listed in 
Table VI. 

TABLE VI.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN WORKFLOW-BASED, MODEL-
DRIVEN AND AI PLANNING COMPOSITION APPROACHES 

Applied 
Hypotheses

Compare Scores 

H1 
EFwf-H1 > EFmd-H1 

EFwf-H1 > EFai-H1 

EFmd-H1 > EFai-H1 

S(EFwf-H1)=2+2=4 
S(EFmd-H1)=1+2=3 
S(EFai-H1)=1+1=2 

H2’ 
EFwf-H2’ > EFmd-H2’ 

EFwf-H2’ > EFai-H2’ 

EFmd-H2’ > EFai-H2’ 

S(EFwf-H2’)=2+2=4 
S(EFmd-H2’)=1+2=3 
S(EFai-H2’)=1+1=2 

H4’ 
EFwf-H4’ < EFmd-H4’ 

EFwf-H4’ < EFai-H4’ 

EFmd-H4’ < EFai-H4’ 

S(EFwf-H2’)=1+1=2 
S(EFmd-H2’)=2+1=3 
S(EFai-H2’)=2+2=4 

H5’ 
EFwf-H5’ ≈ EFmd-H5’ 

EFwf-H5’ ≈ EFai-H5’ 

EFmd-H5’ ≈ EFai-H5’ 

S(EFwf-H5’)=1+1=2 
S(EFmd-H5’)=1+1=2 
S(EFai-H5’)=1+1=2 

H6’ 
EFwf-H6’ > EFmd-H6’ 

EFwf-H6’ > EFai-H6’ 

EFmd-H6’ > EFai-H6’ 

S(EFwf-H6’)=2+2=4 
S(EFmd-H6’)=1+2=3 
S(EFai-H6’)=1+1=2 

Total EFwf > EFmd > EFai 
S(EFwf)=16, S(EFmd)=14, 

S(EFai)=12 

 
To reflect the combined influences of different factors on 

the composition effort, we further define that the scores for 
different effort factors are accumulable in the same 
dimension, while they are multipliable across different 
dimensions. After filling the applicable hypotheses and 
scores to the classification matrix, we can achieve an effort-
estimation-checklist table, as shown in Appendix II. Note 
that the numbers do NOT indicate any count of the amount 
of effort. These quantitative scores are only used to facilitate 
qualitatively contrasting the effort of different composition 
approaches, as demonstrated in Table VII.  

Through Table VII, we can conveniently compare the 
estimated effort between different Web service composition 
approaches: one composition approach requires more effort 
than another does if the former’s effort score is bigger than 
the latter’s. Moreover, by investigating the result and 
procedure of calculation of the effort scores, we can find that 
the amount of applicable hypotheses implies the times of 
comparisons, while the times of consistent comparisons is 
proportional to the resulting effort score. Here we regard 
different comparisons are consistent when the same 
conclusion can be drawn in these comparisons by applying 
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different hypotheses. For example, there are two consistent 
comparisons when applying hypotheses H3 and H5’ to the 
compare between Orchestration and Choreography in Table I. 
Since the consistent comparisons can help to confirm and 
reinforce the comparison result, the effort scores also reflect 
the extent of our confidence in the effort estimation result. 
Therefore, the larger difference between two approach effort 
scores, the more confidence we will have in the comparison 
result.  

TABLE VII.  EFFORT COMPARE BETWEEN DIFFERENT COMPOSITION 
APPROACHES 

Composition 
Approaches 

Approach Effort Scores 

BPEL 
Programming 

S(EFwf)×(S(EFor)+S(EFsy)+S(EFso)+ S(EFma)+ S(EFst))
=16×29=464 

Semantic 
Matching [2] 

S(EFwf)×(S(EFch)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFsa)+ S(EFst)) 
=16×30=480 

SA-REST + 
Smashup [21] 

S(EFwf)×(S(EFor)+S(EFse)+S(EFre)+ S(EFsa)+ S(EFst)) 
=16×26=416 

RESTfulBP 
[28] 

S(EFwf)×(S(EFch)+S(EFsy)+S(EFre)+ S(EFma)+ S(EFst))
=16×29=464 

UML + MDA 
[4] 

S(EFmd)×(S(EFor)+S(EFsy)+S(EFso)+ S(EFma)+ S(EFst))
=14×29=406 

UML + OCL 
[5] 

S(EFmd)×(S(EFor)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFma)+ S(EFdy))
=14×28=392 

UML + QoS 
Support [6] 

S(EFmd)×(S(EFor)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFsa)+ S(EFst))
=14×28=392 

UML + IHE 
framework [22] 

S(EFmd)×(S(EFor)+S(EFsy)+S(EFso)+ S(EFma)+ S(EFdy))
=14×27=378 

Petri Net [23] 
S(EFai)×(S(EFch)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFau)+ S(EFst)) 

=12×28=336 

Interface 
Automata [11] 

S(EFai)×(S(EFor)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFau)+ S(EFst)) 
=12×26=312 

AIMO [24] 
S(EFai)×(S(EFch)+S(EFse)+S(EFso)+ S(EFau)+ S(EFdy))

=12×26=312 

… … 

 
In fact, the calculation rule here for counting the effort 

scores of different Web service composition approaches are 
mainly inspired by the Addition and Multiplication 
principles in Combinatorics: (1) We apply an Addition-
principle-like method to the effort factors in the Context 
dimension of the classification matrix, considering that 
different partial efforts of one Web service composition 
within different contexts are mutually exclusive, while 
different contexts are accumulable. (2) We apply a 
Multiplication-principle-like method to the effort factors 
across those two dimensions of the classification matrix, 
considering that the Technology dimension is independent of 
the Context dimension, and one technique can be used to 
compose Web services within any combination of contexts. 
However, this calculation rule still suffers from intuition, and 
will be further validated and revised through empirical study 
in our future work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The territory of Web service composition has been 
researched so broadly that it becomes difficult to analyze and 

estimate the composition effort by exploring every existing 
composition approach. However, we are able to deliver a 
general classification of Web service composition to 
facilitate the effort estimation work through investigating 
limited approaches inductively. Unlike existing classification 
work, this paper proposes an effort-oriented classification 
matrix of Web service composition through a systematic 
review. Some of the reviewed composition approaches are 
then classified according to their published descriptions, as 
demonstrated in Appendix I. The matrix uses two 
dimensions, Context and Technology, to classify different 
compositions. Several pairs of effort-related contexts are 
selected in the Context dimension, while three technology 
categories are paralleled in the Technology dimension. 
Moreover, this paper also builds an effort-estimation-
checklist table by applying a set of effort estimation 
hypotheses to different context types and technology 
categories that are viewed as different composition effort 
factors. The combined influences of factor pairs across 
Context dimension and Technology dimension on the 
composition effort are also represented in this table. The 
effort-oriented classification matrix can be used to facilitate 
exploration and comprehension in the research area of Web 
service composition, while the effort-estimation-checklist 
table can be used to facilitate the qualitative effort compare 
between different composition approaches. Furthermore, 
based on our current work, some new research opportunities 
in the Web service composition area can also be identified. 
For example, the gap between automatic composition at 
design time and dynamic composition at runtime should be 
bridged.  

Overall, the work described in this paper not only brings 
a new perspective of classification of Web service 
composition, but also introduces a new method to compare 
the qualitatively estimated effort between different 
composition approaches. The prominent characteristic of the 
proposed classification matrix is of our primary objective - 
aiming at the influence on software development effort 
required for different Web service compositions. As such, 
the classification matrix is eventually developed into an 
effort-estimation-checklist table, while the effort-estimation-
checklist table should be applied closely with the 
classification matrix. Our future work is to continue filling 
this classification matrix and to use the effort-estimation-
checklist table to establish the basis of the research into cost 
and effort estimation for Web service composition. 
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Abstract—Web services are going mobile. A Mobile Enter-
prise can be established in a cellular network by participating
Mobile Hosts, which act as web service providers, and their
clients. Mobile Hosts enable seamless integration of user-
specific services to the enterprise, by following web service
standards, also on the radio link and via resource constrained
smart phones. However, establishing such a Mobile Enterprise
poses several technical challenges, like the quality of service
(QoS) and discovery aspects, for the network and as well as for
mobile phone users. The paper summarizes the challenges and
research in this domain, along with our developed mobile web
service mediation framework (MWSMF). However, to scale
Mobile Enterprise to the loads possible in cellular networks,
we shifted some of its components to the new utility computing
paradigm, cloud computing. The cloud based load balancing
for the Mobile Enterprise can be provided at the middleware
framework level or at the individual services level. This paper
described both the approaches, with two Mobile Host appli-
cation scenarios, in collaborative m-learning and multimedia
services domains. The analysis concludes that MWSMF and its
components are horizontally scalable, thus allowing to utilize
elasticity of cloud platform to meet load requirements of Mobile
Enterprise in an easy and quick manner.

Keywords-Mobile web services, Mobile Host, Mobile Enter-
prise, cloud computing, QoS and enterprise service bus

I. INTRODUCTION

* This journal paper is an extension to our prior work
published at [1].

Mobile data services in tandem with web services [2]
are seemingly the path breaking domain in current infor-
mation systems research. In mobile web services domain,
the resource constrained smart phones are used as both
web service clients and providers (Mobile Host). Mobile
terminals accessing the web services cater for anytime and
anywhere access to services. Some interesting mobile web
service applications are the provisioning of services like
information search, language translation, company news etc.
for employees who travel regularly. There are also many
public web services like the weather forecast, stock quotes
etc. accessible from smart phones. Mobile web service
clients are also significant in the geospatial and location
based services [3]. While mobile web service clients are
common, the scope of mobile web service provisioning
(MWSP) was studied at RWTH Aachen University since

2003 [4], where Mobile Hosts were developed, capable of
providing basic web services from smart phones. Mobile
web service clients and the Mobile Hosts in a cellular
network, together form a Mobile Enterprise.

Mobile Hosts enable seamless integration of user-specific
services to the enterprise, by following standard web service
interfaces and standards also on the radio link. Moreover,
services provided by the Mobile Host can be integrated
with larger enterprise services bringing added value to these
services. For example, services can be provided to the
mobile user based on his up-to-date user context. Context
details like device and network capabilities, location details
etc. can be obtained from the mobile at runtime and can be
used in providing most relevant services like maps specific to
devices and location information. Besides, Mobile Hosts can
collaborate among themselves in scenarios like Collaborative
Journalism and Mobile Host Co-learn System and bring
value to the enterprise. [5]

Once the Mobile Host was developed, an extensive per-
formance analysis was conducted to prove its technical
feasibility [4]. While service delivery and management from
Mobile Host were thus shown technically feasible, the ability
to provide proper quality of service (QoS), especially in
terms of security and reasonable scalability, for the Mobile
Host is observed to be very critical. Similarly, huge number
of web services possible, with each Mobile Host providing
some services in the wireless network, makes the discovery
of these services quite complex. Proper QoS and discovery
mechanisms are required for successful adoption of mobile
web services into commercial environments. Moreover, the
QoS and discovery analysis of mobile web services has
raised the necessity for intermediary nodes helping in the
integration of Mobile Hosts with the enterprise. Based
on these requirements a Mobile Web Services Mediation
Framework (MWSMF) [6] is designed as an intermediary
between the web service clients and the Mobile Hosts within
the Mobile Enterprise, using the Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) technology.

While we were successful in establishing MWSMF on
standard servers, the scale of the Mobile Enterprise is
leading us to the new utility computing paradigm, cloud
computing. We also have observed that load balancing is
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the key in successful deployment of Mobile Enterprise in
commercial environments. So, we established the mediation
framework on a public cloud infrastructure so that the
framework can adapt itself to the loads of the mobile oper-
ator proprietary networks, thus mainly helping in horizontal
scaling and load balancing the MWSMF and its components
and consequently the Mobile Enterprise. The remaining
sections of the paper are ordered as follows.

Section II discusses the details of providing services from
smart phones. Section III discusses the challenges associated
with establishing a Mobile Enterprise. Section IV discusses
the details of the MWSMF. Section V discusses cloud
computing and load handling issues of the MWSMF along
with the analysis and results. Section VI discusses the details
and approach of dragging Mobile Enterprise to the cloud
with detailed analysis. Section VII concludes the paper with
future research options.

II. MOBILE WEB SERVICE PROVISIONING

The quest for enabling open XML web service interfaces
and standardized protocols also on the radio link, with the
latest developments in cellular domain, lead to a new domain
of applications, mobile web services. The developments in
cellular world are two folded; firstly there is a significant
improvement in device capabilities like better memory and
processing power and secondly with the latest developments
in mobile communication technologies with 3G and 4G
technologies, higher data transmission rates in the order of
few mbs were achieved. In the mobile web services domain,
the resource constrained mobile devices are used as both web
service clients and providers, still preserving the basic web
services architecture in the wireless environments. While
mobile web service clients are quite common these days
[3], the research with providing web services from smart
phones is still sparse.

The main benefit with Mobile Host is the achieved inte-
gration and interoperability for the mobile devices. It allows
applications written in different languages and deployed on
different platforms to communicate with Mobile Hosts over
the cellular network. Moreover, the paradigm shift of smart
phones from the role of service consumer to the service
provider is a step toward practical realization of various
computing paradigms such as pervasive computing, ubiq-
uitous computing, ambient computing and context-aware
computing. For example, the applications hosted on a mobile
device provide information about the associated user (e.g.
location, agenda) as well as the surrounding environment
(e.g. signal strength, bandwidth). Mobile devices also sup-
port multiple integrated devices (e.g. camera) and auxiliary
devices (e.g. Global Positioning Systems (GPS) receivers,
printers). For the hosted services, they provide a gateway to
make available their functionality to the outside world (e.g.
providing paramedics assistance). In the absence of such
provisioning functionality the mobile user has to regularly

Figure 1. Basic mobile web services framework with the Mobile Host

update the contents to a standard server, with each update
of the device’s state.

With the intent, in our mobile web service provisioning
project one such Mobile Host [4] was developed, proving the
feasibility of concept. Figure 1 shows the basic mobile web
services framework with web services being provided from
the Mobile Host. Mobile Host is a light weight web service
provider built for resource constrained devices like cellular
phones. It has been developed as a web service handler
built on top of a normal Web server. The SOAP based web
service requests sent by HTTP tunneling are diverted and
handled by the web service handler component. The Mobile
Host was developed in PersonalJava on a SonyEricsson
P800 smart phone. The footprint of the fully functional
prototype is only 130 KB. Open source kSOAP2 [7] was
used for creating and handling the SOAP messages. The
key challenges addressed in Mobile Host’s development are
threefold: to keep the Mobile Host fully compatible with
the usual web service interfaces such that clients will not
notice the difference; to design the Mobile Host with a very
small footprint that is acceptable in the smart phone world;
and to limit the performance overhead of the web service
functionality such that neither the services themselves nor
the normal functioning of the smart phone for the user is
seriously impeded.

The detailed performance evaluation of this Mobile Host
clearly showed that service delivery as well as service ad-
ministration can be done with reasonable ergonomic quality
by normal mobile phone users. As the most important result,
it turns out that the total web service processing time at the
Mobile Host is only a small fraction of the total request-
response time (< 10%) and rest all being transmission delay.
This makes the performance of the Mobile Host directly
proportional to achievable higher data transmission rates.
Further, the regression analysis of the Mobile Host showed
that the Mobile Host can handle up to 8 concurrent requests
for reasonable services of message sizes approximately 2
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Kb. Mobile Host is also possible with other Java variants
like Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) [8], for smart phones.
We also have developed a J2ME based Mobile Host and its
performance was observed to be not so significantly different
from that of the PersonalJava version.

Mobile Host opens up a new set of applications and it
finds its use in several domains like mobile community
support, collaborative learning, social systems etc. Primarily,
the smart phone can act as a multi-user device without
additional manual effort on part of the mobile carrier. Several
applications were developed and demonstrated with the
Mobile Host, for example in a remote patient tele-monitoring
scenario, the Mobile Host can collect remote patient’s vital
signs like blood pressure, heart rate, temperature etc. from
different sensors and provide them to the doctors in real
time. In the absence of such Mobile Host the details are
to be regularly updated to a server, where from the doctor
can access the details. The latter scenario causes problems
with stale details and increased network loads. A second
example is that in case of a distress call; the mobile terminal
can provide a geographical description of its location (as
pictures) along with location details. Another interesting
application scenario involves the smooth co-ordination be-
tween journalists and their respective organizations while
covering events like Olympics. [5]

III. MOBILE ENTERPRISE

A Mobile Enterprise [5], [9] can be established in a
cellular network by participating Mobile Hosts and their
clients, where the hosts provide user-specific services to the
clients as per the WS* standards. However, such a Mobile
Enterprise established, poses many technical challenges,
both to the service providers and to the mobile operator.
Some of the critical challenges and associated research are
addressed in this section.

A. Challenges for establishing Mobile Enterprise

Figure 2 shows the Mobile Enterprise and hints the
critical challenges posed to the mobile phone users and
the operators. As the Mobile Host provides services to the
Internet, devices should be safe from malicious attacks. For
this, the Mobile Host has to provide only secure and reliable
communication in the vulnerable and volatile mobile ad-
hoc topologies. In terms of scalability, the Mobile Host
has to process reasonable number of clients, over long
durations, without failure and without seriously impeding
normal functioning of the smart phone for the user.

Similarly, huge number of available web services, with
each Mobile Host providing some services in the wireless
network, makes the discovery of the most relevant services
quite complex. Proper discovery mechanisms are required
for successful adoption of Mobile Enterprise. The discov-
ery, moreover, poses some critical questions like: where to
publish the services provided by the Mobile Hosts? Should

Figure 2. Mobile Enterprise and the critical challenges posed to the mobile
phone users and the operator

they be published with the centralized Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) registries available in the
Internet or the operator is going to offer some help? This also
raises questions like whether centralized nodes can withstand
such high loads or some alternatives are to be looked at?

From the mobile operator’s perspective the Mobile Enter-
prise poses questions like: what are the services expected
by the mobile users from the operator? Can the operator
monitor the communication and have a bird view of the
complete network, so that business scenarios can be drawn
out of it? Do operators have such infrastructure that can scale
and adapt to such huge oscillating requirements? What about
the scalability of such infrastructure?

Our research in this domain focused at addressing most
of these issues [5] and the remaining parts of this paper
summarize the research and results.

B. QoS aspects of the Mobile Host

Providing proper QoS, especially, appropriate security and
reasonable scalability, for mobile web service provisioning
domain was observed to be very critical. The security
analysis of the Mobile Host studied the adaptability of WS-
Security specification to the MWSP domain and concludes
that not all of the specification can be applied to the Mobile
Host, mainly because of resource limitations. The results of
our analysis suggest that the mobile web service messages of
reasonable size, approximately 2-5kb, can be secured with
web service security standard specifications. The security
delays caused are approximately 3-5 seconds. We could also
conclude from the analysis that the best way of securing
messages in a Mobile Enterprise is to use AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) symmetric encryption with 256 bit key,
and to exchange the keys with RSA 1024 bit asymmetric key
exchange mechanism and signing the messages with RSAw-
ithSHA1. But there are still high performance penalties when
messages are both encrypted and signed. So we suggest
encrypting only the parts of the message, which are critical
in terms of security and signing the message. The signing on
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top of the encryption can completely be avoided in specific
applications with lower security requirements. [10]

In terms of scalability, the layered model of web service
communication, introduces a lot of message overhead to
the exchanged verbose XML based SOAP messages. This
consumes a lot of resources, since all this additional infor-
mation has to be exchanged over the radio link. Thus for
improving scalability the messages are to be compressed
without effecting the interoperability of the mobile web
services. Message compression also improves the energy
efficiency of the devices as there will be less data to transmit.

In the scalability analysis of the Most Host [11], we
have adapted BinXML [12] for compressing the mobile
web service messages. BinXML is a light-weight XML
compression mechanism, which replaces each XML tag and
attribute with a unique byte value and replaces each end
tag with 0xFF. By using a state machine and 6 special
byte values including 0xFF, any XML data with circa 245
tags can be represented in this format. The approach is
specifically designed to target SOAP messages across radio
links. So the mobile web service messages are exchanged
in the BinXML format, and this has reduced the message
of some of the services by 30%, drastically reducing the
transmission delays of mobile web service invocation. The
BinXML compression ratio is very significant where the
SOAP message has repeated tags and deep structure. The
binary encoding is also significant for the security analysis
as there was a linear increase in the size of the message
with the security incorporation. The variation in the WS-
Security encrypted message size for a typical 5 Kb message
is approximately 50%. [5]

C. Discovery aspects of the Mobile Enterprise

In a commercial Mobile Enterprise with Mobile Hosts,
and with each Mobile Host providing some services for
the Internet, expected number of services to be published
could be quite high. Generally web services are published
by advertising WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
descriptions in a UDDI registry. But with huge number of
services possible with Mobile Hosts, a centralized solution
is not the best idea, as they can have bottlenecks and can
introduce single points of failure. Besides, mobile networks
are quite dynamic due to the node movement. Devices can
join or leave network at any time and can switch from
one operator to another operator. This makes the binding
information in the WSDL documents, inappropriate. Hence
the services are to be republished every time the Mobile
Host changes the network.

Dynamic service discovery is one of the most extensively
explored research topics in the recent times. Most of these
service discovery protocols are based on the announce-listen
model like in Jini. In this model periodic multicast mecha-
nism is used for service announcement and discovery. But
these mechanisms assume a service proxy object that acts as

the registry and it is always available. For dynamic ad hoc
networks, assuming the existence of devices that are stable
and powerful enough to play the role of the central service
registries is inappropriate. Hence services distributed in the
ad-hoc networks must be discovered without a centralized
registry and should be able to support spontaneous peer to
peer (P2P) connectivity. [13] proposes a distributed peer to
peer Web service registry solution based on lightweight Web
service profiles. They have developed VISR (View based
Integration of Web Service Registries) as a peer to peer
architecture for distributed Web service registry. Similarly
Konark service discovery protocol [14] was designed for
discovery and delivery of device independent services in ad
hoc networks.

Considering these developments and our need for dis-
tributed registry and dynamic discovery, we have studied
alternative means of mobile web service discovery and
realized a discovery mechanism in the P2P network. In this
solution, the virtual P2P network also called the mobile P2P
network is established in the mobile operator network with
one of the nodes in operator proprietary network, acting as
a JXTA super peer. JXTA (Juxtapose) is an open source
P2P protocol specification. Once the virtual P2P network
is established, the services deployed on Mobile Host in the
JXME virtual P2P network are to be published as JXTA
advertisements, so that they can be sensed as JXTA services
among other peers. JXTA specifies Modules as a generic
abstraction that allows peers to describe and instantiate any
type of implementation of behavior representing any piece
of ”code” in the JXTA world. So the mobile web services are
published as JXTA modules in the virtual P2P network. Once
published to the mobile P2P network, the services can later
be discovered by using the keyword based search provided
by JXTA. This approach also considered categorizing the
services and the advanced features like context aware service
discovery. We address the discovery solution as mobile
P2P discovery mechanism. The evaluation of the discovery
approach suggested that the smart phones are successful in
identifying the services in the P2P network, with reasonable
performance penalties for the Mobile Host. [15]

IV. MOBILE WEB SERVICES MEDIATION FRAMEWORK

Mobile Hosts with proper QoS and discovery mecha-
nisms, enable seamless integration of user-specific services
to the Mobile Enterprise. Moreover services provided by the
Mobile Host can be integrated with larger enterprise services
bringing added value to these services. However, enter-
prise networks deploy disparate applications, platforms, and
business processes that need to communicate or exchange
data with each other or in this specific scenario addressed
by the paper, with the Mobile Hosts. The applications,
platforms and processes of enterprise networks generally
have non-compatible data formats and non-compatible com-
munications protocols. Besides, within the domain of our
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research, the QoS and discovery study of the Mobile Host
offered solutions in disparate technologies like JXTA. This
leads to serious integration problems within the networks.
The integration problem extends further if two or more
of such enterprise networks have to communicate among
themselves. We generally address this research scope and
domain, as the Enterprise Service Integration.

The mobile web services mediation framework
(MWSMF) [6] is established as an intermediary between
the web service clients and the Mobile Hosts in mobile
enterprise. ESB is used as the background technology
in realizing the mediation framework. Similar mediation
mechanisms for mobile web services are addressed in
[16]. Especially, [16] describes the status of research with
provisioning services from resource constrained devices.
When considering mediation within semantic web services,
Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) has significant
contributions [17]. However, we went with the ESB
approach, due to the availability of several open source
implementations.

Figure 3 shows the Mobile Enterprise and the basic
components of the mediation framework. For realizing the
mediation framework we relied on ServiceMix [18], an open
source implementation of ESB, based on the JBI specifica-
tion [19]. JBI architecture supports two types of components
Service Engines and Binding Components. Service engines
are components responsible for implementing business logic
and they can be service providers/consumers. Service engine
components support content-based routing, orchestration,
rules, data transformations etc. Service engines communicate
with the system by exchanging normalized messages across
the normalized message router (NMR). The normalized mes-
saging model is based on WSDL specification. The service
engine components are shown as straight lined rectangles
in the figure. Binding components are used to send and
receive messages across specific protocols and transports.
The binding components marshal and unmarshal messages
to and from protocol-specific data formats to normalized
messages. The binding components are shown as dashed
rectangles in the Figure 3.

The HttpReceiver component shown in figure 3 receives
the web service requests (SOAP over HTTP) over a specific
port and forward them to the Broker component via NMR.
The main integration logic of the mediation framework is
maintained at the Broker component. For example, in case
of the scalability maintenance, the messages received by
Broker are verified for mobile web service messages. If the
messages are normal Http requests, they are handled by the
HttpInvoker binding component. If they comprise mobile
web service messages, the Broker component further ensures
the QoS of the mobile web service messages and transforms
them as and when necessary, using the QoSVerifier service
engine component, and routes the messages, based on their
content, to the respective Mobile Hosts. The framework also

Figure 3. Mobile Enterprise setup with Mobile Hosts, MWS clients and
MWSMF

ensures that once the mobile P2P network is established, the
web service clients can discover the services using mobile
P2P discovery mechanism and can access deployed services
across MWSMF and JXTA network. [6]

Apart from security and improvements to the scalability,
QoS provisioning features of the MWSMF also include
message persistence, guaranteed delivery, failure handling
and transaction support. External web service clients, that
do not participate in the mobile P2P network, can also
directly access the services deployed on the Mobile Hosts
via MWSMF, as long as the web services are published
with any public UDDI registry or the registry deployed
at the mediation framework and the Mobile Hosts are
provided with public IPs. This approach evades the JXME
network completely. Thus the mediation framework acts as
an external gateway from Internet to the Mobile Hosts and
mobile P2P network. The framework also provides a bird
view of the mobile enterprise to the cellular operator, so
that business scenarios can be drawn out of it. Preliminary
analysis of the mediation framework is available at [5].

V. MWSMF ON THE CLOUD

While the MWSMF was successful in achieving the inte-
grational requirements of the Mobile Host and the Mobile
Enterprise, a standalone framework again faces the troubles
with heavy loads. The problems with scalability are quite
relevant in such scenarios and the system should scale on
demand. For example number of Mobile Hosts providing the
services and the number of services provided by the Mobile
Hosts can explode while some events are underway; like
Olympics or national elections etc. Some of these application
scenarios are addressed in [5]. This increases the number of
MWS clients the framework has to support. Elasticity of the
framework can be defined as its ability to adjust according
to the varying number of requests, it has to support. As
the study targets the scales of mobile operator proprietary
networks, to achieve elasticity, horizontal scaling (scaling
by adding more nodes to the cluster, rather than increasing
performance of a single node) and load balancing for the
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Figure 4. Level of abstraction and layers of cloud services

MWSMF, we tried to realize the mediation framework on a
public cloud.

A. Cloud computing

Cloud computing is a style of computing in which,
typically, resources scalable on demand are provided ”as
a service (aaS)” over the Internet to users who need not
have knowledge of, expertise in, or control over the cloud
infrastructure that supports them. Cloud computing mainly
forwards the idea of utility computing along with virtu-
alization. In the utility computing model, consumers pay
based on their usage of computing resources, just like the
traditional utility services e.g. water, electricity, gas etc. Just
like any utility services model cloud computing benefits
from economies of scale. On the other hand, virtualization
technologies partition hardware and thus provide flexible and
scalable computing platforms. Servers in the cloud can be
physical machines or virtual machines. A cloud computing
platform dynamically provisions, configures, reconfigures,
and de-provisions servers as requested. [20], [21]

Cloud services are provided on demand and at different
levels. Figure 4 shows the layers of cloud services, in terms
of level of abstraction. The provisioning of services can be
at the Infrastructural level (IaaS) or Platform level (PaaS)
or at the Software level (SaaS). In the IaaS, commodity
computers, distributed across Internet, are used to perform
parallel processing, distributed storage, indexing and mining
of data. IaaS provides complete control over the operating
system and the clients benefit from the computing resources
like processing power and storage, e.g. Amazon EC2 [22].
Virtualization is the key technology behind realization of
these services. PaaS mainly provides hosting environments
for other applications. Clients can deploy the domain specific
applications on these platforms, e.g. Google App Engine
[23]. These applications are in turn provided to the users
as SaaS. SaaS are generally accessible from web browsers,
e.g. Facebook. Web 2.0 is the main technology behind the

realization of SaaS. However, the abstraction between the
layers is not concrete and several of the examples can be
argued for other layers.

While there are several public clouds on the market,
Google Apps (Google Mail, Docs, Sites, Calendar, etc),
Google App Engine (provides elastic platform for Java and
Python applications with some limitations) and Amazon EC2
are probably most known and widely used. Elastic Java
Virtual Machine on Google App Engine allows developers to
concentrate on creating functionality rather than bother about
maintenance and system setup. Such sandboxing, however,
places some restrictions on the allowed functionality [23].
Amazon EC2 on the other hand allows full control over
virtual machine, starting from the operating system. It is
possible to select a suitable operating system, and platform
(32 and 64 bit) from many available Amazon Machine
Images (AMI) and several possible virtual machines, which
differ in CPU power, memory and disk space. This func-
tionality allows to freely select suitable technologies for any
particular task. In case of EC2, price for the service depends
on machine size, its uptime, and used bandwidth in and out
of the cloud. Flexibility of EC2 environment and our existing
Mobile Enterprise implementation were some of the reasons
why EC2 was chosen for most of our experiments.

Moreover, there are free implementations of EC2 compati-
ble cloud infrastructure e.g. Eucalyptus [24], that help in cre-
ating private clouds. Thus the cloud computing applications
can initially be developed at the private clouds and later can
be scaled to the public clouds. The setup is of great help
for the research and academic communities, as the initial
expenses of experiments can be reduced by great extent. Our
research group is in the process of setting up a scientific
computing cloud (SciCloud) on our clusters, using Euca-
lyptus technology. With this SciCloud [25], students and
researchers can efficiently use the already existing resources
of university computer networks, in solving computationally
intensive scientific, mathematical, and academic problems.
The project mainly targets the development of a framework,
including models and methods for establishment, proper
selection, state management (managing running state and
data), auto scaling and interoperability of the private clouds.
The preliminary results can be found at the project site [26]
and will be addressed by our future publications.

B. Load balancing the MWSMF from the cloud

To achieve the scalability for the mediation framework,
the MWSMF was installed on the Amazon EC2 cloud. Once
the Amazon Machine Images (AMI) are configured, stateless
nature of the MWSMF allows, fairly easy horizontal scaling
by adding more MWSMF nodes and distributing the load
among them with the load balancer. Figure 5 shows the
deployment scenario with the load balancer (LB) and the
MWSMF worker AMI nodes (W-1, W-2, W-3, and W-n).
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Figure 5. Load test setup for the MWSMF

There are several load balancing techniques that can be
used in this scenario. One approach is to use DNS based load
balancing, where each call to the DNS server will result in
different IP address. This means that each MWSMF node
will be accessed by certain subset of clients directly, without
an intermediary load balancing proxy as discussed below.
This approach is not fault tolerant in case the framework
node would crash but its IP would be cached on the client’s
DNS cache. However, this approach is inevitable, if loads
on the single proxy based load balancer will grow to a level
that a single load balancer itself will become a bottleneck.
Another approach is to use load balancing proxy server
in front of MWSMF nodes. Among other options, Apache
HTTPD server with mod proxy and mod load balancer is
probably most commonly used configuration. It has one
major drawback in elastic environment, as it doesn’t allow
dynamic reconfiguration of worker nodes. If we add or
remove some MWSMF nodes we are required to restart load
balancer as well, which is not convenient and potentially
introduces some failed requests during restart.

Alternative http proxy load balancer HAProxy [27] al-
lows such dynamic behavior. However we used Apache
HTTP server with mod proxy and mod load balancer [28]
as a load balancer for the MWSMF because it is more
widespread and we had experience in configuring such setup,
which was important, as the aim of this research was to
show the horizontal scalability rather than achieve maximum
automation. However we have considered HAProxy [27]
in the analysis of scaling the Mobile Enterprise in total.
The scenario is explained in the next section with a usage
scenario.

C. Scalability of the MWSMF

Load testing of MWSMF on the cloud was performed
in a distributed manner using JMeter - open source load
testing software. Figure 5 shows the deployment setup in
detail. JMeter was deployed on one of the clusters in the
University of Tartu (UT Cluster). Deployment consisted of

Figure 6. Success rate of concurrent requests over multiple server nodes

4 slave nodes (L-1, L-2, L-3, and L-4) and 1 master node
(L-S). Load testing scenario (called a test plan in Jmeter) is
loaded on the master node, which sends it to the slave nodes
and initiates load testing. During the test run each slave node
sends testing results back to the master node, where results
are aggregated into a single report.

In our test scenario we performed 5 consequent requests
by n concurrent threads, where n varied between 75 and 250
per slave node, which makes 300 to 1000 concurrent requests
on a load balancer, thus simulating a large number of si-
multaneous clients for the MWSMF and the Mobile Host in
Mobile Enterprise. Another important factor that impacts test
results is a connection and response timeout on the client, in
our test case - the slave node. Connection timeout is a time
until connection to the server is established and response
timeout is the time since call starts on the client side until
response is received. If these timeouts are long enough, then
observations showed, that even single MWSMF node can
withstand large loads, due to the sufficient QoS of the ESB.
However, in such scenario a call may last too long for a
mobile client and the client may start retransmitting instead
of waiting. In our tests we set connection-response timeout
to 50-70 seconds. It must be also noted that, in the real life
connection timeout on a client side is not a parameter that the
service provider can affect nor predict. In case of interactive
applications, where user interaction is involved, response
should be preferably delivered in less than 10 seconds to
keep user’s attention [29].

On the cloud front a load balancer (LB) and up to 10
MWSMF worker nodes were set up. To show the elasticity of
the cloud we increased the number of the server nodes from
1 to 10 after each test. All servers were running on Amazon
EC2 infrastructure and all of them were using EC2 small
instances. Small instance has 1.7 GB of memory, CPU power
of 1 EC2 Compute unit, which is equivalent to CPU capacity
of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor
as of 07.12.2009 (CPU capacity of an EC2 compute unit
do change in time). Both load balancer and worker nodes
were running 32 bit Linux platforms. Apache HTTP server
version 2.2.8 with mod proxy and mod load balancer were
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used as a load balancer. Load balancer was setup to use
request based scheduling, which means that all worker nodes
received equal amount of requests. However, it is possible
to configure load balancer based on traffic or busyness.
Busyness means how many concurrent requests a worker
node has at the moment the new request arrives. In real-
life situation best load balancing algorithm for a particular
scenario should be chosen based on the services provided by
the mobile enterprise and the nature of the request/response
traffic. For more details on load balancing algorithm refer
[28].

In the load test of the MWSMF, we measured how success
rate of the requests depends on a number of worker nodes
depending on a number of concurrent requests. Success
means that a request will get a response before connection or
response timeout occurs and success rate shows how many
requests from all performed requests succeeded. The results
of the experiment are shown in figure 6. From the diagram
it can be clearly seen that the percentage of succeeded
requests grows logarithmically with the number of nodes
and degrades exponentially as load grows. Performance of
a single node drops rapidly already after 300 concurrent
requests and even with 300 concurrent requests success
rate is only 77%, however 3 nodes can handle this load
with 100% success rate. It can be also seen, that with
current setup adding more nodes does not show any visible
effect after 6 nodes and performance is improved by an
insignificant fraction in contrast to difference between 1, 2
and 3 nodes.

In summary we observed that, with current MWSMF
implementation one single node can handle around 100-
130 concurrent MWS requests with 100% success rate.
Adding an additional node adds roughly 100 new concur-
rent requests to the total capability until the load grows
up to 800 concurrent requests, when load balancer itself
becomes a bottleneck and adding any additional nodes do
not give desired effect. This analysis showed mediation
framework to be horizontally scalable. However, certain
loads demand more advanced load balancing techniques.
The elastic cloud environment helps to achieve this required
setup very quickly.

VI. SCALING MOBILE ENTERPISE

While our earlier analysis proved that MWSMF is hor-
izontally scalable, scaling the Mobile Enterprise in total
is a different issue. Our earlier analysis only considered
the load balancing ahead of the MWSMF itself. However,
individual services also can become a bottleneck and thus
the load on them has to be balanced. So the load balancing
for the Mobile Enterprise as a whole has to be extended
further. To sum it up – cloud based load balancing for
the Mobile Enterprise can be at the mediation framework
level or at the individual service level. We try to address
both the approaches in terms of two application scenarios,

Figure 7. Expert finder scenario with the MobileHost CoLearn System

MobileHost CoLearn System and lightweight application
server (LAS) services for mobiles.

A. MobileHost CoLearn System

The MobileHost CoLearn System studied the scope of
Mobile Host in m-learning (mobile learning) domain [30].
The system presents a novel approach to expert finding
within a truly mobile collaborative learning environment.
It targets the framework of the learner’s social network,
along with the social networks of her acquaintances, and the
social networks of the acquaintances of her acquaintances,
and so forth. Such an expert finder flow usually leads to the
discovery of more than one potential expert, and the learner’s
subjective decision who of them is the most knowledgeable
one can be based either on the rating for the expert’s level
of expertise in the field, or on the path that the expert finder
request has traveled before reaching the respective expert.
An example scenario, using the system, is illustrated in
the figure 7. In the expert finder scenario of the system,
every participant should act as both provider and client
for the messages being exchanged, which the Mobile Host
technology has made feasible. After having found an expert,
the learner is provided with all the necessary information in
order to contact that expert for further assistance regarding
specific issues.

Alongside the valuable knowledge that flows within the
system from the experts to non-experienced learners, the
system supports the retrieval of a variety of literature re-
sources, such as articles, proceedings, pictures, audio or
video lecture recordings, location details, and other learning
services. Most often the resources are tagged by the learners.
As tagging is something subjective, a three-level scale of
relevance of a tag to a resource has been introduced. The
system also has support for image and audio resources
within photocasting and podcasting channels. The channels
automatically distribute resources to all subscribers, as soon
as they become available. MobileHost CoLearn system is
the first of its kind that adapts mobile web services for
collaborative learning, bringing the benefits of the latest
technological developments to the learner. [30]
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B. Scalable MobileHost CoLearn System

In the MobileHost CoLearn System, the main load for the
Mobile Enterprise was at handling large number of clients
and at providing the QoS services from the MWSMF. For
example, MWSMF has to convert the incoming XML based
messages to BinXML format so that the messages can be
exchanged across the radio link. The process is taken care by
the QoSVerifier component of the MWSMF (figure 8). So
to increase the elasticity for the Mobile Enterprise we can
establish a load balancer in front of the MWSMF running on
several nodes in the public cloud, handling the mobile clients
by accessing services from several Mobile Hosts. This is
what was showed by our earlier analysis.

The next subsections discuss scaling the Mobile Enter-
prise with respect to load balancing at the individual services
level.

C. Mobile access to LAS services

LAS is a lightweight application server (LAS) designed as
a community middleware that is capable of managing users
and multiple hierarchically structured communities along
with their particular access rights as well as a set of services
accessible to users. LAS mainly offers MPEG-7 (Moving
Picture Experts Group) multimedia services to the users.
MPEG-7 is a well-established and widely used standard in
multimedia data management. However, due to its inherent
complexity it was not used in mobile data management that
often. With new initiatives like the application profiles the
use of MPEG-7 has become much easier, also for mobile
data management. A community application can make use
of the offered services by simply connecting to the server
and then remotely invoking service methods. Server func-
tionality of the LAS is easily extensible by implementing and
plugging in new services and respective components. Many
community information systems have been built on top of
this framework including MIST; a MPEG-7 based non-linear
digital storytelling system, ACIS; a multimedia information
system, and CAAS; a mobile application for context-aware
search and retrieval of multimedia and community members.
[31]

Even though, LAS is a reliable application server, it is not
a pure web service architecture; it was not designed under
the SOA paradigm and important aspects like scalability
and distributed services were not taken into account. QoS
and performance problems have been observed recently
by LAS users. For many years, LAS has been used on
top of traditional networks infrastructures for providing
the services required by social software such as Virtual
Campfire [32]. Virtual Campfire, is an advanced framework
to create, search, and share multimedia artifacts with context
awareness across communities.

Recently, the multimedia services are also being offered to
the Mobile Hosts and mobile phone users. The multimedia
services can be accessed from mobile phones in three modes:

Figure 8. Mobile Enterprise setup with the LASBalancer and LAS server
farm coming into the picture

1) Directly accessing the MPEG services through the
Mobile Host.

2) Accessing the service through the mediation frame-
work of the mobile enterprise.

3) Indirect way of using the Mobile Host to connect to
the mediation framework.

Generally LAS services are extended and are provided as
services from the Mobile Host. The extensions can be user
specific. This entry of the Mobile Hosts into the LAS has
further advanced the scalability problem. Load balancing
and cluster support were observed to be the immediate
requirements for improving the performance of the LAS.

D. Load balancing mobile access to LAS services

Contrary to the MobileHost CoLearn System, the QoS of
the LAS can be improved either by changing the architecture
of the LAS to have the cluster support or to employ a
binding component on the MWSMF, taking care of the load
balancing issues. In the first case, a hardware based load
balancer can be deployed through specialized devices, like
multilayer switches [33]. However, implementing, configur-
ing and maintaining this solution is costly in terms of money
and time.

Alternatively, we can deploy the LAS servers on the cloud
and employ the same load balancer technique as in the case
of the first scenario. As a third solution, we deployed the
HAProxy node in the cloud and the requests are diverted to
the respective LAS. If the load further increases, new LAS
nodes can be deployed on the cloud. The main difference is
that HAProxy allows dynamic behavior to the architecture
and new LAS nodes can be added dynamically to the setup.
This solution utilizes the elasticity, dynamic and on-demand
provisioning features of the cloud, to the most. We are
also studying the auto scaling of the cloud, as part of our
SciCloud project. With this solution, the load balancing
system can react to the sudden surges in usage patterns and
can provision new nodes dynamically. The details will be
addressed by our future publications.

For the third option, employing a binding component
on the MWSMF, we adapted our knowledge from Mobile
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Enterprise domain to the LAS. Moreover, since LAS services
are also accessible to Mobile Host, we wanted to provide
only a single entry to the LAS from the Mobile Enterprise.
We developed components that provide web service interface
to the LAS services. These integration components with
the load balancer in front of them are designed to act
as a cluster so that the requests are diverted to the less
occupied server among a set of LASs. Connection to the
LAS cluster is handled by the LASBalancer component at
MWSMF. Modified Mobile Enterprise with the entry of the
LASBalancer into the picture is shown in figure 8. You can
see this component being present inside the MWSMF in
the diagram. Inside LAS there are no necessary changes to
do. Mobile users of LAS only need to connect to a single
point, the MWSMF, in order to access any LAS server they
are interested in. Without this solution, Mobile Hosts should
have specific connection to the right LAS server based on the
services offered by it. However, this architecture adds extra
load to the mediation framework at LASBalancer level. QoS
and fault tolerance features of ESB help to some extent,
in handling this load. But, LAS requests don’t need QoS
transformation features of the MWSMF as the messages are
sent via Internet. So the node that provided load balancing
and web service interface for the LAS, is separated from
the MWSMF, and we deployed it on the EC2 cloud. The
HttpInvoker just diverts the LAS requests to this node.
Now this node is horizontally scalable and we can apply
business logic, fault tolerance and solution correctness to
the cloud node without seriously affecting the performance
of MWSMF. The results of the analysis are summarized in
next subsection.

E. Testing the scalability of the Mobile Enterprise

In previous subsections we outlined requirements for
scalability of the Mobile Enterprise and described the so-
lution to integrate LAS and MWSMF in a scalable way. To
verify our ideas, an experiment was conduced using Amazon
EC2 services to scale the number of servers up and down.
Deployment was made similarly to the MWSMF scalability
experiment described in section V – we used Amazon EC2
public cloud infrastructure to deploy the Mobile Enterprise
and the HPC (High Performance Computing) cluster of
the University of Tartu to deploy JMeter in a distributed
manner for load generation and measurement of the results.
Deployment diagram is shown in Figure 9.

As we had limited access to the LAS installation, we
substituted it with a mock application server. The server
provides a web service that on request performs some image
manipulation and sends the resulting image back to the
client. As we are concerned only with the performance
and scalability of the Mobile Enterprise, the functioning
of the service and the application server do not affect the
analysis and results. Servers hosting this image web service
are shown as IS-1 . . . IS-n on the figure 9. These servers

Figure 9. Deployment diagram of the scaling experiment.

constitute the cluster and the IS LB is the load balancer for
it. HAProxy was used as a load balancer for this cluster.

MWSMF load balancing setup is the same used in the
MWSMF scaling experiment – MWSMF LB is the load
balancer and W-1 . . . W-n are mediation framework’s nodes.
However, this time we used HAProxy instead of the Apache
with mod proxy to have a consistent deployment with image
cluster and to compare it with the setup from the previous
experiment [1]. HAProxy showed itself more suitable for
such dynamic setup because it allows easily specify the
configuration file location as a command line parameter,
which is a lot more convenient when lot of changes have to
be made (each time a cluster was changed, configuration file
had to be changed). Also, HAProxy comes with a dynamic
dashboard containing extensive statistics which show a lot
more information compared to the default statistics web page
of mod proxy.

This time we used 5 Apache JMeter servers instead of
4 to generate the load of 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000
concurrent requests (which makes respectively 40, 80, 120,
160 and 200 concurrent requests per one JMeter server).
In the experiment we varied the number of MWSMF and
Image Server nodes in the respective clusters and tested the
setup with aforementioned loads. As we concluded from
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Figure 10. Scaling Image servers with 1 MWSMF node.

Figure 11. Scaling Image servers with 2 balanced MWSMF nodes.

the previous experiment, scaling of MWSMF makes some
real impact only when scaled up to 4 nodes, after which
difference in adding more servers is less visible. So this
time we changed number of MWSMF nodes in the cluster
from 1 to 4.

Number of servers providing Image Service was varied
between 1 and 10. It must be noted, that the number of Image
Service servers was always equal or bigger than the number
of MWSMF nodes. The reasoning for this is an assumption,
that when we model a contention of a particular service, then
it shall be upscaled before mediation framework. This means
that for this scenario the number of nodes for a particular
service will always be bigger or equal to the number of
mediation framework nodes.

Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 summarize results of experi-
ments. It can be seen, that increasing the number of servers
for particular service results in the success rate growth and
the tendency is closely similar to the characteristics observed
during previous MWSMF scaling – large increase with first
3 nodes and after that difference is almost unnoticeable.
Adding additional MWSMF nodes also adds to the success
factor growth – it acts as a multiplier for the whole graph.
This, however, also shows that mediation framework is a

Figure 12. Scaling Image servers with 3 balanced MWSMF nodes.

Figure 13. Scaling Image servers with 4 balanced MWSMF nodes.

major factor for the scalability of the Mobile Enterprise as
a whole.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The developments in the web services domain, the im-
proved device capabilities of the smart phones and the
improved transmission capabilities of the cellular networks
have lead to the mobile web services provisioning domain.
With this paper, we summarized the challenges and research
associated in this domain and establishing the Mobile Enter-
prise. The QoS aspects of the developed Mobile Host, like
providing proper security and scalability, and the discovery
of the provided services are addressed briefly. Further, the
QoS and discovery analyses of the Mobile Host have raised
the necessity for a middleware framework and the features
and realization details of the MWSMF are discussed.

However to scale of Mobile Enterprise to the loads possi-
ble in mobile networks, we shifted some of its components
to the cloud computing paradigm. The paper illustrated this
categorical shift in terms of two application scenarios. It
showed that MWSMF is horizontally scalable, thus allowing
to utilize cloud’s elasticity to meet load requirements in an
easy and quick manner. It also illustrated different means to
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scale the LAS based MPEG-7 services. Thus cloud comput-
ing is shown to scale the Mobile Enterprise dynamically.

Our future research in this domain will focus at surge
computing and auto scaling so that Mobile Enterprise can
scale according to the oscillating loads automatically. In
the experiments discussed in this paper, we configured load
balancer manually and one of our future research directions
is to achieve more automation in scaling process. The
planned framework detects loads automatically, dynamically
adds more working nodes and automatically configures load
balancer to accommodate new worker nodes. After loads
drop, dynamically scalable MWSMF should shutdown un-
necessary worker nodes. Another future research direction is
to use Eucalyptus framework for cloud infrastructure instead
of Amazon EC2, to show that public cloud’s elasticity is
achievable also in private clouds. We also want to extend
this experience to our scientific computing cloud (SciCloud)
project.
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Abstract — The mobile setting adds unique characteristics to 
applications that can be used by mobile commerce client 
devices, such as ubiquity and location awareness. These devices 
are known to be limited in terms of computational power, 
input/output capabilities and memory, thus enhancing the 
mobile browsing user experience is realistic only if perceptual 
and contextual considerations are addressed. In this article, we 
attempt to define and analyze the issues of mobility, taking into 
consideration factors that would attract users to mobile 
commerce applications. We focus on how these issues may 
influence the user acceptance and the quality of personalized 
location-based services. To improve understanding of the 
mobile setting, a case study of a context-aware location-based 
application is designed and carried out. The application is 
capable to identify and to depict on the map user’s current 
location, to search and detect routes, and to display various 
user personal points of interest/attractions, along user’s 
current route. It is a personalized application, based on 
Microsoft MapPoint Web Service technology, in which each 
user receives information which is strictly related to his 
identity. Finally, to review certain personalized and user-
friendly features of our approach, a typical application 
scenario is presented. 

Keywords - location-based information; context-awareness; 
mobile commerce adoption; Web Services; mobile setting.   

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Increased sophistication of mobile technology makes 

itself an ideal channel for offering context-aware 
personalized services to mobile users [1]. Such services 
actually, give pace to the rapid development of e-commerce 
conducted with portable devices, more commonly referred to 
as wireless or mobile commerce (m-commerce), as they are 
context-specific to each individual and thus, are capable to 
attract customer’s attention [2]. The interface usability of 
mobile applications is a critical factor for the acceptance of 
m-commerce, as a good interface design allows users to 
achieve high performance [3]. Moreover, as 3G/UMTS 
services roll out, m-commerce is increasingly used to enable 
content delivery and payment for personalized and location-
based services (LBS) such as image content (maps, photos, 
etc.), as well as video and audio content, including full 
length music tracks [4]. 

This work, undertakes a broad examination of the mobile 
setting in Sections II and III, to introduce significant 

concepts that influence m-commerce user behavior, and to 
provide major considerations regarding m-commerce user 
acceptance and quality. In section IV we discuss about 
location-aware and personalized services to clarify 
personalization’s connection to LBS. Section V entails a case 
study involving a modern approach to deal with personalized 
LBS in m-commerce. Here we first analyze the LBS user 
requirements and then we exploit Microsoft MapPoint Web 
Service technology to design search processes for addresses, 
attractions, routes, and creating processes of their respective 
maps. Section VI deals in detail with the major functional 
parts (classes and variable types) of our mobile application. 
Section VII contains an m-commerce information-oriented 
application scenario to demonstrate some of the major 
implementation concerns that must be taken under 
consideration to offer such personalized LBS. 

II. ANALYZING MOBILE SETTING 
System, environment, and user are actually three 

different viewpoints to classify the characteristics of the m-
commerce applications [5]:  

• System perspective - mobile applications present 
disadvantages, because they provide a lower level of 
available system resources [6]. 

• Environmental perspective - mobile applications 
enable users to access mobile Internet content 
anywhere and anytime (obviously, a big advantage). 

• User perspective – is heavily influenced both by 
system/environmental characteristics and by certain 
aspects of the “mobility” concept [7][8][9]: 
o Spatial mobility, the extensive geographical 

movement of users.  
o Temporal mobility, the ability of users for mobile 

browsing while engaged in a peripheral task. 
o Contextual mobility, the dynamic conditions in 

which users employ mobile devices.  
As it is depicted in Figure 1, we may distinguish three 

worth noticing attributes regarding mobile device usage [10]: 
first, users prefer to treat their mobile device in a quite 
personal way, and favor to access more personalized 
services (spatial mobility must be considered as the major 
reason behind this behavior). Second, users have usually 
limited attention as they manage their mobile devices 
(temporal mobility is the reason of this phenomenon). 
Finally, users manage their mobile devices in broadly mixed 
environments, appreciating all accommodations that may 
provide the context-sensitive mobile device functionality. 
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Figure 1.  Analyzing mobile setting. 

III. M-COMMERCE: USER ACCEPTANCE AND QUALITY  
User requirements’ satisfaction is among the most useful 

methods for measuring m-commerce application success. 
Undoubtedly, a key restraining factor concerning mobile 
services is financial: cost issues are raised due to confusing 
billing schemes and their potential dependency on versatile 
network connections [11]. However in this work, we will 
leave out cost related issues, and we will analyze the rest of 
interesting research results related with user satisfaction 
measuring [12], trying to identify how they can be used to 
improve the quality of m-commerce applications.  

Wu and Wang in [12] revised effectively the technology 
acceptance model (TAM) [13][14] to cover the additional 
aspects of the m-commerce environments, as depicted in 
Figure 2. According to the main research results (which are 
consistent to a large extent with other researchers’ work), 
various variables influence user adoption of m-commerce 
applications, as follows: 

• M-commerce use can be predicted efficiently from 
the users’ intentions, which are affected significantly 
by:  
o Perceived risk - the user’s subjective expectation 

of suffering a loss in pursuit of the desired 
outcome of using m-commerce, 

o Compatibility - the degree to which the innovation 
is perceived to be consistent with the potential 
users’ previous experiences and needs, and  

o Perceived usefulness - the degree to which a 
person believes that using a particular system 
would enhance his (or her) job performance. 

 
Figure 2.  Mobile commerce acceptance model. 

• User’s possibility to engage in m-commerce 
transactions (behavioral intention to use), is affected 
also strongly, by: 
o Perceived risk, 
o Compatibility, which essentially has significant 

effect on the frequency of using m-commerce 
(actual use), and 

o Perceived ease of use - the degree to which a 
person believes that using a particular m-
commerce application would be free of effort, 
which basically influences indirectly, through 
perceived usefulness variable.   

Certain m-service quality criteria are directly or 
indirectly related with these user adoption variables. In 
detail, the software quality characteristics as defined by the 
ISO 9126 software quality standard [15] and adapted to m-
commerce systems [16], are usability, reliability, 
functionality, and efficiency.  

Usability aims at simplifying end users’ actions and is 
associated with perceived ease of use. Functionality refers 
mainly to providing secure and suitable functions to end 
user. Thus, this quality characteristic is related both with 
perceived risk and compatibility. Reliability refers to systems 
tolerance on end users’ actions, and consequently is 
associated also with perceived risk from a different 
perspective. Finally, efficiency’s main attributes are response 
time and resource behavior, and therefore may be related 
with perceived usefulness. 

The above analysis may provide constructive ideas to m–
commerce application developers. It has certainly influenced 
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our work, to focus on quality issues by supporting user 
appreciated features satisfactory. 

IV. PERSONALIZATION AND LOCATION-BASED SERVICES  

A. Personalization  
The ‘personal character’ emerges clearly from all quality 

characteristics in m-commerce context: it is the perception of 
the ease of use, the perception of risk, the perception of the 
usefulness and the perception of the consistency of the 
innovations with a particular user’s experiences. 
Personalization technology is therefore, one of the most 
prominent technologies in m-commerce systems: it is not 
just capable to get the most of the mobile devices’ limited 
resources. In addition, it provides m-commerce applications 
the efficiency of supporting users with the content they need 
in the most optimized approach. This is considered as an 
effecting way to holding users and to cultivate their loyalty 
[17]. 

B. Location-Based Services  
LBS are, in general, informative services accessible with 

mobile devices through the mobile network; they are 
utilizing the ability to make use of the location of the mobile 
device [18]. There exist a broad range of different LBS. 
Figure 3 gives an overview on the main categories of LBS 
applications (the listing is certainly growing over time) [19]. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Location-based services application categories. 

C. Related Work  
In this work we are interested on certain navigation (e.g., 

providing users detailed directions about how to get to a 
desired destination starting from their current geographical 
location) and information LBS (e.g., providing a local street 
map and notifying about nearby places of interest). 

This type of LBS is a characteristic example of mobile 
device’s context-sensitive functionality: it allows users to 

obtain context-specific information to react upon. This 
makes mobile devices especially fit for providing time-
critical and location-sensitive services. Several authors [17] 
[18] [20] have stressed this functional value of m-commerce, 
thereby acknowledged the social value that can be derived 
from mobile services. Moreover, Boll et al. in [21], presented 
an approach capable to integrate mobile LBS with 
personalized multimedia presentation. The mobile channel is 
indeed an extremely personal medium that users carry with 
them at all times. Consequently, it has become part of the 
user’s social context and everyday life, influencing all areas 
of society, such as businesses operation and employees 
work, advertising opportunities, personal communications, 
consumer purchases, location-aware services, information 
locating and retrieval [22].  

According to Steiniger et al. in [19], LBS are quite 
different from more conventional internet based media 
(traditional guides, directories, maps etc.) because they are 
aware of the context in which they are being used and can 
adapt their contents and presentation accordingly. The 
relation between location and context concepts is very 
strong: user’s location is considered a major context 
parameter, because it can be used to characterize the user’s 
situation [17]. For example, knowing user’s location, the 
application can determine what other objects or people are 
near the user and even what kind of activity is occurring in 
that area. In addition, LBS may make use of a more detailed 
context. They actually give the possibility of a two way 
communication and interaction. Therefore the user tells the 
service provider (i.e., the m-commerce application) his actual 
context, like the kind of information he needs and his 
preferences (what), his time (when), and his position 
(where). This helps the provider of such location services to 
deliver information tailored to the user needs.  

V. OUR CASE STUDY  
A case study of a context-aware location-based 

application is designed and carried out. It is capable to 
identify the current location of the user and to provide the 
following information:  

• depiction on the map of user’s current location, 
• route search/detection and marking on the map of 

user’s preferred route while he is in move, 
• displaying various user personal points of 

interest/attractions (such as his home, his office, his 
favorite restaurants, etc.), along user’s current route, 

• depiction on the map of general interest type 
attractions (e.g. museums, subway stations and 
hospitals), 

• editing of user personal attractions (adding new 
ones, deleting existing, etc.),  

• editing of  general interest attractions’ categories, 
• dynamic update of user’s personal attractions and 

categories of attractions, based on advanced 
personalization techniques. 

It is undoubtedly a customized application, since each 
user receives information which is strictly related to his 
identity. The personalization of services is accomplished by 
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exploiting identification information available from the 
mobile device’s SIM card. In our case, obviously, there is no 
SIM card, as we use the .NET mobile device programming 
environment for simulating the mobile application’s 
behavior.   

Thus, in our case, users to enter the system should give 
some personal codes. That is, there is a form in which a 
registered user will present his credentials, while an 
additional form, can be used by a new user to create an 
account. As a result, a data base in the portable device carries 
user’s data.  

The existence of the device’ database creates some 
additional problems. One has to do with the capacity of 
devices, which affects the size of the database. Since it 
cannot be very large, data of multiple users is difficult to be 
saved on the same device. In other words it is not feasible 
different users to use the same device, and their personal 
settings (passwords and attractions) to remain stored on the 
device. But this is obviously not so important, since the 
mobile device is used mainly as a personal (single user) 
client machine. 

Another similar problem has to do with users’ ability to 
connect to the system from different devices. They should 
create their account in any device from the beginning, and 
then adjust the parameters they want. A viable solution is to 
maintain a database on a server. The device will have to link 
to this server, and request and receive data whenever it wants 
(merge replication process).  

Location-aware applications may base their operations 
not only on user’s current location, but also on other 
information about the status of the user, such as time, and 
weather (context-aware wider character of location-based 
applications). Finding user’s location is possible by various 
technologies, but as this application was developed and 
tested locally, finding position and movement-on-a-path 
operations are made by simulation. That is, a virtual 
movement of a certain user and its current position changes 
are defined through the application environment. Certainly, 
finding the virtual user’s current location is accomplished 
through our application design. 

The application consists of three separate units, which 
interact with each other:  

• User interface. 
• Mobile database on the device, which deletes its data 

when session ends. 
• Server database, which stores and maintains all 

mobile users’ data, and additionally sends the 
appropriate data to the proper mobile database 
(based on user identity information). 

A. MapPoint Web Service Technology 
MapPoint Web Service (MWS) technology [23] is used 

to design search processes for addresses, attractions, routes, 
and creating processes of their respective maps. The MWS is 
actually a Microsoft’s Internet service, which is designed to 
work using the Graphical Information System (GIS) and 
responds to various scenarios mapping, which involve 
different types of applications, such as portals, web pages, 
but mainly mobile applications. In conjunction with 

MapPoint Location Server (server which detects the location 
of a mobile device) they create a "package" particularly 
effective for implementing an integrated location-based 
application.  

MWS’ typical capabilities are to display maps (render), 
to find the coordinates of an address (geo-coding), to find the 
address through given coordinates (reverse geo-coding), to 
search for addresses within walking distance from user's 
current location, and to present route instructions. 

MWS has four basic services:  
• Find Service: finding addresses, attractions, 

coordinates of points, and points within a distance 
from the position of the user, depending on the type 
and how to do the search.  

• Render Service: creating the image of the map, 
based on the data we want  

• Route Service: creates a path between two locations 
we have stated. The type of the route and the points 
from which the path will pass, depends on the data 
we provide.  

• Common Service: contains classes, which are 
common in all three previous services, such as the 
definition of DataSource.  

The general categories for the attractions available from 
MWS are:  

• Airport 
• AncientSite (Archaeological sites)  
• Hospital  
• MetroStation  
• Museum  
• ShoppingCenter (Convention Centers) 
• Stadium (Stages-Sports Facilities) 
The MapPoint Location Server (MLS) detects the current 

user’s location, identifying the mobile device (including 
simple mobile devices, Pocket PCs, PDAs, SmartPhones and 
all registered devices). To find the position, many methods 
are available, such as Cell-ID (Cell Identification), A-GPS 
(Assisted GPS), triangular methods, etc. 

B. Mobile and Server Database 
The mobile device’s database contains three tables: ID, 

POI (Point Of Interest) and CAT_POIS (Category of POIs). 
The first one maintains user’s personal credentials, while the 
last ones user’s personal sights and categories, that is those 
points of interest and categories that user has added on his 
profile. Server database contains tables with corresponding 
names. They exchange data with each other, using Merge 
Replication process of the Internet Information Services 
(ISS) web server. The exchange of data is accomplished in 
both directions, meaning that mobile database tables cannot 
only send data to server, but also may receive data from it.  

Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio is used to 
create server database. And mobile database tables are 
automatically generated and updated through 
synchronization. 

Table ID has two columns, the username and password. 
Table POI contains the name, the coordinates and a brief 
description for locations that a certain user has personally 
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selected. Table CAT_POIS consists of two columns, the 
username and poi-catname. The second column stores the 
name of user’s selected general category. Obviously, a 
certain username may appear in several records of the table, 
to represent user’s multiple selections on the attractions’ 
general categories. 

VI. FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF THE MOBILE 
APPLICATION UNDER STUDY 

We will present in detail the major functional parts 
(classes and variable types) of our mobile application. 

A. Application Classes 
The application consists of seven forms and eight code 

classes. Six of the classes used to connect to the MWS, and 
perform a different type of work. The seventh class is used 
for synchronizing server and mobile databases. Finally, the 
eighth class is used for advanced personalization processes. 

 
1) GetAddress Application Class 

This class finds the coordinates of one or more addresses, 
based on user provided information, such as the address of 
point (street name and number), or the zip code. Without 
providing zip code, then most likely to be found more of one 
addresses, otherwise is found only one. The results are stored 
on a FindResults variable (MWS variable type).   

The class is used during the storage of user’s personal 
attractions. And its purpose is twofold. Firstly, to enable 
users to choose the desired location-point among others, 
although they have not entered the zip code and thus several 
addresses are found. Secondly, to store the coordinates of a 
point finally chosen by the user, in case that he asks to 
illustrate the point on the map. In such a case, location’s 
coordinates are ready to be used, and there is no need to 
search them through the MWS. 

 
2) Generalpois1 Application Class 

This class finds all general attractions of a user selected 
category. Its parameters are:  

• entityname:  the category of attractions that user has 
selected, 

• distance: the distance over which should be the 
results desired by the user,  

• mylatlongs: holds the coordinates of the user's 
current location, which will be used if the user wants 
attractions within a specified distance.  

Not setting the distance parameter means that user wants 
to see all the sights in that category, without distance limits. 
Another important issue is that the MWS SearchContext 
parameter cannot limit the search to specific region (e.g. 
Attica), but only to specific country (e.g. Greece). A viable 
solution to this issue is by using code statement like the 
following: 

 
If fr.FoundLocation.Entity.DisplayName.IndexOf 

("Attiki") <> -1 Then … 
 

This line of code checks over whether found locations are 
located in Attica. The check is made on whether the found 
address contains the word Attica.  

The search process must be carried out twice, because the 
size of foundEntities MWS variable must be defined in order 
to be able to save the results that user desires. 

The other case is when user wants the attractions at a 
specific distance from its current location to be displayed. 
The parameter distance is expressed in meter units. It should 
be converted into degrees, so that it can take part in 
calculations with the attractions’ and current location’s 
coordinates. 

 
3) Generalpois2 Application Class 

This class accepts the results found by the genaralPois1 
class and creates the map, with the representation of all the 
attractions found, plus the user’s current location. Depending 
on the number of results (MWS variable entitiesnum) that 
have been already found, the size of both mylocations MWS 
variable (items that will appear) and pushpins MWS variable 
(the "pins" to be placed on the map and will represent the 
respective point of mylocations) is defined. Once given the 
coordinates, then the map is created by using the 
ViewByBoundingLocations class.  

The label parameter of pushpins variable stores a 
number, which represents the series that the attraction has to 
the list of results. So, a ListBox user interface control, which 
stores the name of the attractions, along with the pushpins’ 
label parameter is capable to inform users what exactly 
represents any numbers displayed on the map. 

 
4) Viewpois Application Class 

This class returns an image with the user’s current 
location and the potential various attractions that he 
personally selected to be displayed. It works just as the 
generalpois2 class. An important differentiation is the zoom 
parameter’s setting of the views MWS variable. 

 
5) MakeRoute Class 

This class creates a path between two points. Depending 
on the user’s selections, various personal attractions can also 
be presented along this path. 

Each time the MakeRoute class is called, it creates a new 
path, which is part of the journey up the first time that the 
class was called for this route. Each time the route is divided 
into segments (sections). In every move, the user’s current 
location is moved to the next segment, to show that the user 
has moved on set route. In order to have a proper 
representation of the move, we should have kept the number 
of parts of the route that was created when the class was 
invited for the first time on this route.  

The MWS variable kindofRoute sets the type of route to 
be used for the creation of the route. The 
SegmentPreference.Shortest value creates the shortest route 
(based on distance), between points, while the 
SegmentPreference.Quickest value creates the fastest route, 
based on the time of transition from the beginning to the end.  

An example of code to create a certain path follows: 
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route = routeService.CalculateSimpleRoute(latlongs, 
“MapPoint.EU”, 
SegmentPreference.Shortest) 

 
Three different cases exist: to not display any attraction 

along the route, to display all the user's personal sights, and 
to display those user’s personal sights, which are in a certain 
distance from the user. The choice of the case is based on 
MWS pois variable’s value. In general, the movement is 
divided, for all three previous cases into three sections:  

• the movement carried out from beginning to the last 
but one part, 

• the movement carried out in the penultimate part,  
• the movement as user has reached the end of the 

path. 
 

6) MakeRoutePois Application Class 
This class creates a path between the user’s current 

location and a certain attraction which is selected by the user. 
The class is differentiated from the previous MakeRoute 
class in its way to present the map. The image’s center is not 
the user’s current location: what is important here is to 
display the whole path. For this reason, the previously 
mentioned MWS ViewByBoundingLocations class is not 
used. Instead, the MWS variable mapSpec is used to hold the 
path.   

 
7) Replication Application Class 

This class is used to synchronize server and mobile 
databases. The parameter InternetUrl holds the virtual 
address, set up on our server, to allow for communication 
between the bases:  

 
replication.InternetUrl = 

"http://192.168.1.2/ReplSync/sqlcesa30.dll"  
 
ReplSync is the folder that has been created for the 

exchange of data, while sqlcesa30.dll is an essential dynamic 
link library .NET file for exchanging data. 

 
8) AdvPersonalization Application Class 

This class is used to apply additional personalization 
mechanisms which are distinguished as: 

• content-based considerations – personal attractions 
and categories of general attractions are dynamically 
updated in user profile, based on user interactions 
with the mobile application. This means that this 
class monitors user actions and evaluates the 
frequency of user requests on attractions not 
belonging in his profile. E.g., even if a particular 
user has not declared the White Tower attraction in 
his profile, it may be part of it, if for a certain period 
of time user frequently asked to see it on his mobile 
phone. A parameterized threshold is used for 
deciding the required value of frequency which 
allows the alteration of user profile.  

• collaborative-filtering considerations – server 
database is queried  for examining other users’ 

profiles. Like-minded users, namely users with many 
common selections (declared explicitly) on their 
profiles, are used as a simple recommendation 
engine: personal attractions and categories of general 
attractions are dynamically updated in a particular 
user profile, based on the preferences of other users 
with similar interests. 

B. Application Variable Types 
A number of variable types, mainly related to functions 

of MWS, are used in all classes. Their role in the design of 
mobile application is of critical importance. 

 
1) FindServiceSoap, RouteServiceSoap Variable Types 

These variable types, need to connect to the MWS, and 
thus before being used they had to be ‘activated’ by using 
user name/password combinations, (acquired during 
registration phase in MWS).  

 
findService.Credentials = New 

System.Net.NetworkCredential (myUserName, 
myPassword)  

 
For efficiency reasons, PreAuthenticate parameter should 

be set properly:   
 
findService.PreAuthenticate = True  
 

2) FindSpecification Variable Type 
This object is used by the FindServiceSoap, to carry out 

searches for Attractions. The parameters that should be set 
are: the category name of the attractions that we are 
interested (EntityTypeNames), the map in which the search 
will be done (DataSourceName), and a number of Options, 
capable to reduce the volume of returned results. The main 
options are:  

• Range: the maximum number of MWS provided 
results. By default, this number is set to 25. It may 
be set up to 500.  

• ThresholdScore: indicates the degree of correlation 
with the search. Any result "returned" from MWS 
has such a value, which is stored in ThresholdScore. 
The default option value is set to 0.85. By reducing 
this value, we increase the amount of results, as we 
ask practically to reduce the degree of correlation.  

• SearchContext: an integer that indicates the region, 
which would limit the search. For example, 
DataSource may specify the map of Europe 
(MapPoint.EU), but if we are interested only on the 
results concerning a particular country, then we must 
set the region option to the corresponding value 
(e.g., 98 is for Greece). 

 
3) Pushpin() Variable Type 

These variables are used to display ‘tacks’ (pushpins) on 
the map. A Pushpin represents a mark that we would like to 
see on the map. Related parameters are:  

•  LatLong: its coordinates.  
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• IconDataSource: a source-repository with images, 
capable to represent Pushpins on maps, as they can 
be fitted to the point defined by the coordinates. 
Each user may create his own images, and place 
them into his personal IconDataSource. Or, he may 
use the default parameter (MapPoint.Icons).  

• IconName: the name of the Pushpin icon, contained 
in IconDataSource. In our application, there are two 
different icons (namely "0" and "1". Both depict a 
differently tinted tack ("0" for the blue and "1" for 
the red one).  

• Label: the caption that appears above the Pushpin.  
4) ViewByHeightWidth, ViewByBoundingLocations 

Variable Types 
These types are used for describing two alternative map 

representations. ViewByHeightWidth defines a central point, 
based on which the map will be shown. There is no 
guarantee that all the defined Pushpins are being displayed. 
The map is created so that the center of the provided image is 
the desired central point (usually user’s current location), and 
the attractions’ presence on the map is depended on map’s 
size.  

On the other hand, ViewByBoundingLocations declares 
that image map will be created adapted to objects shown on 
the map. Thus, the map will present all the desired 
points/attractions.  

 
5) MapSpecification Variable Type 

This type of variables is used to create maps, based on 
the provided parameter values. The most significant of them 
are:  

• DataSource: the map of MWS.  
• Views: alternative map representations, using 

ViewByHeightWidth, and ViewByBoundingLocations 
variable types.  

• Options: stores the size (height and width) of 
PictureBox control (form element), in which the map 
will be placed. Map creation is adjusted to the size of 
the PictureBox. Furthermore, very helpful is the 
Zoom parameter. Its default value is 1, while the 
lowest price we can get is 0. It must be noted that 
Options parameter should be initialized before use. 

• Pushpins: the potential Pushpins that we are 
interested to be placed on the map.  

• Route: in case that we have defined a route (via a 
specific Route MWS variable type), this parameter 
may cause route design and display on the map. 

VII. USING THE LOCATION-BASED SERVICES 
In this section, we will present a typical application 

scenario to demonstrate specific contextual, personalized and 
user-friendly features of our approach.  

Let us suppose that user Alice wishes to see on her 
mobile the route from her current location to the Airport. 
Figure 4 depicts the navigation chart of the application, so 
Alice has to follow the selections’ path:  

 
‘Map’--> ‘Find Route’ --> ‘To General Attraction’ 

 
  

 

 
 

Figure 4.  The GUI navigation chart of the application. 

Certainly, all attractions belonging to the general 
categories available from MWS (which are mentioned 
previously in Section VI), may be used as the destination 
location of Alice’s route. But not only that: Alice may easily 
choose Airport destination because all categories of 
attractions that are not of interest for her, are not provided as 
possible selections on her mobile device. This can be done, 
because in the past Alice has used the following option to 
declare her interests: 

 
‘Manage Attractions’ --> ‘General Attractions Categories’  
 

Or, Alice in the past had too many times asked about 
Airport, and consequently her profile was dynamically 
updated by AdvPersonalization class, to include this 
attraction. It must be noticed that, this was possible because 
Alice in her profile has explicitly allowed the dynamic 
content-based alteration of her preferences. 

Alice, as shown in Figure 5, may see now a map which 
presents a route according to her preferences, created by 
MakeRoute class. ‘Eiste edo’ pin declares her current 
location, while ‘Arxi’ (Start) and ‘Goneis’ (Parents) pins are 
personal attractions that are close to this route. 
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Figure 5.  Route map display. “Είστε Εδώ” stands for “You are here”, 

“Arxi” for “Start” and “Goneis” for “Parents” 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Find general attractions option. 

 
As she moves, Alice decides to stop get informed about 

the closest personal attractions, or even to change the 
distance parameter that decides if a personal attraction is 
close to the route. She just has to select: 

 
‘Route Options’ --> ‘Changing Attractions’ 
 
The map will reflect the changes regarding the presence 

of her personal attractions on the route. If Alice meets 
accidentally a friend with a car, willing to take her to the 
airport, she may select: 

 
 ‘Route Options’ --> ‘Changing Route Type’  

 
In this way, she receives a different route on the map, 

taking into account the potential one-way streets in this area.  
 
She also may enrich her map, by selecting the ‘Find 

General Attractions’ submenu. In this way, she may further 
elaborate her preferences on her stored profile: she may 
choose which general attractions of her profile (based on 
their category or on their distance from the specific route) to 
be displayed on the map (see Figure 6). All these attractions 
are depicted as numbered pins on the map, but there is a 
proper menu option to get the explanations about these 
numbers on the map. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Presenting route instructions. 

If Alice decides to get more detailed information on route 
directions (see Figure 7), she has to select:  

 
‘Context-aware Options’ --> ‘Route Directions’ 
Also, Alice may ask to see the whole route on her mobile 

device, using the ‘Selected Route’ option of the Context-
aware Options menu. 
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Figure 8.  Presenting selected route. “Archeologiko Mousio” stands  for 
“Archaeological museum” and “Eiste edo” stands for “You are here”  

In Figure 8, the route to the ‘Archeologiko Mousio’ 
(Archaeological museum), an attraction of the museum 
category is presented. Note the difference between Figures 5 
and 8: user’s current location (‘Eiste Edo’) is no longer at the 
center of the display to depict the whole selected route.   

It must be noticed also that Alice had not declared this 
attraction or its category (museum) in her profile and also 
she had never asked information about it. However, other 
users with similar declared attributes in their profiles had 
chosen this attraction and thus her profile was dynamically 
updated by AdvPersonalization class. This was done because 
Alice in her profile has explicitly allowed the dynamic 
collaborative-filtering alteration of her preferences. 

The application has similar functionality when users 
requesting route maps with destinations being personal 
attractions. It must be also clarified, that the ‘Default Route’ 
is making use of a specific destination location, namely 
‘Telos’ (end), which has taken its value when user made the 
registration. In this way, every user has a quick way to ask a 
route map from his current location to a specific (frequently 
used) destination. 

If Alice has no interest to be informed about route maps, 
she may select: 

 
 ‘Map’--> ‘Present Current Location’ 
 
With this submenu she has access to the most simple 

location-based services, that is to display on the map her 
current location with or without nearby attractions (general 
and/or personal). 

 

 
 

Figure 9.  Managing personal attractions. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Managing general attractions. 

Finally, it must be noticed that ‘Manage Attractions’ 
option provides powerful administrative functions to Alice, 
to add, edit, or delete personal attractions (see Figure 9), 
and/or categories of general attractions (see Figure 10). In 
this way, Alice may update her profile and enjoy 
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personalized location-based services. An additional 
administrative function is the allowance (or not) of the 
advanced personalization mechanisms, and consequently the 
dynamic alteration of her profile. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we discussed the mobile setting issues, m-

commerce adoption concerns, location-based services, 
context-awareness, and its significance to personalize mobile 
applications. The design of an indicative end user application 
is discussed, which makes use of context parameters (such as 
user’s location and preferences), and demonstrates how 
location-aware context is a powerful enabling factor for any 
m-commerce application. 

In order to demonstrate certain personalized and user-
friendly features of our approach, a typical LBS scenario is 
analyzed and presented. Future research efforts will be 
focused on investigating a more detailed categorization of 
users’ requirements for LBS, as well as on formulating 
user’s behavior in a flexible context model. Through the use 
of this context model and the development of more 
applications, we hope to further increase our understanding 
of personalization and context-awareness. 
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